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Abstract

=EW MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS ARE CONSTANTLY BEING ESTABLISHED IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE WORLD'
6LOBALIZATION AND INCREASING MOBILITY OF PEOPLE ARE DRIVING A CHANGE WHEREBY LABOR IS BECOMING
MORE AND MORE HETEROGENEOUS' 4VEN IN 5INLAND% WHICH IS TRADITIONALLY CONSIDERED TO BE QUITE
HOMOGENEOUS% WORKPLACES ARE BECOMING MORE MULTICULTURAL' ?HUS% IT IS IMPORTANT TO LEARN HOW
MULTICULTURAL TEAMS CAN BE LED AS MULTICULTURALISM HAS BEEN FOUND TO POSE CONSIDERABLE CHALLENGES
TO LEADERSHIP' ?HEREFORE% MORE RESEARCH ON THE EXPERIENCES OF MANAGERS IN LEADING MULTICULTURAL
TEAMS IS NEEDED'

?HE RESEARCH INTEREST OF THIS STUDY 762> B6?569 ?52 861172 8/9/42=>F 2C<2=62902> 69 3/02&TO&FACE

MULTICULTURAL TEAM LEADERSHIP IN THE CONTEXT OF A MULTINATIONAL CASE CORPORATION' <IDDLE MANAGERS

ARE AN INTERESTING RESEARCH FOCUS AS THEIR POSITION BETWEEN THE STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT AND

OPERATIONAL STAFF IS CHALLENGING E EVEN WITHOUT TAKING THE CULTURAL FACTOR INTO CONSIDERATION' ;ACK

OF TIME% LIMITED RESOURCES% HIGH EXPECTATIONS AND PRESSURES FROM BOTH THE UPPER AND LOWER LEVELS OF

THE HIERARCHY% AND LACK OF POWER TO MAKE DECISIONS ARE TYPICAL ISSUES DESCRIBING THE ROLE OF MIDDLE

MANAGERS' 1RINGING THE CHALLENGE OF MULTICULTURALISM ON TOP OF THESE ISSUES MAKES THEIR ROLE EVEN

8;=2 128/91694% (D 2C/869694 ?52 861172 8/9/42=>F 2C<2=62902>$ ?56> =2>2/=05 B6>52> ?;

CONTRIBUTE TO THE ORGANIZATIONAL UNDERSTANDING OF THE CASE COMPANY ON HOW TO BETTER SUPPORT

MULTICULTURAL TEAM LEADERSHIP'

?HE STUDY IS CONDUCTED BY USING A QUALITATIVE SINGLE CASE STUDY APPROACH% WITH THE EMPIRICAL DATA

GATHERED BY SEMI&STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS' ?HE INTERVIEWEES #)( PERSONS$ HAVE BEEN SELECTED WITH THE

ASSISTANCE OF A CASE COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE% AND THEY ALL HAVE EXPERIENCE IN LEADING MULTICULTURAL

TEAMS' 3RAWING UPON THEIR EXPERIENCES% STORIES% AND OPINIONS% THE CONTENT ANALYSIS WAS CONDUCTED

BY THEMATIZING THE MOST PREVAILING AREAS OF MULTICULTURAL TEAM LEADERSHIP AND ANALYZING THEM

ABDUCTIVELY GUIDED BY THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY'

?HE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK DETERMINES SIX AREAS THAT LEADERS OF MULTICULTURAL TEAMS MAY FIND

CHALLENGING IN LEADING THEIR TEAMS' ?HESE ARE/ )$ CULTURAL SENSITIVITY% *$ TEAM COHESION AND TRUST% +$

MOTIVATION% ,$ CROSS&CULTURAL COMMUNICATION% -$ POWER AND HIERARCHY% AND .$ DECISION&MAKING'

?HE STUDY EXAMINES IN WHICH AREAS THE INTERVIEWEES HAVE THE MOST EXPERIENCE IN LEADERSHIP OF

THEIR TEAMS AND WHICH AREAS THEY FIND CHALLENGING'

2ONSEQUENTLY% THE FINDINGS OF THIS STUDY HIGHLIGHT THE FOLLOWING FOUR AREAS AS THE MOST PREVAILING

ONES IN THE EVERYDAY WORKING LIFE OF MIDDLE MANAGERS IN THE CASE COMPANY/ )$ CULTURAL SENSITIVITY%

*$ CROSS&CULTURAL COMMUNICATION% +$ TEAM COHESION AND TRUST% AND ,$ MOTIVATION' 3ESPITE THIS%

HOWEVER% THE BIGGEST ISSUES SEEM TO RELATE TO THE CONTEXT OF A MULTINATIONAL CORPORATION OF THE CASE

0;8</9D /91 6?> >?=/?24D /91 >?=@0?@=2 /3320?694 861172 8/9/42=>F 72/12=>56P ROLE% AND THE

POSITION OF THE INTERVIEWEES IN THE MIDDLE MANAGEMENT'

Keywords MULTINATIONAL CORPORATION% MULTICULTURALISM% LEADERSHIP% MIDDLE MANAGEMENT% TEAM
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@USIA MONIKANSALLISIA YRITYKSI` SYNTYY JATKUVASTI ERI PUOLILLE MAAILMAA' 6LOBALISAATION JA

TYaVOIMAN SUUREMMAN LIIKKUVUUDEN MYaT` MONIKANSALLISTEN YRITYSTEN HENKILaSTaST` ON TULLUT YH`

MONIKULTTUURISEMPAA' ?`M` ON TAPAHTUNUT JOPA PERINTEISESTI HOMOGEENISEN` PIDETYSS` >UOMESSA'

<ONIKULTTUURISUUDEN ON TODETTU AIHEUTTAVAN HUOMATTAVIA HAASTEITA JOHTAMISELLE% MINK` TAKIA ON
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The world has become smaller through intensified globalization. New multinational

corporations (MNCs) are constantly being established in different parts of the world. Due to

globalization and increasing mobility of people, labor has become more heterogeneous.

(Sippola 2007b; Sippola & Smale 2007; Viitala 2007; Mensi-Klarbach 2012.) Even in

Finland, which used to be considered quite a homogeneous country over a long period of

time, workplaces have started to become more multicultural (Sippola 2007a; 2007c).

Therefore, some Finnish workplaces have and many still need to learn how multicultural

teams should be led; what kind of challenges can emerge and what aspects should be

considered to reach optimal results.

There are workplaces in Finland that are already employing a high amount of employees with

multicultural background and their amount is increasing. Thus, multicultural team leadership

is constantly becoming a more important and a more topical subject. Cultures have been

studied for decades from multiple perspectives. Plenty of research on cultures and their

management has been published under the theme ^cross-cultural management_. I will discuss

the theme using a somewhat different expression, ^multicultural team leadership_, of this field

of science. This approach makes it easier to follow the study as the concepts of leadership and

management are not constantly alternated, and since the focus of the study is on leadership. In

order to comprehend the subject more profoundly, experiences of leaders need to be

understood. By exploring such experiences, understanding on how to lead multicultural teams

successfully may be gained. (Danowitz & Hanappi-Egger 2012.) Multinational corporations

indeed need high-performing teams in order to succeed in global competition, which is why a

lot is expected from multicultural teams (DiStefano & Maznevski 2000; Zander & Butler

2010). Multiculturalism, however, poses considerable challenges to leadership (Ayoko &

Härtel 2006).

Previous research on multicultural team leadership has presented alarming findings on the

successfulness of leadership. Multicultural teams have often been found to suffer from poor

cohesion and social integration, communication difficulties, conflicts, absenteeism, turnover,

lack of trust, job dissatisfaction, and stress. (Ayoko & Härtel 2006.) Cultural differences may
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indeed create significant obstacles to effective teamwork (Brett, Behfar & Kern 2006).

However, team leadership literature has traditionally either focused on one culture at a time or

left the cultural factor completely outside the scope of the research (Shokef & Erez 2006).

Multicultural team leadership literature, in turn, has concentrated on effective leadership

styles leaving experiences of leaders in everyday leadership of multicultural teams with less

attention (Deng & Gibson 2009). Nevertheless, due to the impact of globalization,

multicultural team leaders more and more feel the need to be able to influence their team

members with different cultural orientations (Yukl 2010). Hence, more research on

experiences of leaders in face-to-face leadership of multicultural teams is needed (Ayoko &

Härtel 2006; Hajro & Pudelko 2010).

Therefore, this study discusses the topic of multicultural team leadership by exploring

experiences of leaders. By leaders I refer to the middle management. Middle managers are an

interesting research focus @R SGDHQ ONRHSHNM \HM SGD LHCCKD] is challenging even without taking

the cultural factor of leadership into consideration. Lack of time, limited resources, high

expectations and pressures from both the upper and lower levels of the hierarchy, and lack of

power to make decisions are the typical issues describing the role of middle managers in

everyday working life. (Keys & Bell 1982; Dopson & Stewart 1990; Jackson & Humble

1994; Den Hartog 2004; Hales 2006; Stoker 2006.) Bringing the challenge of

multiculturalism on top of these issues makes their role even more demanding, which is why

their viewpoint is worth researching in more detail.

My interest in the subject was awakened by discussions with the representatives of the case

company. Therefore, my purpose is to describe how middle managers of the case company

experience leadership of their multicultural teams and what kind of challenges they face when

leading their teams in everyday working life. The topic is interesting to the case company as

its multiculturalism is continuously becoming more common, and the company is facing

managerial challenges regarding multiculturalism. Thus, the company is hoping to explore

LHCCKD L@M@FDQR_ DWODQHDMBDR HM NQCDQ SN respond to these challenges, support their middle

managers in leading their multicultural teams, and be better prepared for the future.
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Given the background of the study presented above, the objective NE SGHR 9@RSDQ_R >GDRHR HR SN

examine how middle managers experience leadership of their multicultural teams in everyday

working life in the context of a multinational corporation. In other words, I am interested in

finding out what kind of experiences middle managers have in leading multicultural teams in

a multinational corporation and what makes it challenging to lead those teams.

Derived from the objective presented above, the main research question guiding this study is:

# How do middle managers experience leadership of their multicultural teams in

everyday working life in the context of a multinational corporation?

Supporting the main research question I will also try to find answers to the following

secondary research questions:

# How does the context of a multinational corporation influence LHCCKD L@M@FDQR_

experiences?

# What kind of an impact has the position in the middle management on experiences?

As the case company is also interested in discovering how it could support leadership of its

multicultural teams and make it more straightforward for middle managers to lead their teams,

additional subordinate research question is:

# What could the case company do to support the leadership of its multicultural teams?

Answers to this subordinate research question are discussed within the analysis of the

empirical findings in chapter four. They are also briefly discussed in chapter five when

concluding the study.

The case company Matrix Inc., as it is called in this Thesis, is part of a global multinational

corporation, more specifically, its regional headquarters based in Finland. This regional

headquarters employs people from 16 different nationalities. Thus, it is a very suitable

research object for the subject in the traditionally homogeneous context of Finland. The

empirical data for the study is gathered from interviews with middle managers working in the

case company. In order to gain profound understanding on experiences of middle managers,

the interviewees were selected on the basis of the extent of their experience in multicultural

team leadership and on the amount of cultural diversity in their teams. The theoretical
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framework, instead, bases on several scientific articles and books, on which I have reflected

my empirical findings and which have guided me in conducting the content analysis.

%$' 7EMQ .RQGISVU

This Thesis includes a few main concepts that are used several times throughout the study.

Therefore, I will briefly present the terms multinational corporation, culture, team,

multiculturalism, multicultural teams, leadership and middle management in this chapter. I

will explain these terms more profoundly in the theoretical framework in chapter two.

Multinational Corporation

Multinational corporations have commonly been defined as companies that consist of several

geographically dispersed subunits which all have their own personnel with their own local

language, their own way of communicating, and their own cultural environment (Luo &

Shenkar 2006). However, there is no formal definition for a multinational corporation but it is

possible to note that certain criteria, such as the structure or the ownership of a company in

several countries, are often used for definition purposes (Ajami, Cool & Goddard 2006). In

this Thesis, a multinational corporation is defined, similar to Luo and Shenkar (2006), as a

company having operations and subunits in different countries around the world and

employing people with multiple different cultural backgrounds. Sometimes the term

transnational corporation is used instead of multinational corporation. I chose to use the

latter as multinational corporations have been described to be more strongly affected by their

parent companies and home countries, while transnational corporations do not as strongly

consider one particular country as their base (Ghoshal & Nohria 1993). The term

multinational corporation thus describes the case company more accurately.

Culture

The term culture has often been found to be complex to define in previous research (Seymen

2006). A widely known definition was proposed by Schein (2004). According to him, culture

means the assumptions, values, and artifacts that are shared by the members of a certain group

or a society. In this Thesis, I define culture in a similar way as the assumptions, values, and

behaviors that are learned and shared among certain human groups. The term is not limited to

national cultures but is instead thought to be shaped as the sum of several diverse factors,
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such as nationality, gender, age, education, occupation, and religion. Therefore, it is possible

to avoid overgeneralizing representatives of different nationalities.

Team

The term team has been commonly defined as \two or more people working together]

(Oxford University Press 2015). Teams are usually differentiated from groups in the sense

that teams are more interdependent, they strive for same goals, and have more contact

between their members (Tirmizi 2008b). In this Thesis, the concept of a team has been

defined as a small group of individuals who report to the same middle manager in the case

company, commit to common goals, and are co-located and interdependent in their tasks.

Multiculturalism

Prior to defining the concept of multicultural teams, the term multiculturalism needs to be

defined. Generally, the concept of multiculturalism has been understood as bringing together

different cultures and their attributes within a society (Wildish & Cornelius 2002). Tirmizi

(2008b), in turn, defines multiculturalism as embedding multiple different cultures in one or

more other cultures thus including the existence of subcultures in his definition. In this Thesis,

the concept of multiculturalism is similar to the definitions above referring to the co-existence

of multiple different cultures that manifests as a variety of assumptions, values, and behaviors

that representatives of these different cultures have.

Multicultural Teams

Earley and Gardner (2005) define multicultural teams as teams that entail differences among

team members, for example, in language, interpersonal styles, and values. In this Thesis, the

concept of multicultural teams is defined as a combination of the terms culture, team, and

multiculturalism. Thus, it means teams whose members have different cultural backgrounds

based on many factors, such as their nationality, age, gender, education, occupation,

communication style, and values.

Leadership

Leadership is a multidimensional concept that is often defined by separating it from the

concept of management. Providing a comprehensive definition for it is difficult as existing
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definitions of leadership are somewhat vague and sometimes even contradictory (Antonakis,

Cianciolo & Sternberg 2004; Avery 2004; Williams 2008; Northouse 2013). However, one

commonly used contemporary definition of leadership views it as a social influence process,

in which efforts of followers are maximized by leaders in order to achieve common goals

(Antonakis et al. 2004; Yun, Cox & Sims 2006; Williams 2008; Steers, Sanchez-Runde &

Nardon 2010). In this Thesis, the term is defined similarly as a social influence process

through which middle managers as leaders influence their team members in order to achieve

mutual goals. I chose to use the concept of leadership instead of management because the

former provides an opportunity to focus on the daily collaboration and interaction of middle

managers with their teams. Using the term management would have resulted in the focus

being on mere coordination and management of tasks in multicultural teams.

Middle Management

Finally, middle managers have been generally defined as the heads of specific business units

or departments being in between the strategic management and operational staff (Stoker

2006). Thus, they have their own teams but they also take directions from their own superiors

(Hales 2006; Stoker 2006). In this Thesis, middle management is considered to be managers

who are in between their own teams and superiors in the case company. They are not

ultimately responsible for the business units or departments but have the responsibility for

their own territories. Thus, their role is more operative than strategic.

%$( =IXMIY RJ VLI =IUIETGL 7IVLRHRORK[

As the purpose of this study is to understand and describe the experiences of middle managers

in multicultural team leadership in a profound manner, I have chosen the qualitative approach

as the research strategy. Qualitative research aims at describing, exploring, explaining,

interpreting, and gaining a complete picture of a specific phenomenon (Koskinen, Alasuutari

& Peltonen 2005). The empirical data is gathered by using semi-structured interviews with the

intention to give the interviewees an opportunity to share freely and describe their experiences

in multicultural team leadership. By using semi-structured interviews it is possible to avoid

overly guiding answers of the interviewees by using detailed interview questions and to avoid

losing the research focus by using open-ended questions. After all, my ultimate aim has been
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to gather rich and versatile experiences, stories, and opinions on the subject, which is possible

by using semi-structured interviews as a research method.

In total, I conducted 10 interviews with 10 middle managers of the case company. The

interview themes were predetermined on the basis of the theoretical framework and the

interviewees were selected from different functions of the company on the basis of the

amount of cultural diversity in their teams and the extent of their experience in multicultural

team leadership. I recorded the interviews, and thus, transcribing them word by word into a

written form was possible afterwards. The interviews lasted approximately 0.75[1.5 hours

and totaled 160 pages of transcribed data. I conducted the content analysis by thematizing the

transcriptions, as it allowed me to discover the most prevailing experiences of the

interviewees, and by analyzing the data abductively guided by the theoretical framework.

In addition to the actual empirical data, I had several discussions with the representatives of

Matrix Inc. First, I had initial discussions with the HRD specialist after which I continued

discussion with the HR manager. Furthermore, I conducted a two-hour pilot interview with

the HR manager and a one-hour pilot interview with the consultant who holds training courses

on multicultural effectiveness in the case company. Through these discussions and pilot

interviews I was able to gain a profound understanding of the context in which my study is

positioned.

%$) >VTWGVWTI RJ VLI >VWH[

This study consists of five parts, as follows:

1. The first chapter is an introduction to the topic. First, it briefly presents the

background of the study and why it is an interesting topic to be studied. It also

presents the research design of the study, as well as the main concepts, review of the

research methodology, and the structure of the study.

2. The second chapter is the theoretical framework of the Thesis. It discusses what is

understood with the concepts of multinational corporations and multicultural team

leadership in the existing literature.

3. The third chapter outlines the research methodology used for the empirical part of the

study. It introduces the selected research strategy and the case company Matrix Inc. in

order to understand its fundamental characteristics affecting the empirical findings.
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Subsequently, it presents the data collection and content analysis, and discusses the

questions of validity and reliability.

4. The fourth chapter presents the empirical findings of the study. It is divided into three

parts. The first part adds to our understanding of how the interviewees experience the

context of a multinational corporation and understand the terms culture, leadership,

and middle management. The second part discusses how the interviewees experience

leading their multicultural teams in everyday working life and what kind of challenges

they have faced. Finally, the fourth chapte presents organizational challenges affecting

multicultural team leadership and the HMSDQUHDVDDR_ ideas and proposals on how

leadership of multicultural teams could be supported by Matrix Inc.

5. The fifth chapter is the final chapter of the study and it summarizes the main findings,

final thoughts, and managerial implications of the study and provides some further

research suggestions.
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The theoretical framework presents previous research on multinational corporations and

multicultural team leadership. The chapter outlines what is understood with multinational

corporations, what kind of challenges illustrate their nature, what is understood with the

concepts of culture and multicultural team leadership, and what makes it challenging to lead

multicultural teams. At the end of the chapter, the theoretical framework of the study is

summarized.

&$% =IUIETGL RQ 7WOVMQEVMRQEO .RTSRTEVMRQU

Multinational corporations are complex entities that consist of diverse geographically

dispersed subunits. Each subunit has its own employees who have their own local languages,

their own way of communicating, and their own cultural environment. (Luo & Shenkar 2006.)

In recent years, the importance of multinational corporations has been rising as they have

been identified as not only the products of globalization but also as the main causes for

increasing global integration (Smith, Peterson & Thomas 2008; Meyer, Mudambi & Narula

2011). Indeed, multinational corporations create and distribute value by creating economic

interdependence among countries by transferring products, services, knowledge, and people

over geographic borders (Shokef & Erez 2006; Smith et al. 2008; Meyer et al. 2011). They

are considered to be among the most important institutions of modern societies (Smith et al.

2008). The first part of the theoretical framework discusses what is understood with the

concept of a multinational corporation. Furthermore, it will outline the main challenges that

multinational corporations face based on previous research; namely strategy, structure, and

multiculturalism (Doz & Prahalad 1984).

&$%$% /IJMQMVMRQ RJ E 7WOVMQEVMRQEO .RTSRTEVMRQ

There is no official definition for a multinational corporation although various definitions

have been proposed using different criteria. According to Ajami et al. (2006), for example

organizational structure, specific ratios, or the perspective of a multinational company have

been used as criteria for definition. They explain these criteria as follows. First, they argue

that a multinational corporation can be defined on the basis of its structure. According to this
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perception, a multinational corporation is a company that is organized into global product

divisions or structured in a way that business is controlled or ownership is diversified across

several countries. Another way to define a multinational corporation is to observe specific

ratios of business activities in foreign countries or foreign assets in relation to all of the

company_R activities. Based on this criterion, a multinational corporation is a company in

which a certain percentage of earnings, sales, assets, or workforce of a company is generated

or used in foreign locations. Furthermore, a third way to define a multinational corporation is

to view the perspective of an organization. This definition holds that if the management of a

corporation has the perception or the attitude that the operations and markets of a corporation

are multinational, then the company indeed is a multinational corporation. (Ajami et al. 2006.)

Bartlett and Ghoshal (2002) provide a simpler definition; they argue that a multinational

corporation is a company that operates in various countries and has developed a strategic

approach and organizational capability, which allow it to be sensitive and responsive to

differences in its host locations.

Furthermore, it has been popular among researchers to view multinational corporations as

networks (Forsgren, Holm & Johanson 2005). For example, Gupta and Govindarajan (1991)

argue that multinational corporations are networks of capital, product, and knowledge

transactions among units located in various countries. Similarly, according to Meyer et al.

(2011), multinational corporations are complex networks that have the ability to create,

transfer, re-combine, and make use of resources across several contexts around the world.

They create value by shifting both tangible and intangible resources between countries. Meyer

et al. (2011) refer to the concept of multiple embeddedness as the essential feature of

multinational corporations. It means that a corporation is embedded in both its internal and

external environments, which makes its operations complicated. Based on the concept of

multiple embeddedness, multinational corporations are those that make use of resources from

several local contexts and integrate and leverage them to other contexts in order to create

competitive advantage. Such strategies require worldwide supply chains, which integrate

geographically dispersed production processes in order to exploit advantages of various

locations. (Meyer et al. 2011.) Thus, globalism and multiple embeddedness illustrate the

nature of multinational corporations and support in their definition. The concept of multiple

embeddedness will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter.
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In countries where multinational corporations operate, they are confronted with, for example,

different currencies, taxation, and customs regulations. At the same time, they must comply

with a global system of international laws and standards that regulate their global operations.

These local and global contexts must be linked together into one global corporation, which

can be made by choosing a suitable strategic approach. (Shokef & Erez 2006.) Choosing the

right kind of strategic approach is extremely important for multinational corporations due to

pressures arising from increasing global competition (Bartlett & Ghoshal 2002). Thus,

creating a suitable strategy can be viewed as a challenge for multinational corporations

because it determines their entire operations.

According to Smith et al. (2008), multinational corporation strategies are generally based on

their emphasis and balance between global integration and local responsiveness. At its

extreme, global integration means treating all the stakeholders similarly, such as customers

and employees, while ignoring the need to address cultural differences. On the contrary, local

responsiveness means complete differentiation and acceptance of differences in national

standards and cultural practices, which is why each market is treated uniquely. (Smith et al.

2008.) According to Bartlett and Ghoshal (2002), there are three core strategies based on this

classification that multinational corporations can use to compete globally. These strategies

are: 1) multidomestic or multinational, 2) global, and 3) hybrid or transnational (Bartlett &

Ghoshal 2002). First, multidomestic or multinational strategy concentrates on competition

within each nation in which the corporation operates, and thus, segments foreign markets by

these national boundaries. A multinational corporation needs distinctive strategic approaches

for each of these markets because competition and customer demand vary from nation to

nation. Therefore, headquarters exercises lower control over local units and these local units

are delegated to make their own strategic and operating decisions in order to customize

products and services to local markets. In order for this strategy to function in practice, it

requires good knowledge on local practices and the establishment of an entire value-creation

chain in each major foreign market. (Luo & Shenkar 2006.) Thus, corporations adopting

multidomestic strategy have a strong need for local responsiveness and a weak need for global

integration (Smith et al. 2008).

In contrast, in global strategy the products of a multinational corporation are standardized

across national markets. The world is treated as one single market with no local variation.
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Foreign subunits are assumed interdependent and headquarters is focused on integrating them.

Decision-making and control are thus strongly focused at the parent company. Innovations are

usually developed at the home country after which they are leveraged to other locations.

Focus on cost reduction is huge, which is why global strategy aims for economies of scale.

Corporations adopting global strategy usually locate different functions in different countries

in order to find operational synergies from inter-function collaboration. (Luo & Shenkar

2006.) Hence, companies having global strategy exist where the need for global integration is

strong and the need for local responsiveness is weak (Smith et al. 2008).

Finally, hybrid or transnational strategy is situated between the multidomestic and global

strategies. Hybrid strategy aims for both global integration and local responsiveness. Thus, an

integrated yet flexible network is formed, and distinctive competencies of each location are

transferred within this network, while at the same time pressures for local responsiveness are

taken into consideration. As opposed to global strategy, competence development and global

learning are not only found in the country of a parent company but can also appear in any of

the other corporation locations around the world. In order for hybrid strategy to work in

practice, it requires a shared vision and individual commitment. (Luo & Shenkar 2006.) To

sum up, hybrid corporations emphasize both global integration and local responsiveness

(Smith et al. 2008).

According to Bartlett and Ghoshal (2002), companies can also choose international strategy.

This applies in situations where a company is primarily focused on its home markets and

therefore should not be considered a multinational corporation. The company may sell some

of its products outside its home country or have some objectives on foreign activities but its

main strategic focus is on the home market and the competitive advantage is developed

mainly for the home market. (Bartlett & Ghoshal 2002.) Thus, international strategy is left

outside of the scope of this Thesis. Figure 1 below illustrates international strategies from

which multinational corporations can choose to adopt global, hybrid, or multidomestic

strategy.
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Bartlett and Ghoshal (2002) argue that the choice of a strategy highly depends on products

and the industry in which the corporation is operating. The need for global efficiency is

greater in industries where products or services are similar regardless of the location where

they are sold. In contrast, a high degree of local responsiveness is important in industries

where products or services vary in different parts of the world. (Bartlett & Ghoshal 2002.)

Earley and Gibson (2002), in turn, recommend multinational corporations to choose hybrid

strategy @R HM SNC@X_R VNQKC ATRHMDRR RTBBDRR NESDM depends on expanding the global reach of

an organization. Hybrid strategy is successful for this purpose because it meets the challenges

of global efficiency, while also being locally responsive and encouraging on-going learning

processes regardless of location. By adopting hybrid strategy each organizational activity can

be performed in a location where it can be best accomplished. (Earley & Gibson 2002.)

&$%$' 7WOVMQEVMRQEO .RTSRTEVMRQ >VTWGVWTIU

The search for a suitable strategy is often a question of the right organizational structure.

Through the right structure it is possible to define responsibilities and relationships in a

multinational corporation. (Bartlett & Ghoshal 2002.) According to Tayeb (1996: 86),

organizational structure can be defined as \@ RDS NE DRS@AKHRGDC QDFTK@QHSHDR HM @BSHUHSHDs such as

S@RJ @KKNB@SHNM' BNNQCHM@SHNM' @MC RTODQUHRHNM]. In general, multinational corporations are

composed of a parent company (headquarters) and subsidiaries (foreign units). As discussed

in the previous chapter, a strategy determines how headquarters and foreign units are

connected to each other. Organizational structure, in turn, creates a network environment for
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information sharing and reporting. It also determines the frequency and the extent of

communication of each unit with the other network. (Luo & Shenkar 2006.) Thus, the strategy

and the structure of a multinational corporation have a great impact on each other and on the

entire operation of a corporation.

According to Luo and Shenkar (2006), multinational corporations can choose between four

different structures when organizing their activities. These structures are: 1) departmental, 2)

divisional, 3) matrix, and 4) geographical. First, in a departmental structure the international

division manages all functions that situate in any foreign location. In a divisional structure, on

the other hand, each product division is in charge of its own foreign activities. In a matrix

structure functions of headquarters and product divisions co-manage foreign units. Finally, in

a geographical structure activities are divided into different regions and regional headquarters

control all activities within a certain region. (Luo & Shenkar 2006.) Figure 2 below illustrates

these multinational corporation structures.

3DBNK@ ' , 6NFMDH<MDIH<F 0IKJIK<MDIH 8MKN>MNK@L

In general, corporations having a matrix or a geographical structure are more complex than

corporations with departmental or divisional structures. This is because control is more
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decentralized in matrix and geographical structures. Under matrix and geographical structures

regional headquarters have the power to make decisions on investments and production in

their own territory, while under departmental and divisional structures the parent company

has the control. What makes a typical multinational corporation with a matrix structure

complex is that its horizontal differentiation crosses functions and product divisions (see

Figure 2). Authority for operational decisions is shared by both the functions and the

divisions. Thus, individual subunits belong to two hierarchies meaning that there are two

superiors for each employee. In departmental and divisional structures, the control is more

centralized. This enables headquarters to engage in greater control over foreign activities.

Under a departmental structure international operations are grouped into an international

department resulting in less power for country managers to make decisions. In a divisional

structure, in turn, each product division is an independent entity with total responsibility for

its own worldwide activities. The common element of these two structures is that global

activities generating value are supervised by the board of directors situated at the parent

company. (Luo & Shenkar 2006.) Drawing on the previous literature on multinational

corporation strategies and structures, it can be concluded that multinational corporations

adopting global strategy are more likely to have a centralized departmental or divisional

structure, while corporations adopting hybrid or multidomestic strategy are more likely to use

the matrix or the geographical structure.

Regardless of the structure a multinational corporation decides to choose, it often creates

challenges for its business and operations because of complex interactions, which are typical

for global organizations. As mentioned, complicated interdependencies within and between

several subunits of multinational corporations and the internal hierarchy of a multinational

corporation as an entity raise the issue of multiple embeddedness. (Andersson, Forsgren &

Holm 2002; Meyer et al. 2011.) Multiple embeddedness can be divided into two parts:

external and internal. External embeddedness refers to relationships with stakeholders, such

as customers and authorities, in the home and the host countries (multinational corporation

level), while internal embeddedness refers to interactions within the multinational corporation

and its internal hierarchy (subsidiary level) (Meyer et al. 2011; Kähäri 2014).

First, at the multinational corporation level, the corporation is dealing with stakeholders of the

parent company and of each of its foreign subunits in different locations. Thus, the

corporation is daily interacting with, for example, a variety of customers, employees, and

authorities in its home and host locations around the world. This diversity causes complex
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managerial challenges. In order not to be seized by these challenges, the corporation has to

develop strategies that take advantage of local differences. Thus, it is important to organize

multinational corporation networks effectively by, for example, choosing a suitable

organizational structure. Furthermore, benefiting from both the similarities and differences of

multiple host locations requires managing a huge amount of information on each subunit.

Managing such interfaces is important as it generates value for the multinational corporation

and its subunits in any specific local context. Second, at the subsidiary level, the issue of

multiple embeddedness stems from the need for balancing the local responsiveness of

subunits with their global integration with the overall structure of a multinational corporation.

(Meyer et al. 2011.)

Thus, the issue of multiple embeddedness rises at these two structural levels. Every

multinational company is embedded in local contexts of its home country and host countries

through its local subsidiaries, and these subsidiaries are embedded in the internal network of

the multinational corporation. This means that the subsidiaries are exposed to internal

pressures stemming from their ultimate home country through the parent company and

institutional pressures arising from their own local contexts. (Forsgren et al. 2005; Meyer et

al. 2011.) In other words, according to Meyer et al. (2011: 236), \HM NQCDQ SN S@JD ETKK

@CU@MS@FD NE SGD NOONQSTMHSHDR HM DUDQX KNB@K BNMSDWS' RTARHCH@QHDR LTRS AD ^DWSDQM@KKX

DLADCCDC_ VHSGHM D@BG KNB@K BNMSDWS VGHKD @KRN ADHMF RTEEHBHDMSKX ^HMSDQM@KKX DLADCCDC_

within the multinational corporation MDSVNQJ]( Then, the benefits of external embeddedness

may be transferred to the other multinational corporation network. Balancing the strategic role

of the subsidiary within the multinational corporation can sometimes represent a trade-off of

best practices. Thus, the structure and the multiple embeddedness create both business

opportunities and operational challenges for multinational corporations. (Meyer et al. 2011.)

To sum up, multinational corporations face structure-related challenges because they interact

with various local contexts in which their parent companies and subsidiaries are embedded.

This results in complex networks and relationships between parties within the multinational

corporation and with the local contexts (Andersson et al. 2002; Forsgren et al. 2005; McCann

& Mudambi 2005; Meyer et al. 2011). In order to overcome the challenges the structure

creates, multinational corporations must come up with ways to connect their company-

specific capabilities with knowledge of different host location contexts, and thus, create value

propositions that fit the local context in question. These integration challenges require

adaptation and creativity, and possibly the development of entirely new business models. If
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the challenges become overwhelming the parent company may end up having to divest its

subsidiaries or in extreme cases exit foreign markets. (Meyer et al. 2011.) Thus, a question of

the right structure is in relation to the question of the right strategy.

&$%$( 7WOVMGWOVWTEOMUP MQ 7WOVMQEVMRQEO .RTSRTEVMRQU

Having discussed multinational corporation strategies and structures, I am now turning to the

challenge faced by multinational corporations, namely multiculturalism. Due to globalization,

the contemporary workforce in multinational corporations is increasingly becoming more

multicultural (Chao & Moon 2005; Choy, Lee & Ramburuth 2009; Kumar, Anjum & Sinha

2011; Binsiddiq & Alzahmi 2013). Cultural differences are of fundamental importance for

running an international business but they often lead multinational corporations to major

problems (Meyer et al. 2011). According to Wright and Drewery (2002), the challenge of

engaging employees with different attitudes, values, and beliefs in activities of multinational

corporations is often underestimated. Indeed, several researchers (see e.g. Rugman 2003) have

pointed out that differences between, amongst and within cultures will not diminish by

globalization. In this chapter I will discuss multiculturalism in multinational corporations,

first, by defining the concept of culture, and then, focusing on multicultural teams. In the next

chapter, I will go through more specifically multicultural team leadership and the challenges

faced by leaders.

&$%$($% ,569>9B9?> ?6 +C<BC@5

Culture is a complex and multifaceted phenomenon and concept (Chao & Moon 2005; Leung,

Bhagat, Buchan, Erez & Gibson 2005; Thomas 2008; Tirmizi 2008a). Several studies have

shown that its richness and intricacies are difficult to encompass in a single definition (see

e.g. Brannen, Gómez, Peterson, Romani, Sagiv & Wu 2004; Handin & Steinwedel 2006;

Tirmizi 2008a). Claes, Hanappi-Egger and Primecz (2012) have summed up the elements of

the most common definitions in three parts arguing that culture is:

# shared by representatives of a given social group,

# learned as members of a group pass it on to other members of a group,

# systematic and organized as it shapes behavior or creates NMD_R ODQBDOSion of the

world through morals, laws, and customs. (Claes et al. 2012.)
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One of the most well-known definitions of culture has been originally provided by Schein in

1985. Schein (2004) argues that culture has three levels, which are: 1) artifacts and creations,

2) values, and 3) basic assumptions. He has created a model that differentiates between

superficial or obvious elements and more deeply held aspects of culture. Figure 3 below

illustrates the relationship between these three levels of culture. As can be seen, Schein

defines the concept of culture by comparing it to an iceberg with only a small percentage

being visible above the surface of the water.

3DBNK@ ( , 5@O@FL IA 0NFMNK@ DH 4>@=@KB 6I?@F =Q 8>C@DH DH &,+* #.?<JM@? AKIG 9CIG<L '%%+- (%$

Figure 3 shows that cultural artifacts are above the surface including all the visible features of

a culture. These features can be, for example, language, technology and products, the

@QBGHSDBSTQD NE @ BTKSTQD_R OGXRHB@K DMUHQNMLDMS' L@MMDQR, and clothing. Just below the

surface are the beliefs and values of a specific culture. They are consciously held and predict

much of the behavior that can be observed at the artifacts level. Finally, deep below the

surface are the basic assumptions that are shared by representatives of a specific culture. They

are beliefs, thoughts, perceptions, and feelings that are the ultimate source of values and

action. They are unconsciously held and taken for granted by members of a certain culture.

Hence, they are extremely difficult to change. They define what to take into consideration,

give meanings to things, communicate how to react emotionally to what is happening, and

what to do in different situations. (Schein 2004.)

=BGDHM_R LNCDK G@R RDQUDC @R SGD A@RHR ENQ RDUDQ@K NSGDQ RBGNKars (see e.g. Brannen et al. 2004;

Ayoko & Härtel 2006; Brewer 2006; Handin & Steinwedel 2006; Shokef & Erez 2006;

Tirmizi 2008a; Steers et al. 2010; Kumar et al. 2011) to define the term culture. Thus, culture

has ended up being generally defined as the assumptions, beliefs, values, practices,
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institutions, and systems of meaning that are shared among a group of people. Moreover,

according to Seymen (2006), instead of being only shared interpretations and behaviors of a

certain group, culture can also emerge as differences in attitudes. Furthermore, although

culture may contribute to a sense of group identity, individuals do not necessarily need to

recognize that they are members of a common group in order to share a culture (Brewer

2006). This view is simHK@Q SN =BGDHM_R %2004) in a sense that part of culture is unconsciously

held.

7M @CCHSHNM SN =BGDHM_R %+)),& CDEHMHSHNM' >QNLODM@@QR_ (1993) and 6NERSDCD_R (1980)

definitions of culture are some of the most recognized throughout the world. Trompenaars and

Hampden-Turner (1998: 20) explain the concept of culture TRHMF >QNLODM@@QR_ E@LNTR EHRG

metaphor:

A fish discovers its need for water when it is no longer in it. Our own culture is like
water to a fish. It sustains us. We live and breathe through it. What one culture may
regard as essential, a certain level of material wealth for example, may not be so vital
to other cultures.

Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov (2010: 6), in turn, define culture as follows: \1TKSTQD HR SGD

collective programming of the mind that distinguishes the members of one group or category

NE ODNOKD EQNL NSGDQR]. Indeed, culture can be defined as a social phenomenon common for

people in a given social environment.

Therefore, based on the definitions presented above, culture helps to interpret several aspects

of life and the world around members of a certain cultural group (Ayoko & Härtel 2006;

Kumar et al. 2011). People base their behavior both individually and in groups on these

beliefs and values (Handin & Steinwedel 2006). Handin and Steinwedel (2006) argue that

people have a cultural \lens] through which they view the world and make sense of what they

see, how they feel about it, and how they define themselves. These cultural drivers have a

significant impact on all ODNOKD_R HMSDQ@BSHNMR HMBKTCHMF SGNRD HM SGD VNQJOK@BD( >GDX

determine how people think, organize themselves, view time, define their purpose, cope with

uncertainty, and relate to power. (Handin & Steinwedel 2006.) Steers et al. (2010) state that

through this interpretation process culture helps to determine what is acceptable and what is

not.

Like Schein (2004), most scholars view culture as something that remains rather consistent

over time or changes only gradually and is learned already as a child by observing other

ODNOKD_R ADG@UHNQR (see e.g. Brannen et al. 2004; Handin & Steinwedel 2006; Hofstede et al.
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2010; Steers et al. 2010). Some, in turn, view culture as dynamic and changeable in its nature

(see e.g. Leung et al. 2005). These latter types of definitions are usually further complicated

compared to those that view culture as something that is static (Tirmizi 2008a). For example,

Leung et al. (2005) argue that based on research in cognitive psychology the human mind is

adaptive and in a dynamic interaction with the environment. This means that people are

constantly observing their environment and adapting their cultures to it. Hence, cultures are

cognitive and thus prone to environmental influences. (Leung et al. 2005.) This kind of

dynamic view of culture is contradictory to the traditional views presented above which

consider culture as stable and static. Therefore, based on this dynamic view on culture,

cultures change more frequently and more rapidly than has been assumed in previous

literature. Consequently, cultural differences should not cause as big of a challenge to

multinational corporations as has been previously assumed given that cultures are relatively

adaptive and altered by situational influences. (Leung et al. 2005.)

Cultural Frameworks

Due to the complex nature of culture as a concept, researchers have provided several

categorizations and cultural frameworks while trying to outline and simplify the term. Indeed,

classifying the basic dimensions or characteristics of different cultures has been argued to be

an important step in order to fully comprehend their underlying relationships. (Deng &

Gibson 2009; Kumar et al. 2011.) For example, Chao and Moon (2005) have presented that

culture consists of three dimensions. Their view diverges from previous research in a sense

that they apply a bottom-up approach of culture instead of having the traditional focus, which

begins at higher levels of analysis such as nationality. In order to understand the overall scope

of culture and to conceptualize it in a meaningful and practical way, they offer a meta-

framework that includes a three-component classification named as \1TKSTQ@K 9NR@HB]. Based

on SGHR EQ@LDVNQJ' @M HMCHUHCT@K_R BTKSTQ@K HCDMSHSX originates from interactions among three

dimensions. These dimensions are: 1) demographic, 2) geographic, and 3) associative.

Demographic dimension includes physical characteristics and social identities such as gender,

race, and ethnicity, which are inherited from previous generations. Geographic dimension, on

the other hand, refers to physical elements of a certain region, whether they are natural or

made by humans. Typical factors in this dimension include, for example, climate,

temperature, coastal [ inland, urban [ rural, and regional [ country distinctions. Finally,

associative dimension represents all formal and informal groups with whom an individual
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chooses to attach to, such as family, religion, profession, employer, and political party. (Chao

& Moon 2005.)

However, the most well-known cultural frameworks that have had a huge influence on cross-

BTKSTQ@K L@M@FDLDMS @MC LTKSHBTKSTQ@K SD@L KD@CDQRGHO QDRD@QBG @QD SGNRD NE 6NERSDCD_R @MC

>QNLODM@@QR_ U@KTD EQ@LDVNQJR( These cultural frameworks have offered practical ways for

studying and understanding cultural aspects and questions in multicultural teams. However,

when working with these frameworks, it is important to bear in mind that, even though the

general cultural orientations included in different frameworks would describe different

societies at least to some extent, cultures include subcultures, which may diverge from or be

in conflict with one another in some certain ways in the society within which they exist

(Tirmizi 2008a; Steers et al. 2010). Furthermore, cultural frameworks often deal with

generalizations about societies and cultural groups, which is why it is important to recognize

that these cultural features do not describe every, if any, individual because of differences in

their backgrounds, experiences, and preferences. (Tirmizi 2008a.) Thus, these cultural

EQ@LDVNQJR @QD NESDM @QFTDC SN AD NTSC@SDC HM SNC@X_R Q@OHCKX FKNA@KHYHMF VNQKC(

&2-56,+,85 )*/7, $.0,15.215

The research of Hofstede (1980) is perhaps the most referenced of all the research on cultural

dimensions. Based on his analysis of questionnaires obtained from 117 000 respondents in 50

countries, Hofstede found five major dimensions on which cultures differ: 1) individualism [

collectivism, 2) power distance, 3) uncertainty avoidance, 4) masculinity [ femininity, and 5)

long-term [ short-term orientation. First, individualism [ collectivism refers to the extent to

which @M HMCHUHCT@K CDSDQLHMDR NMD_R HCDMSHSX A@RDC NM NMD_R RDKE @R @M HMCividual or a group

one belongs to and whether the needs of an individual or this group are prioritized. Second,

power distance means the extent to which differences in status and hierarchy are embraced

and preserved in a society. Third, uncertainty avoidance refers to the degree to which societies

try to reduce uncertainty and bring forth stability. Fourth, masculinity [ femininity means the

extent to which traditional masculine traits of, for example, assertiveness and performance are

stressed over traditional feminine traits of, for example, nurturance and interpersonal skills.

Finally, long-term [ short-term distinction focuses on the degree to which societies focus on

the future, the past, or present. (Hofstede 1980.)
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Another relevant cultural framework was created by Trompenaars in 1993. Over a 10-year

period, he conducted a cultural value survey to approximately 15 000 managers in 28

countries. This framework is based on seven dimensions: 1) individualism [ collectivism, 2)

universalism [ particularism, 3) specific [ diffuse, 4) neutral [ affective, 5) achievement [

ascription, 6) attitudes toward time, and 7) internal [ external control. Two out of these seven

dimensions, namely individualism [ collectivism and attitudes toward time, are similar to

6NERSDCD_R similarly named dimensions presented above. The other five dimensions are

explained briefly as follows. First, universalism [ particularism dimension concerns the belief

of whether there are universal ways to determine what is right or good. Second, specific [

diffuse dimension means the degree to which people share their personal information to the

public. Third, neutral [ affective dimension refers to the extent to which emotions are allowed

to be expressed. Fourth, achievement [ ascription dimension means the degree to which status

@MC ONVDQ @QD CDSDQLHMDC HM @ RNBHDSX AX DHSGDQ @M HMCHUHCT@K_R @BGHDUDLDMSR NQ AX NMD_R

social status. Finally, internal [ external control dimension refers to the extent to which

individuals feel that they themselves have power to influence on their own lives.

(Trompenaars 1993.)

Having now presented previous literature on the most common ways to define the term

culture, it can be stated that culture indeed is a complex concept. Some scholars argue that

treating culture as such a multilevel construct ends up without having any real meaning

(Brewer 2006). After all, cultures are necessary in helping people to understand how to

communicate and interact with each other (Mäkilouko 2003). If the term does not have a real

meaning, this purpose cannot succeed. However, in contrast, considering culture at each of

the aforementioned dimensions or levels has been argued to preserve its essential elements

(Brewer 2006). Still, there is a risk to resort to generalizing. Now that I have presented the

complexities of the term culture, I will move on to outline previous literature on multicultural

teams in order to comprehend what kind of impacts they have on multinational corporations.

&$%$($& .C<B93C<BC@2< 152=A

Multinational corporations are increasingly relying on multicultural teams to perform

activities in SNC@X_R working life (Matveev & Milter 2004). According to Levi (2007) and

Smith et al. (2008), a team is a particular type of a group in which its members work
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interdependently in order to accomplish a mutual goal. Multicultural teams, in turn, are those

whose members have different cultural backgrounds reflecting both the surface-level, such as

language, nationality, and gender, and the deep-level, such as values and attitudes,

differentiation (Ayoko & Härtel 2006). Different cultural backgrounds have an influence on

SD@L LDLADQR_ understanding, thinking, interpreting, behaving, communicating, and a way of

responding to various situations (Adler & Graham 1989; Leung et al. 2005; Shokef & Erez

2006; Stahl, Mäkelä, Zander & Maznevski 2010). According to Wildish and Cornelius

(2002), multicultural teams are likely to succeed when members appreciate alternative points

of view, cooperate to make decisions together, share their experiences and give value to each

NSGDQ_R experiences, take advantage of the opportunity for learning cross-culturally, are able to

cope with uncertainty, and try to overcome the obstacles that may appear when

representatives of different cultures work together. Next, I will briefly describe the advantages

and disadvantages of multicultural teams in order to lay the foundations for the issue of

leadership of multicultural teams, which will be discussed in the following chapter.

7M SNC@X_R NQF@MHY@SHNMR ODNOKD are expected to be capable of working in multicultural teams.

Based on previous research, multicultural teams have three kinds of advantages; they are

creative, they solve problems in rich ways, and they correspond to a global, multicultural

customer base, and thus, are able to make customers more satisfied (see e.g. Cox & Blake

1991; DiStefano & Maznevski 2000; Matveev & Milter 2004; Wright & Drewery 2006;

Steers et al. 2010; Binsiddiq & Alzahmi 2013). First, according to Matveev and Milter (2004),

multicultural teams bring new ways of thinking which are required in order to operate in an

increasingly competitive and interdependent global business environment where the problems

are complex. The creativity enhances as team members have different preconceptions of how

they should start to work as a team. Therefore, they embrace different ideas and viewpoints,

pools of knowledge, and working methods. (DiStefano & Maznevski 2000.) Moreover,

cultural diversity reduces group thinking which may promote self-efficacy of team members

thus encouraging them to express their own views more freely (Binsiddiq & Alzahmi 2013).

Multicultural teams can also make use of different sources of information as team members

have gained understanding and experience of different contexts with different stakeholders

(Steers et al. 2010). Hence, their perspectives are diverse and they do not conform to norms of

the past as easily as members of monocultural teams (Cox & Blake 1991).

Second, cultural differences have been argued to provide great potential for generating value

through richer problem solving compared to monocultural teams (Cox & Blake 1991;
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DiStefano & Maznevski 2000). Multicultural teams have a more versatile base of experience

and backgrounds from which to approach problems and make decisions (Cox & Blake 1991).

Culture has an influence on what team members notice, how they interpret it, what kind of

actions they take to approach it, and how they implement their ideas. Thus, multicultural

teams are able to come up with innovative approaches to complex challenges and to develop

new kinds of solutions. (DiStefano & Maznevski 2000.) In other words, the cultural diversity

enables a wide range of skills, insights, perspectives, attributes, and values, which can

enhance SGD SD@L_R innovativeness and problem-solving skills therefore improving

performance (Cox & Blake 1991; Earley & Gibson 2002). Better decisions are possible to

make through a wide range of viewpoints and thorough critical analysis of issues without

falling into group thinking (Cox & Blake 1991).

Third, multicultural teams are of high importance for multinational corporations because

profound understanding of local customers in each multinational corporation setting is

needed. Thus, employees have to correspond to the global customer base in order to satisfy

customers globally. This is possible by having multicultural teams. (Matveev & Milter 2004.)

However, multicultural teams do not often create the competitive advantage expected

(DiStefano & Maznevski 2000). Despite the value of the diversity of knowledge possessed by

multicultural team members, the cultural differences pose great challenges and may create

considerable hindrances to effective teamwork (Brett et al. 2006; Shokef & Erez 2006;

Silberzahn & Chen 2006; Binsiddiq & Alzahmi 2013). These hindrances may be hidden and

thus difficult to recognize until considerable damage has been incurred (Brett et al. 2006).

Conflicts occur and teams may end up in a situation where they are unable to act (DiStefano

& Maznevski 2000). Making multicultural teams to work effectively is therefore not an easy

task. Based on previous research, multicultural teams have various disadvantages, which are

tightly intertwined with each other. These disadvantages are related to, for example,

communication, team cohesion, and conflicts. Next, I will briefly discuss them.

According to several studies (see e.g. Brannen & Salk 2000; Wright & Drewery 2002; Ayoko

& Härtel 2006; Behfar, Kern & Brett 2006; Shokef & Erez 2006; Sippola 2007b; Binsiddiq &

Alzahmi 2013), compared to monocultural teams, multicultural teams are more afflicted by

poor cohesion and social integration, misunderstandings and conflicts deriving from, for

example, deficient language skills, low trust and job satisfaction, stress, turnover,

absenteeism, and communication difficulties. Moreover, people different from their team
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members regarding their race, gender, and other culture bound characteristics feel more often

discomfort and are less committed to their organization. (Ayoko & Härtel 2006.)

Preconceptions, prejudices, and racism may also cause conflicts (Sippola 2007b).

Members of multicultural teams come across cultures different from their own, which hinders

the shared understanding and their ability to correctly interpret the behavior of other team

members (Shokef & Erez 2006). Cultural differences indeed hinder effective interaction

because cultural values and norms are deeply held. Their deepest influences on behavior and

interaction are often hidden, which is why they are extremely difficult to identify, address,

and understand. (DiStefano & Maznevski 2000.) Even though the term culture would be

understandable, it may be difficult to comprehend in practice due to its complexities.

Moreover, most people are deeply embedded in their own culture resulting in a failure to see

how it influences their own patterns of thinking and behavior. If one cannot see how culture

affects NMD_R NVM behavior, understanding cultures and behaviors of others is even more

difficult. Thus, it often requires a lot of time to develop team cohesion and come up with

decisions and implement them when cultural backgrounds of team members are highly

diverse and decision-making processes are culturally different. (Steers et al. 2010.) Even if

multicultural teams would solve problems in richer ways than monocultural teams, it usually

takes longer time for them to come up with solutions (Binsiddiq & Alzahmi 2013).

Although cultural differences make teamwork more challenging, ignoring them in leadership

might result even in a weaker performance than a performance of a poorly led monocultural

team (Miller, Fields, Kumar & Ortiz 2000). Conflicts reduce the ability of a team to perform

effectively in the long term and to provide satisfying experiences for members of a team

(Shokef & Erez 2006). While some scholars (see e.g. Homan 2007) argue that performance

may be increased by conflicts because of their constructive nature, others (see e.g. De Dreu &

Weingart 2003; Von Glinow, Shapiro & Brett 2004) argue that conflicts are always negative

for teams and their performance as they lead to a fierce atmosphere. Conflicts usually arise

from different perceptions, values, beliefs, attributions, and communication patterns

characteristic of certain cultures (Shokef & Erez 2006; Binsiddiq & Alzahmi 2013). They can

also arise from disagreements on work pace, fairness in workload distribution, working

habits, and procedures to accomplish tasks. Differences in work norms and behaviors,

violation of respect and hierarchy, lack of shared information, and language fluency may also

create interpersonal tensions in multicultural teams. (Shokef & Erez 2006.) To conclude,

multiculturalism is a serious leadership challenge for multinational corporations.
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Nevertheless, with SNC@X_R VNQJENQBD CDLNFQ@OGHBR multicultural teams are a reality of

working life and becoming ever more common. Therefore, multinational corporations cannot

give up their value in a competitive global business environment. (DiStefano & Maznevski

2000.) This is why learning about their leadership is important.

&$& 6IEHITULMS RJ 7WOVMGWOVWTEO ?IEPU

After discussing challenges characteristic of multinational corporations (strategy, structure,

and multiculturalism), I am now turning to discuss the subject of this Thesis more deeply, and

thus, moving on to leadership of multicultural teams. As mentioned, I am using a somewhat

different expression of this particular field of research bearing in mind that the title used for

the topic has, in previous research, commonly been cross-cultural management. Given the

complex nature of work and the growing cultural diversity in workplaces, knowledge of

multicultural teams and their leadership is becoming increasingly important to multinational

corporations in order to sustain competitive advantage and benefits for business (Sippola &

Smale 2007; Tirmizi 2008b; Choy et al. 2009; Hajro & Pudelko 2010&( >NC@X_R KD@CDQR MDDC

to be able to operate in and run complex organizations, create and maintain cross-cultural

relationships, and influence and motivate multicultural employees (Handin & Steinwedel

2006; Yukl 2010). It is beneficial for them to understand how team members having different

cultural backgrounds comprehend behavior of other team members and how they see the

actions of the team leader (Deng & Gibson 2009; Yukl 2010). Otherwise leaders may find

their leadership approaches ineffective and feel confused about the reactions of their team

members (Handin & Steinwedel 2006). However, research focused on multicultural team

leadership is still abstract, subjective, or based on studies in single countries (Behfar et al.

2006; Hajro & Pudelko 2010). In order to obtain a deeper understanding of multicultural team

leadership, I will first define the concept of leadership after which I will discuss the role of

middle managers as leaders of multicultural teams. Subsequently, I will focus on multicultural

team leadership challenges in everyday working life.

&$&$% /IJMQMVMRQ RJ 6IEHITULMS

Several researchers (see e.g. Antonakis et al. 2004; Avery 2004; Williams 2008; Northouse

2013) agree that existing definitions of leadership are inconsistent and unclear. Thus, it is very

challenging to provide a unified, all-embracing definition for the term, even though it is one
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of the most examined phenomena in social science (Williams 2008; Prewitt, Weil & McClure

2011). Early definitions of leadership viewed it as a single-handed phenomenon. Hence, in

order to be a leader, an individual had to be able to command and control others from the top.

(Williams 2008.) Later, a trait theory of leadership took place defining leadership as certain

innate universal traits, such as intelligence and extroversion, which a person had to have in

order to be a leader (Northouse 2013). Recently, leadership has been understood as a more

social phenomenon involving leaders and followers in a social influence process (Antonakis

et al. 2004; Yun et al. 2006). Thus, leadership, as it is understood today, is not only for the

leader; instead, it is daily influencing and collaboration in teams. This is known as process

theory of leadership (Antonakis et al. 2004). Development of these leadership paradigms over

time are presented in Table 1 below:

9<=F@ & , 5@<?@KLCDJ 7<K<?DBGL #.?<JM@? AKIG .O@KQ '%%)- &,$

Table 1 shows that paradigms for defining leadership can be divided into four eras. In the era

of classical leadership, from the ancient time to 1970s, leaders were seen as the ones who

command, control, and dominate their subordinates through respect and fear. From 1970s to

mid-1980s was the era of transactional leadership with interpersonal influence and

consideration of subordinates becoming important activities for leaders. Visionary leadership
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took place from mid-1980s to 2000 emphasizing the importance of emotion in leadership.

During this era, leaders were supposed to be the ones who inspire their followers. Finally,

since 2000, leadership has been viewed as organic meaning that leadership is not tied to

certain positions but is instead mutual sense-making within a team. (Avery 2004.)

Furthermore, leadership is often defined either as certain kinds of activities at different

organizational levels or separating it from the concept of management (Antonakis et al. 2004).

First, when defining leadership as certain kind of activities at different organizational levels,

Antonakis et al. (2004) have divided leadership activities into two levels: superior and

strategic. Leaders at both of these levels have certain activities in their role. At a superior

level, all employees in superior positions engage in leadership. Leadership complements

organizational systems and enhances subordinate motivation, satisfaction, and performance

(Antonakis et al. 2004). Thus, leaders can be thought to motivate their team members to act in

accordance with their tasks and objectives and to provide a creative atmosphere for them. At

the strategic level, in turn, top managers engage in leadership. At this level leadership ensures

the coordinated functioning of the whole company in relation to its external environment

(Antonakis et al. 2004). Thus, leadership can be associated with activities, such as vision

defining, strategy planning and cascading, and organizational culture defining and

maintaining (Yukl 1989, 2010; Ayoko & Härtel 2006). At both of these levels leadership is a

top-down activity and a specialized role, and thus, a hierarchical relationship between the

leader and the followers (Antonakis et al. 2004).

This notion contradicts with the currently prevailing nonhierarchical perception of the organic

leadership (see Table 1), in which the basis of the leadership is on mutual sense-making

within the group, resulting in leadership not being tied to certain hierarchical positions. Thus,

the third level, namely personal level, could be added to this dichotomy provided by

Antonakis et al. (2004). At this level, every individual is capable of leading themselves, in

other words, engaging in self-leadership (Pearce & Manz 2005). Self-leadership means

actions and thoughts people use to influence themselves (Yun et al. 2006). The third level

could be also called team level referring to the concept of shared leadership. Shared

leadership emerges when all team members are involved in the leadership of the team

(Antonakis et al. 2004; Pearce & Manz 2005). It appears as a continuous, mutual influence

process within a team meaning that leadership is not tied to specific hierarchical positions. In

other words, shared leadership means complete empowerment of team members. (Pearce &

Manz 2005.)
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Second, when defining leadership by separating it from the concept of management,

leadership concentrates on influencing the team, while management concentrates on

controlling the team. Leadership strives for change, whereas management aims to improve

efficiency of a team by coordinating and planning. Thus, leadership answers to the question

\VGX] @MC L@M@FDLDMS SN SGD PTDRSHNM \GNV]. (Williams 2008.) Steers et al. (2010) argue

that leadership, in contrast to management, is not about focusing on operational issues but

instead on enabling and motivating team members to contribute to the success of a company.

Hence, leadership is something on top of the rules, regulations, and procedures that are

characteristic of management (Harvey 1996). As Harvey (1996: 279) states: \8D@CDQRGHp

should provide SGD DMDQFX NQ ^RO@QJ_ SN DWBDK ADXNMC SGD LDQD @BBNLOKHRGLDMS NE S@RJR](

Now that I have presented previous literature on leadership, I will move on to discuss what

kind of a leadership role do middle managers have in leading multicultural teams. Even

though the position of middle managers has been commonly considered as operative and the

term itself expresses that their role is greatly focused on management, they are still acting as

superiors to their team members. Therefore, they are daily influencing their team members

socially meaning that they are engaging in leadership.

&$&$& 7MHHOI 7EQEKITU EU 6IEHITU RJ 7WOVMGWOVWTEO ?IEPU

Regardless of defining leadership as a top-down activity or a social influence process, middle

managers have a leadership role in both cases. In hierarchical organizations middle managers

are often defined as heads of specific departments or business units; they are in the middle

position between strategic management of the organization and operational staff serving as

team leaders but also being led by their own managers (Stoker 2006). Thus, they are

managers who give and receive direction (Hales 2006). Over the years, middle managers have

been described in several ways; for example, as \followers, the backbone of the organization,

interpolators of top management objectives, buffers of top and lower levels, funnels through

with the intentions of top management flow down and information flows up, integrators,

boundary spanners, and playing coaches] (Keys & Bell 1982: 59). All these characteristics

refer to their manifold role. Recently, the role of middle managers has been considered as

shifting away from mere management and control to more people-oriented tasks (Stoker

2006). This is because knowledge work is a contemporary organizational reality, which is

why organizational practices are becoming more focused on employees. Thus, competencies,
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such as coaching and employee development, are becoming increasingly important for middle

managers in the future. (Stoker 2006.)

In general, the role of middle managers is not as strategic as top managers_ but instead more

of an operational, day-to-day collaboration with their teams. According to Den Hartog (2004),

the role, however, is not straightforward at these operational, managerial levels especially in a

multinational corporation context. Both top managers and individual team members have high

and sometimes conflicting expectations of middle managers (Keys & Bell 1982; Dopson &

Stewart 1990; Den Hartog 2004). Middle managers are expected to implement plans of top

management, cascade the strategy of a company into team objectives, and act as change

agents (Den Hartog 2004; Lassen, Waehrens & Boer 2009). At the same time, they are

expected to form motivated, cohesive teams from ambitious and independent employees and

DMRTQD SG@S SGD SD@L_R HMSDQDRSR @QD RDQUDC' even when working with a multicultural group of

people (Dopson & Stewart 1990; Den Hartog 2004). Middle managers need to be able to

balance these conflicting expectations, control limited resources, and bring results that meet

the needs of various stakeholders (Den Hartog 2004). Still, they do not often have power to

make decisions or influence strategies, and they might sometimes even find themselves

passed by top managers and their efforts to increase employee involvement (Dopson &

Stewart 1990; Jackson & Humble 1994).

According to Jackson and Humble (1994), middle managers are contributing in their role in

three important ways. First, as mentioned, they translate company-wide strategies, structures,

and intentions into practice in everyday working life (Jackson & Humble 1994). They do not

only communicate plans and goals from the top down to the organization but also new ideas

from the organization to the top (Lassen et al. 2009). Second, middle managers are acting as

role models for their own team members; they are acting as enablers and coaches and use

their leadership skills to bring out the best in their team members. Their daily behavior indeed

represents the culture of the organization. Finally, they provide their operational knowledge

for the top managers after learning what works and what does not. (Jackson & Humble 1994.)

At the same time, they have an opportunity to present their own emergent ideas to the top

managers in order to have support to implement these ideas in practice (Lassen et al. 2009).

On top of these characteristics of their role, middle managers have several tasks. If they are

responsible for their units, they need to direct, coordinate and control the operation of these

units, and deploy resources within them. They link company strategies to operations by acting
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in accordance with company policies and regulations, and by achieving their goals. Moreover,

they brief and direct their subordinates, plan and distribute work, report on operational,

financial, and market performance, negotiate and manage budgets, and control expenditure.

They also have human resources related tasks, such as recruitment, coaching, training and

development, and appraisal of their team members. On top of these tasks, middle managers

need to liaise not only with other functions within the company but also with external

stakeholders, such as suppliers, distributors, retailers, and clients. (Hales 2006; Stoker 2006.)

All in all, middle managers are simultaneously facing four directions: upward to their

managers, downward to their subordinates, laterally to their colleagues in other functions, and

outward to external stakeholders (Keys & Bell 1982). Therefore, lack of time describes the

everyday role of middle managers, which is why they do not have as much time to focus on

leadership as they often desire (Todd 2002). However, it is highly important that middle

managers would have more time to lead their team members. This is because leadership

behaviors of middle managers have an influential effect on the performance of their

subordinates and their developing leadership behaviors (Yang, Zhang & Tsui 2010).
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Leaders are often key to achieving a genuine multicultural working environment (Viitala

2007). However, studies have shown that achieving desired outcomes in multicultural teams

has proven to be difficult (Zander & Butler 2010). Leaders have to be able to minimize

coordination losses resulting from communication problems, language differences, and

varying working styles @QHRHMF EQNL BTKSTQ@K CHEEDQDMBDR %0DGE@Q DS @K( +))-&( >NC@X_R GHFGKX

uncertain and unpredictable work environment does not make their work any easier.

According to Schein (2004), the main issue for multicultural team leaders is how to approach

the bottom levels of culture and how to cope with the tension that appears when these levels

are challenged. In this chapter, I will discuss the challenges that multicultural team leaders

face when leading their teams. From previous research I found several areas that leaders of

multicultural teams may find challenging in leading their teams. Some of there areas were

more prevailing in previous research than others, and thus, I have compiled these challenges

into six groups which are: 1) cultural sensitivity, 2) team cohesion and trust, 3) motivation, 4)

cross-cultural communication, 5) power and hierarchy, and 6) decision-making. However, the

purpose is not to discuss each area in depth but instead to address the main points regarding

each area in order to stay within the boundaries of this study.
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Successful multicultural team leadership requires cultural sensitivity from both the team

leader and the team members. However, promoting cultural sensitivity can sometimes be

quite challenging. A culturally sensitive person is able to appreciate cultures and deriving

working styles of others and to understand practices of other cultures not negatively but

simply as different. (Matveev & Nelson 2004; Hajro & Pudelko 2010.) The term cultural

sensitivity relates to the concept of ethnocentrism. Ethnocentrism means the tendency of

individuals to observe others and the world only through their own cultural, ethnic, or racial

group (Tajfel 1982; Northouse 2013). Ethnocentrism can be a major challenge to leaders of

multicultural teams because it hinders team members_ appreciation of viewpoints of others; in

other words, it impedes the cultural sensitivity (Kumar et al. 2011; Northouse 2013).

According to Tirmizi (2008b), the key challenges are related to how different cultural

orientations of team members are, how they relate to each other, and how they communicate

with one another. If team members are ethnocentric and thus not culturally sensitive,

differences in viewpoints emerging from cultural differences may create misunderstandings,

misperceptions, stereotyping, and mutual blaming resulting in conflict and tension (Tirmizi

2008b). Therefore, leaders must encourage their team members to learn about otherR_ cultures,

and to identify and acknowledge their own stereotypes and prejudices that are negatively

affecting teamwork. Moreover, when learning about cultures of others one may need to de-

construct the idea of universal cultural values of societies in order to avoid generalizing.

(Choy et al. 2009.) When generalization is successfully avoided, leaders and team members

can begin to learn about D@BG NSGDQ_R real cultures and be culturally sensitive.

Ethnocentrism relates closely to the concepts of stereotyping, prejudices, and racism. They

prevent a person from being fully culturally sensitive (Northouse 2013). Culturally diverse

teams face more stereotyping, prejudices, and racism compared to monocultural teams. In

social psychology stereotyping is often defined as a social categorization process (Tajfel

1982). This means that having an impression of a certain group is not possible without

comparing it to another. Categorization is a cognitive process by which differences and

similarities between groups are detected. Thus, stereotype means a thought that is held about

certain types of individuals and groups. These thoughts do not inevitably reflect on reality.

(McGarty, Yzerbyt & Spears 2002.) Even though they would be relatively correct, the person

or the group in question may not represent the characteristic of a group. Hence, multicultural
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team leaders should be cautious with stereotyping when leading their teams. It is easy to

resort to stereotyping when trying to understand other cultures. Still, stereotypes are

frequently used. Nonetheless, cultural sensitivity is about leaning on to valid data on the

characteristics of cultures of other team members and recognizing that there are always

differences wihin any cultural group (Miller et al. 2000).

Prejudices, in turn, are commonly considered as negative stereotypes. They are adverse

judgments and fixed attitudes, beliefs, or emotions formed on previous experiences or without

knowledge or examination of characteristics of an individual or a group. (Kumar et al. 2011;

Northouse 2013.) Prejudices emerge as irrational suspicion, anger, hatred, and distrust of a

particular cultural group. The most common problems at workplaces arise along divisions of

gender, religion, and ethnicity. Prejudices are also common in between the groups of

countries with historical conflicts. (Behfar et al. 2006.) In extreme cases, prejudices may turn

into racism (Viitala 2007), which means hatred or intolerance of other races and the idea that

NMD_R NVM Q@BD HR RTODQHNQ @MC G@R SGD QHFGS SN QTKD NSGDQR (Schmid 1996). All in all,

stereotyping, prejudices, and racism are challenges that leaders of multicultural teams may

face when promoting cultural sensitivity in their teams.

In order to prevent problems from arising out of stereotyping and prejudices, multicultural

team leaders should alert their team members to avoid such behavior (Miller et al. 2000;

Northouse 2013). Some researchers (see e.g. Miller et al. 2000) have suggested that in order

to promote cultural sensitivity, leaders should encourage their team members to look for

things that they have in common so that the attention would not be drawn into differences.

Indeed' HS HR D@RHDQ SN CD@K VHSG BTKSTQDR SG@S @QD RHLHK@Q SN NMD_R own (Miller et al. 2000).

Finding common things can be done, for example, by spending time together within a team

through informal events and regular meetings in order to get to know each other better (Hajro

& Pudelko 2010). However, others (see e.g. Handin & Steinwedel 2006) have argued that

searching for common things only prevents team members to explore differences between

them and thus to appreciate D@BG NSGDQ_R cultures. According to this viewpoint, valuing the

differences and learning about cultures of other team members supports in building a spirit of

cooperation and enthusiasm (Miller et al. 2000).

It is equally important for the leaders themselves to be culturally sensitive (Miller et al. 2000;

Zander, Mockaitis & Butler 2012). Indeed, the incapability of leaders to engage in work with

people from different cultures simultaneously is one of the major causes for multicultural
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team failure (Hajro & Pudelko 2010). Expressing genuine interest in team members and their

cultural backgrounds improves KD@CDQR_ understanding of team members (Hajro & Pudelko

2010; Zander et al. 2012). Prewitt et al. (2011) argue that it is important for leaders to develop

relationships with team members and be approachable in order to find out more about their

cultures. 8D@CDQR_ knowledge of different perspectives of team members makes it possible for

them to see how cultural differences affect teamwork (DiStefano & Maznevski 2000; Hajro &

Pudelko 2010). Hajro and Pudelko (2010) suggest that this makes it possible for team leaders

to adapt their own behavior to different cultures of team members. All in all, cultural

sensitivity of team leaders helps them to avoid conflicts regarding multiculturalism (Hajro &

Pudelko 2010).
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The successful completion of tasks requires cohesion and trust among multicultural team

members (Tirmizi 2008b). Team cohesion means the interpersonal bonds and a shared social

identity that hold a team together (Levi 2007). It occurs when team members trust each other.

Team cohesion is of high importance for multicultural teams when team members have varied

cultural backgrounds, and thus, are more prone to culture-related misunderstandings and

conflicts. This is also why achieving team cohesion in multicultural teams can be rather

challenging. (Miller et al. 2000.) First, people like to associate with those who have the same

kind of culture because they feel more comfortable with them (Miller et al. 2000; Wright &

Drewery 2002; Kumar et al. 2011; Binsiddiq & Alzahmi 2013). Second, conflicts reduce team

cohesion (Binsiddiq & Alzahmi 2013). Thus, preserving team cohesion is one of the major

challenges confronting multicultural team leaders.

As mentioned, trust has a direct relationship to team cohesion (Whitener & Stahl 2004; Levi

2007). It is needed in order to achieve team cohesion. Trust reflects the belief in other team

members_ motivation to cooperate, to act in the interest of a team, and to fulfill their tasks.

Sharing common goals is key in building trust and achieving team cohesion as it turns

competition into cooperation. (Earley & Gardner 2005.) In addition to team cohesion,

building trust is a great challenge for multicultural team leaders because people are more

likely to trust those who share their values. This is not self-evident in multicultural teams.

(Levi 2007.) According to Whitener and Stahl (2004), trust is a challenge to multicultural
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team leaders simply because team members have differing orientations towards trust due to

their different cultures.

What can team leaders do to create team cohesion and build trust? One option for leaders is to

come up with common goals and thus create a common ground for a team (Behfar et al.

2006). According to Behfar et al. (2006), common ground is important because the challenges

regarding team cohesion and trust arise from practices that increase distance between team

members. These types of practices are team behavior that increases differentiation of in-group

and out-group. For example, speaking a language that one team member does not understand

results in one being in an out-group. (Behfar et al. 2006.) In this example, a leader can create

common ground by speaking a language that the team member in the out-group speaks and by

encouraging other team members to also speak this language. In addition, creating an

integrated and synergistic team culture helps in creating common ground (Earley & Gardner

2005). Another option for leaders is to organize mutual activities within a team. This may

help team members to attach emotionally to each other and by doing so build team cohesion

because mutual activities increase opportunities for team members to develop common

interests and ideas (Wright & Drewery 2002; Levi 2007; Hajro & Pudelko 2010).
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Motivation relates closely to team cohesion and trust, as a team member cannot be fully

moSHU@SDC @MC R@SHREHDC HM NMD_R job if one feels that the team is not cohesive and one cannot

trust the team leader or other team members. Culture guides the choices of team members as

it gives meaning and value to different motivational factors (Thomas 2008; Binsiddiq &

Alzahmi 2013). Therefore, leaders of multicultural teams need to motivate their team

members in different ways because people respond to different motivating factors based on

their intercultural orientations. This is one of the most difficult tasks that multicultural team

leaders face when leading their teams. (Thomas 2008.)

Motivation has been universally argued to arise from meaningful tasks, responsibility for

results, and knowledge of outcomes (Levi 2007). However, this may vary based on @ ODQRNM_R

culture. Some team members may be motivated by direction and support, while some may be

motivated by empowerment (Binsiddiq & Alzahmi 2013). Thus, a leader should explore what

kind of factors or leadership approaches motivate each team member, for example, by
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discussing with them. Effective motivation results in job satisfaction, which makes it

important to motivate team members.
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Communication is one of the major challenges for multicultural team leadership (Matveev &

Nelson 2004; Von Glinow et al. 2004; Smith et al. 2008; Kumar et al. 2011). It is not only

about speaking the same language. For example, the preferred form and frequency of

communication with a team leader and team members vary in different cultures (Zander et al.

2012). Communication in multicultural teams is considerably more challenging than

communication in monocultural teams because culturally different team members have less

common information which helps in understanding others (Thomas & Osland 2004; Von

Glinow et al. 2004; Thomas 2008; Kumar et al. 2011). Effective teamwork can be hindered by

communication challenges as they, for example, reduce information sharing and create

conflicts (Brett et al. 2006). Nonetheless, effective communication is important for

multicultural teams as it, for example, improves team cohesion and trust (Binsiddiq &

Alzahmi 2013).

According to Adler and Graham (1989), cross-cultural communication challenges can relate

to, for example, language and language behavior and nonverbal behavior. First, shared

language is the core of communication (Hajro & Pudelko 2010). Although the language of

international business (and more increasingly also at workplaces in Finland) is often English,

misunderstandings and sometimes even deep frustration occur in communication (Brett et al.

2006; Binsiddiq & Alzahmi 2013). This is because English is not inevitably the mother

tongue for employees (Miller et al. 2000). Language barriers create uncertainty to cross-

cultural communication in regards to coming up with fresh ideas, sharing important

knowledge, building trust, and promoting a mutual team identity (Hajro & Pudelko 2010).

However, language related misunderstandings are usually rather evident, and thus, quite

easily overcome compared to more hidden nonverbal communication challenges (Adler &

Graham 1989).

Language bound misunderstandings and frustration result from SD@L LDLADQR_ accents,

dialects, lack of fluency, problems with translation, or parlance of non-native speakers of

English (Brett et al. 2006). In addition, native speakers may use difficult, rare words, phrases,

or idioms that non-native speakers are not familiar with (Miller et al. 2000). These language
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related challenges may also influence perceptions of a person_R RS@STR NQ BNLODSDMBe (Brett et

al. 2006). A non-native team member might have the most expertise but NMD_R difficulty to

share knowledge makes it difficult for the team to recognize and utilize this expertise (Brett et

al. 2006; Binsiddiq & Alzahmi 2013). Often more fluent members are more appreciated

because they are better in articulating their thoughts compared to non-native speakers (Behfar

et al. 2006). Moreover, motivation of non-native speakers may deteriorate in these cases

(Brett et al. 2006). Fluent team members may also become frustrated with the lack of fluency

of non-native team members, which may lead to interpersonal conflicts or avoidance of

interaction (Brett et al. 2006; Hajro & Pudelko 2010).

Thus, language differences create the need for multicultural team leaders to deal with

perceptions of unfair privilege, status, recognition, and work allocation based on skills and

qualifications instead of language differences (Behfar et al. 2006). In fact, language is a

significant part of team identity and language challenges can thus lead to in-group and out-

group formation. Thus, it is extremely important for multicultural team leaders to narrow the

language gap between team members in order to avoid discrimination. (Ogbonna & Harris

2006; Hajro & Pudelko 2010.)

Furthermore, nonverbal behavior, such as facial expressions and gestures, creates challenges

for multicultural team leadership as it is usually unconscious and easily interpreted in a wrong

way (Thomas 2008). It relates closely to indirect communication which is also a leadership

challenge in multicultural teams (Zander et al. 2012). In indirect communication true

intentions are embedded in the way the message is presented (Brett et al. 2006). Thus, leaders

of multicultural teams need to be able to listen to contextual messages behind content

messages in order to fully understand their team members (Zander et al. 2012). These

nonverbal and indirect communication challenges are not as easily overcome as language

related challenges due to their hidden nature (Adler & Graham 1989). Interpreting and

understanding nonverbal behavior of others requires understanding of their cultural values.

Based on these values, communication habits which team members use to guide their

behavior in different settings are formed. Thus, knowledge of these communication practices

of other team members helps SN OQDCHBS @MC FQ@RO NSGDQR_ ADG@UHNQ LNQD D@RHKX( %>GNL@R $

Osland 2004.) In order to form a shared understanding, it is important that multicultural team

leaders encourage team members to learn as much as possible EQNL D@BG NSGDQ_s cultures

(Thomas & Osland 2004; Choy et al. 2009). This can be done, for example, by spending time

together both in workplaces and outside.
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Different cultures have different perceptions of power and hierarchy. This creates a challenge

for multicultural team leadership. Team members may react in different ways towards

leadership based on their cultural orientation on power. (Williams 2008.) For example, for a

person whose culture values people based on their status in an organization, it may be

challenging to work with people who are used to working in teams with a rather flat structure

(Brett et al. 2006; Binsiddiq & Alzahmi 2013). Due to differing cultural norms on power and

hierarchy team members may feel that they have been treated disrespectfully, and thus, face

conflict (Brett et al. 2006). Thus, it is challenging for a team leader to know how to use power

with each team member and a team as a whole, and how to avoid conflicts related to differing

attitudes towards power and hierarchy.

The concept of power is an essential part of the influence process in leadership (Northouse

2013). Team leaders are traditionally viewed as the users of power (Yukl 1989). According to

Williams (2008), there are three types of power: 1) personal or soft power, 2) positional or

harsh power, and 3) authority. They are specified in Table 2 below:
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As can be seen in Table 2, first, personal or soft power is the power that derives from personal

characteristics of a leader. It includes expert, referent, and information power. Second,

positional or harsh power is based on formal status of a team leader and includes legitimate,

reward, and coercive power. Finally, authority is power that is based on status and includes
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legitimate and coercive power. (Williams 2008.) Different types of power are often used

together (Levi 2007).

According to Williams (2008), leaders usually use personal and positional power. However,

balancing personal and positional power is a challenge for multicultural team leaders

(Williams 2008). This is because team members may prefer either one of them in terms of

their cultural backgrounds. Nevertheless, regardless of the power leaders use when they are

leading their teams, Williams (2008) argues that decision-making is at its best when team

members with information and expertise subject to the issue in question lead the discussion

rather than leaders using different types of power.
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Decision-making is a central activity for teams. At the same time, it is one of the greatest

challenges @R HS QDPTHQDR @ KD@CDQ_R ability to gather various skills and perspectives in decision-

making. (Levi 2007.) The challenge of decision-making is emphasized in multicultural teams

where there is a great variation of perspectives. Furthermore, ways to make decisions differ

significantly in different cultures especially on how quickly decisions are made, how much

discussion and analysis is required in advance, and how accurately is a decision desired to be

made (Brett et al. 2006; Müller, Spang & Ozcan 2009; Binsiddiq & Alzahmi 2013).

Moreover, decision-making can be extremely slow and inefficient if there is no cultural

common ground between team members. (Miller et al. 2000.)

According to Behfar et al. (2006), deciding on how to structure and proceed with work and

establishing norms for decision-making and problem-solving are essential for multicultural

teams. However, this might be challenging as culture bound beliefs and values influence the

process (Müller et al. 2009). Some team members may indeed prefer analytical problem

solving approaches, while others may prefer efficiency focused approaches. Moreover, some

team members want SN ENBTR NM SGD MTLADQR @MC \G@QC] E@BSR involved in the decision

making( 7MRSD@C' NSGDQR LHFGS V@MS SN HMBKTCD \RNES] U@QH@AKDR' ENQ DW@LOKD, interpersonal

relations in decision-making. Furthermore, in some cultures more holistic and methodological

approaches to decision-making are preferred, while in NSGDQ BTKSTQDR LNQD KHMD@Q \BGDBJKHRS]

and efficiency approaches are preffed. In addition, some team members prefer open exchange

of opinion, while others prefer more hidden ways to make decisions. (Behfar et al. 2006).

Moreover, formalism of decision-making process varies in different cultures, for instance
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whether a pragmatic and transparent decision-making based on open communication is

preferred over a more formal decision-making approach based on status and clear roles

(Müller et al. 2009). Altogether, multicultural team leaders may find decision-making difficult

in their teams.

Once the decision is made, it may also be challenging for the leader to motivate team

members to implement the decision. Based on their cultural backgrounds, some team

members accept decisions made based on hierarchy more easily and are committed to their

implementation, while others accept decisions only when they are made within teams.

Moreover, some cultures accept changes to decisions more easily, while others are reluctant

to changes. (Müller et al. 2009.) Nevertheless, although decision-making is a challenge for

multicultural teams, it has not been found to create significant interpersonal tensions. This

argument is based on the finding that challenges based on different cultural orientations on

decision-making are easier to identify as deriving from differences in cultural preferences for

structuring work than from personality. (Behfar et al. 2006.)

2.3 Summary of the Theoretical Framework

Having presented previous research on multinational corporations and multicultural team

leadership, I will now summarize the focus of my theoretical framework. First, I presented

previous research on multinational corporations. I explained the concept of a multinational

corporation and discussed multinational corporation strategies, structures, and

multiculturalism as they essentially illustrate the challenges multinational corporations face in

their business. Relating to multiculturalism, I defined the concept of culture and briefly

presented the widely-known cultural frameworks. After explaining multiculturalism in

multinational corporations, I concentrated on leadership of multicultural teams. In order to

discuss leadership of multicultural teams in depth I explained the definition of leadership and

the role of middle managers as leaders of multicultural teams. Finally, I moved on to discuss

multicultural team leadership challenges that leaders are confronted with in everyday working

life in multinational corporations.

To sum up, due to the nature of their international business, multinational corporations face

challenges in their strategy, structure, and multiculturalism. Adopting a suitable strategy and

structure is essential in order to be able to function successfully. Strategy can be either global

emphasizing cost effectiveness and economies of scale or multidomestic emphasizing local
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responsiveness of markets in different countries. It can also be something in between, namely

hybrid strategy. Organizational structure, in turn, can be either centralized or de-centralized.

Both strategy and structure have a significant impact on the whole corporation: how the

corporation is led, how knowledge flows throughout the organization, and how people relate

to one another. Thus, they are visible in everyday working life regardless of the position of an

employee. When choosing a strategy and structure, differences between countries in which a

multinational corporation operates have to be considered. Choices are impacted by culture as

culture determines how people behave, and thus, how they react to these choices. However,

due to globalization people are increasingly moving abroad to work, which is why it is

important not to consider cultures only to be bound to countries. Instead, they should be

considered more broadly to be also influenced by many other factors than countries.

The main question for multinational corporations is how people with different cultural

orientations should be led. This question cannot be answered without exploring the

experiences and challenges that leaders of multicultural teams face when leading their teams.

Thus, the empirical part of this Thesis will discuss these experiences of the interviewees of

the multinational case corporation. From previous research it is possible to find six areas that

are essential, important, and challenging for leaders of multicultural teams in everyday

working life in a multinational corporation context.

I have consolidated the insights gained from previous literature by combining the most

important points discussed in the theoretical framework into Figure 4 in order to illustrate

multicultural team leadership in the context of a multinational corporation. My review of

previous research on multicultural team leadership in multinational corporations draws

particular attention to the significant role of the aforementioned six areas which are

considerable challenges for successful leadership. These can be seen in Figure 4 below:
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As illustrated in Figure 4, research on multinational corporations is the main frame for this

Thesis. International strategies, complex organizational structures, and multiculturalism are

characteristic of the business of multinational corporations. They all have a role in

determining how leadership is experienced in multinational corporations. These experiences

can also be characterized by the six areas in Figure 4 that are challenging for multicultural

team leaders based on previous literature. To conclude, leadership of multicultural teams in

multinational corporations in everyday working life seems to be about focusing on these six

areas and overcoming challenges that are typical to tGDL( >GD PTDRSHNM \How do middle

managers experience leadership of their multicultural teams in everyday working life in the

context of a multinational corporation?] B@M AD @MRVDQDC through these six areas. Therefore,

in the empirical part of this study I will go through these areas in order to find out which ones

of them the interviewees feel are the most important when leading their multicultural teams

and what challenges from which areas they have faced in everyday leadership of their own

multicultural teams.
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Having presented the theoretical framework that underlies the empirical part, I am now to

outline the methodology used to gather the data. First, I will introduce the qualitative and case

study approaches, the case company, and type of interviews chosen and the justification for

their use in this research. Then, I will present the selection of the interviewees and the content

analysis. Finally, the questions of validity and reliability of the study will be discussed.
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As the aim of this Thesis is to describe and understand leadership experiences in a

multicultural setting, a case for qualitative research approach is well-founded. The

quantitative research approach was not considered suitable because the purpose was not to

find numerical evidence (Ronkainen, Pehkonen, Lindblom-Ylänne & Paavilainen 2011).

Qualitative research, instead, focuses on describing, explaining, exploring, interpreting and

gaining a complete picture of the social phenomenon under examination over which the

researcher has little control (Koskinen et al. 2005). It observes the world as socially

BNMRSQTBSDC( >GDQDENQD' @ QD@KHSX HR A@RDC NM D@BG HMCHUHCT@K_R RTAIDBSHUD HMSDQOQDS@SHNMR

meaning that there are as many realities as there are individuals. (Hirsjärvi & Hurme 2010.)

Thus, the main idea of almost all qualitative research is to find meanings and meaningful

perceptions of real life events (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2008; Ronkainen et al. 2011).

Subjectivity is an often cited feature of qualitative research as it views people as the ones

experiencing, observing, and acting in their everyday life. They give meanings to their own

experiences, observations, and actions with respect to time, place, and circumstances.

(Ronkainen et al. 2011.) Consequently, the phenomenon under examination and the

researcher are considered to be in a close interaction during the research process instead of the

phenomenon being separate from the researcher (Hirsjärvi, Remes & Sajavaara 2010).

Qualitative approach has been viewed to have many advantages including, for example, its

flexibility as a research strategy; its broad applicability and ability to produce data of great

depth. Criticism, on the other hand, has been presented for its time consuming nature and the

overload of empirical data. (Hirsjärvi & Hurme 2010.)

For the purposes of this study, I believe that qualitative approach is the most suitable choice

for the research strategy. First of all, my research question aims at examining experiences of

middle managers in multicultural team leadership, and thus, the purpose is to describe and
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understand the subject profoundly from the perspective of middle managers. Qualitative

research strategy gives me an opportunity to focus on the experiences of middle managers and

to interpret these experiences in the organizational context of the case company. Furthermore,

as the purpose is to stay close to individuals and construct the reality based on their

experiences in a complex context of a multinational corporation, qualitative approach is the

most reasonable research strategy for this Thesis. (Hirsjärvi & Hurme 2010.)

In order to stay close to individuals and their experiences, I chose semi-structured interviews

as a research method. In them the interviewees are given the opportunity to talk freely about

their experiences (Hirsjärvi & Hurme 2010). Through the qualitative approach my study thus

intends to understand and interpret how multicultural team leaders experience leadership of

their teams in everyday working life. By gathering and interpreting interUHDVDDR_ DWODQHDMBDR

I am able to analyze how they, as middle managers, understand multicultural team leadership

in the context of a multinational corporation and what kind of challenges they have faced

when leading their teams. Thus, the purpose of this Thesis is, through qualitative approach, to

identify how leadership of multicultural teams is perceived by leaders in the case company,

describe these perceptions and experiences, and discuss why leadership of multicultural teams

is experienced in the case company like the middle managers describe.
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A case study is one form of qualitative research. Case studies are considered useful when the

research area is relatively unknown because a case study approach is often used for a new

theory building by describing, explaining, developing, pondering, or questioning a particular

case (Koskinen et al. 2005; Ronkainen et al. 2011). They can also be used for testing and

extending previous theory (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2008). This Thesis aims at extending

OQDUHNTR SGDNQX AX CDRBQHAHMF LHCCKD L@M@FDQR_ DWODQHDMBDR HM @ RODBHEHB B@RD BNMSDWS. In

case studies the research question is indeed answered by gaining comprehensive

understanding of the particular case. A case can be, for example, a phenomenon, a region, a

temporal process, a group, or an organization that is explored as closely as possible.

(Koskinen et al. 2005; Ronkainen et al. 2011.) In my study, I use a single case study approach

as the purpose is to gain fundamental understanding of the particular case; the regional

headquarters of the multinational corporation in this instance. One obvious limitation of case

studies is argued to be the generalizability as the results cannot be applied to other contexts
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(Koskinen et al. 2005; Yin 2009). However, generalizability is not inevitably the purpose of

case studies at all. Instead, the main aim is to understand the particular case in depth, and to

build new theories or extend and generalize previous theories (Golafshani 2003; Eriksson &

Kovalainen 2008; Yin 2009).
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By the request of the case company of this study, I will respect its anonymity, and thus, not

provide information that could reveal it. Therefore, as mentioned, the company is called

\Matrix Inc.] in this Thesis. The case company is part of a large, publicly traded multinational

corporation that is manufacturing and selling its products in approximately 160 countries of

the world. It operates in a highly competitive marketplace, which has increased organizational

pressure on succeeding in competition by achieving efficiency. In fact, the industry is often

characterized by its competitiveness, cost-reduction targets, and large-scale investments. In

addition to Finland, the corporation has operations in other Europe, Asia, Africa, Middle East,

America, and Oceania, and they have been globally divided into six regions. The global

regions of operations are further divided into subregions of which the Nordic and Baltic

countries comprise one subregion in Europe. Matrix Inc. is the headquarters of this subregion

located in Finland and thus the focus of this Thesis. In addition to Finland, there are six other

countries belonging to the Nordic and Baltic regional business unit, namely Sweden, Norway,

Denmark, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. Matrix Inc. thus represents altogether seven

countries and seven languages.

For the reasons stated above, the organizational structure of the corporation is extremely

complex and could be described as a two-fold matrix structure. More specifically, the

structure is a mix of matrix and geographical structures. This means that the activities are first

divided into regions, and regional headquarters manages all activities within a certain region.

However, inside the six regions of the ultimate parent company, the business is divided into

smaller regions and functions. Thus, functions of headquarters and regions co-manage foreign

subunits and each employee has two superiors; one regional and one functional.

The Nordic and Baltic regional business unit is concentrated on marketing, sales and import.

In the Finnish context, Matrix Inc. is a rather small organization. The company employs

approximately 180 employees in the Nordics and Baltic, of which 120 employees are situated

in Finland. Matrix Inc. is led by the managing director and a group of top managers of each
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function. Furthermore, each operating country is led by its own country manager. The

interviewees represent each function meaning that they are working both in sales and

marketing functions but also in supporting functions. Most of their team members are situated

in Finland but some of them also have subordinates in other operating countries of the Nordic

and Baltic regional business unit.

Matrix Inc. is fairly multicultural with regard to the demographic factors, such as nationality,

age, and gender. First, the company employs people from 16 different nationalities. Mostly

employees come from the Nordic and Baltic countries, two thirds of them being Finnish, but

also from other European and Asian countries. Some employees come as far as from India

and the Philippines. This means that employees of Matrix Inc. are dealing with different

nationalities, and thus also more likely with different cultures, every day. Secondly, the age

distribution is quite broad in Matrix Inc. At the level of the entire Nordic and Baltic regional

business unit, the employees range from 26 years to 70 years of age. The majority of them are

in their 30s or 40s and the average age is 40.6 years. Gender distribution, in turn, is rather

balanced. Regardless of the traditional male-domination in the industry in question almost

half of the employees in Matrix Inc. are female. In terms of the educational background, most

employees are highly educated, with DHSGDQ @ 9@RSDQ_R NQ 0@BGDKNQ_R CDFQDD HM ATRHMDRR NQ

engineering.
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According to Koskinen et al. (2005), there are three different methods for gathering the data

for qualitative research purposes. These are: 1) structured, 2) semi-structured and 3) in-depth

interviews. A structured interview refers to a survey interview in which the interviewer

predetermines interview questions and their order, and usually provides an interviewee with

answer options. A semi-structured interview, in turn, is less directing and gives interviewees

opportunities to respond more broadly using their own words. The interviewer determines the

interview themes and questions beforehand but their order can be changed during an

interview. Moreover, both the interviewer and the interviewee have the possibility to suggest

specifying or additional questions during the interview. Finally, an in-depth interview aims at

minimizing the impact of the researcher in an interview situation. In this research method, the

interviewer does not use interview questions but may instead determine a discussion topic in

advance. Thus, in in-depth interviews interviewees have the power to lead discussion by using
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their own words or even to define interview questions in an interview situation, which reflect

on their own thinking patterns. (Koskinen et al. 2005.) As the choice of a structured interview

might have tied the answers of the interviewees to my own perceptions of the phenomenon in

question, and on the other hand, the in-depth interview with open-ended questions might have

resulted in losing the research focus (Koskinen et al. 2005; Hirsjärvi & Hurme 2010), I

decided to gather the data by using semi-structured interviews. Furthermore, a semi-structured

interview gives interviewees the freedom to describe and share their experiences, stories, and

opinions of the phenomenon under examination profoundly (Hirsjärvi & Hurme 2010), which

is why I considered it as the most suitable research method for this Thesis.

According to Tuomi and Sarajärvi (2009), interview themes used in semi-structured

interviews are to be based on the theoretical framework of the study, thus, on the known

aspects of the phenomenon under examination. Therefore, before conducting the interviews, I

specified the main themes as follows: 1) background information, 2) multinational

corporations and the case company, 3) leadership and middle management, 4) cultures and

multiculturalism, 5) multicultural team leadership and experiences of middle managers, and

6) supporting the leadership of multicultural teams. This grouping was made on the basis of

the main themes present in previous literature and the theoretical framework I had compiled

beforehand. Furthermore, I determined interview questions for each theme in advance and

selected the most important ones to be asked in every interview. Therefore, the questions were

related to the above mentioned themes and focused on how interviewees experience

leadership of their multicultural teams in the context of the case company. The interview

guide can be found attached.

As mentioned, due to the partly structured nature of semi-structured interviews, the question

order may vary during an interview. An interviewer can also ask specifying or additional

questions if needed. (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009.) I took the advantage of this possibility in the

interviews I conducted, and thus, if one theme raised more discussion than another, I

concentrated on asking more about that theme. However, at the same time I made sure that all

the interviewees were asked the same questions; at least the ones that I had determined as the

most important prior to interviews. Thus, the semi-structured interview allowed the

interviewees to freely describe and share their experiences and stories but at the same time it

gave me an opportunity to guide the interview on the basis of the predetermined themes thus

avoiding the risk of losing the research focus. My fundamental purpose was to raise as many

and versatile perspectives and experiences of the interviewees as possible, and this seemed to
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succeed as the last interviews did not reveal any significantly different perceptions or

experiences compared to other interviews.

The interviews were conducted during the summer 2014 in the conference rooms of the case

company. I was the only interviewer and had reserved time for each interview 1[1.5 hours

based on the schedules of the interviewees. Eventually, they lasted approximately 0.75[1.5

hours. The interviewees represented middle managers of the case company. In total, ten

interviews were conducted with ten persons. In Matrix Inc., there are approximately 30

middle managers in managerial roles; thus, the interviewees represented a good portion of the

total.
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The interviewees were selected in cooperation with the HR manager of Matrix Inc. In order to

find interviewees with a broad experience in multicultural team leadership, the intention was

to select middle managers having teams with a high level of cultural diversity. The underlying

idea was that the more experience the interviewees have in the subject, the richer and more

versatile the empirical data will be. In fact, according to Tuomi and Sarajärvi (2009), it is

important in qualitative research that the persons from whom the empirical data is gathered

have experience in the phenomenon under examination. Thus, 10 middle managers out of 30

were chosen from different parts of the organization. Even though the term culture cannot be

explained onKX AX @ ODQRNM_R M@SHNM@KHSX' language, gender, and age, the selection of the

interviewees was made assuming that it is more likely that different cultures exist in a team if

the demographic factors of team members differ from each other as much as possible. Thus,

the selected interviewees had the most team members with different nationalities, languages,

genders, and ages. After the selection was made, I contacted those 10 middle managers face-

to-face and no one declined to participate in the research. Subsequently, I sent every

interviewee a calendar invitation by e-mail to fix the interview date and time.
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Background data on the interviews can be seen in Table 3 below:

9<=F@ ( , /<>EBKINH? 1<M< IH MC@ 4HM@KOD@PL

It can be noted that 70 per cent of the interviewees were Finnish and the remaining 30 per

cent were British, Danish, and French. Furthermore, 70 per cent of the interviewees were

male and 30 per cent female. The youngest one was 30 years old and the oldest one 48 years

old, thus, the average age being approximately 38 years. All the interviewees had either a

9@RSDQ_R NQ @ 0@BGDKNQ_R CDFQDD' LNRS NE SGDL %-) ODQ cent) G@UHMF @ 0@BGDKNQ_R CDFQDD(

The interviews went well despite minor changes in schedules and some misunderstandings of

the interview questions. Fortunately, these misunderstandings were possible to correct during

the interview situations. All the interviewees shared their experiences in rich ways even if the

interview guide was not presented to them in advance. This may be due to the fact that almost

every one of them had participated in a multicultural effectiveness training targeted to

managers in the preceding autumn, and hence, they were familiar with the subject. Moreover,

I had explained in brief the topic of this Thesis to them when inviting them to interviews. At

the beginning of each interview, I briefly described the topic to them once more. Furthermore,

all the interviewees were assured of anonymity in presenting their views, which was

considered important given the sensitivity of the subject and the need to encourage honest

sharing of experiences. This may also have had an influence on the rich sharing of the

HMSDQUHDVDDR_ DWODQHDMBDR(

'$) .RQVIQV ,QEO[UMU

The semi-structured interviews provided me with an extensive data on SGD HMSDQUHDVDDR_

experiences in multicultural team leadership in the context of a multinational corporation. All
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the interview themes I had predetermined prior to interviews raised a lot of discussion. Every

interviewee was asked the same questions with the exception of some specifying and

additional questions arising during certain interview situations. Furthermore, the order of the

questions varied depending on which themes the interviewees raised in their answers during

the interviews. I allowed the interviewees to share their experiences quite freely, and hence,

many of them got excited and described a variety of experiences and stories extensively. The

empirical data gathered was thus rich and multifaceted.

I recorded the interviews, and transcribing them word by word into a written form was

possible after the interviews. I organized each interview into their own text files so that the

analysis of the empirical data would be more straightforward. After documenting the

interviews, I gathered all the relevant parts for this Thesis. In other words, I reduced the data,

which is an initial step in the analysis (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009). The underlying purpose in

conducting the analysis was to find as many different kind of experiences as possible and

probably even experiences unknown in previous literature. Thus, I decided to analyze the

content abductively (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009). I went through each transcription and looked

for SGD HMSDQUHDVDDR_ experiences and opinions that could be grouped together as themes. In

practice, I used thematizing as a support and grouped the transcribed empirical data into

themes that I had outlined when constituting the interview guide. Thus, the main themes used

in the content analysis were: 1) the definition of a multinational corporation, 2) the case

company as part of a multinational corporation, 3) the definition of culture, 4) the definition

of leadership, 5) the definition of middle management, 6) the role of middle managers, 7)

multiculturalism and its leadership in everyday working life, and 8) improvement suggestions

to the case company. In fact, according to Tuomi and Sarajärvi (2009), one of the most

important steps in the analysis of empirical data is to organize the data in a way that reflects

the research question and the theoretical framework.

As I had decided to analyze the content abductively, I also allowed the empirical data to guide

the analysis. At this stage, it was possible to raise new themes from among the empirical data

inductively. RDF@QCHMF' ENQ DW@LOKD' SGD HMSDQUHDVDDR_ DWODQHDnces in multicultural team

leadership in everyday working life, my intent was to raise as many different kinds of

experiences as possible inductively and then either divide them into the six areas of

multicultural team leadership presented in the theoretical framework or to raise entirely new

areas. In fact, the area of remote or virtual team leadership emerged in the interviews as some

interviewees had also subordinates in other operating countries of the Nordic and Baltic
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regional business unit. However, I considered it being an entirely own research subject so I

could not include it in my empirical findings. Otherwise, all the other experiences could be

divided into the six areas based on the theoretical framework. Thus, other new areas did not

emerge regarding them. Nevertheless, concerning the theme improvement suggestions to the

case company, I was able to raise three sub-themes from amongst the empirical data. They

will be presented in the empirical part. Therefore, even though the main themes were

predetermined on the basis of the theoretical framework, I also allowed the empirical data to

guide the analysis. According to Ruusuvuori, Nikander and Hyvärinen (2011), this type of

\HMSDQ@BSHNM] VHSG SGD DLOHQHB@K C@S@ HR NMD NE SGD most essential parts of the content analysis.

Hence, each interview was treated as an equally important part in the analysis, and I took care

of not leaving anything relevant without observation. In fact, after I had already analyzed the

data, I once more went through all the transcriptions and checked that everything relevant was

included in the analysis.

Thematizing the empirical data supported me in finding out which areas of SGD HMSDQUHDVDDR_

experiences in multicultural team leadership were the most prevailing ones with regard to the

theoretical framework. In fact, my intent was to allow the most relevant topics for deeper

analysis from amongst an extensive amount of empirical data. Therefore, regarding the theme

multiculturalism and its leadership in everyday working life, I discovered that four out of the

six areas of challenges in multicultural team leadership presented in the theoretical framework

were the most prevailing ones in the interviews. These were: 1) cultural sensitivity, 2) cross-

cultural communication, 3) team cohesion and trust, and 4) motivation. Thus, I decided to

focus on discussing these areas in the empirical part of the study. In the concluding chapter I

do briefly analyze why the interviewees had most experiences in these four areas and not the

other two.

All in all, I implemented the content analysis abductively with the main orientation on the

theoretical framework. According to Tuomi and Sarajärvi (2009), this abductive approach to

analyzing empirical findings is common in studies which aim at extending previous theory by,

for example, finding as many different kinds of experiences as possible and probably even

experiences unknown in previous literature. The deductive content analysis was not deemed

appropriate for the subject of this Thesis as it is usually used in natural science when testing

previous theories (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009). After all, my main intention was to characterize

the empirical data in a rich way, and thus, PTNSD OKDMSX NE HMSDQUHDVDDR_ UHDVONHMSR( By doing
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this, it was also possible to give an opportunity for the reader to assess the quality of my

interpretations and analysis.

'$* AEOMHMV[ EQH =IOMEFMOMV[

Assessment of the quality of a research can be performed, for example, by evaluating validity

and reliability of a research (Ruusuvuori et al. 2011). The use of reliability and validity has

traditionally been characteristic of quantitative research. Thus, although some qualitative

researchers argue that they cannot be applied to qualitative research, most require some ways

for assessing the quality of their research. (Golafshani 2003.) Therefore, the concepts of

validity and reliability have often been applied to qualitative research too, even though

researchers have varying opinions of their applicability (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009). Typically,

in quantitative research, validity and reliability refer to credibility of a research itself, while in

qualitative research credibility depends on the capability and endeavor of the researcher

(Golafshani 2003). Thus, in qualitative research, quality and credibility can be improved, for

example, by openly communicating the research methodology, such as how the content

analysis was conducted (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009). For this particular purpose, I have

presented the methodological underpinnings of this Thesis in this chapter, thus, aiming at

increasing the comprehensibility and clarity of my empirical findings and research results.

According to Koskinen et al. (2005), validity in qualitative research deals with the accuracy of

the research in reflecting what the researcher has intended to research. In other words, validity

of a study refers to the extent to which the data gathered represents the social phenomenon it

examines. According to Yin (2009), validity can be divided into three dimensions which are:

1) construct validity, 2) internal validity and 3) external validity. First, the construct validity

means the degree to which a study researches what it claims. Thus, it refers to the justification

of the selected research methods. It can be improved, for example, by using multiple sources

of evidence, basing interview questions on a theory, conducting pilot interviews, selecting

interviewees who have experience in the phenomenon under examination, and having others

to review the initial research results. (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009; Yin 2009.) I aimed at

improving the construct validity of this Thesis, for example, by using multiple sources of

evidence, such as scientific articles, books, electronic sources, annual reports and other

material of the case company, as well as empirical data. I have presented this original

evidence for a reader in both the theoretical and empirical parts of this Thesis. In the
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theoretical part it can be seen in the used references. The list of references can be found in the

end of this study. In the empirical part, in turn, HS B@M AD RDDM HM BHS@SHNMR NE SGD HMSDQUHDVDDR_

authentic speech. However, one must bear in mind that the quantity of gathered literature and

data is not the criterion for the quality of the case study research. Instead, the research data

gathered around the case is sufficient when all the necessary aspects, potential stakeholders,

and factors affecting the case are researched. (Ronkainen et al. 2011.) Thus, I finished

gathering new theoretical literature when I noted that the same themes started to repeat in

articles and books. In other words, I had achieved saturation (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009).

Furthermore, prior to conducting the actual interviews, I formed the interview guide based on

the research question and the theoretical framework. In practice, I included the themes that

were remarkable in previous literature in the interview guide. These themes were, for

example, the context of a multinational corporation, leadership, the role of middle

management, cultures and multiculturalism, multicultural team leadership and experiences of

middle managers, and supporting the leadership of multicultural teams. Indeed,

predetermination of the interview themes based on previous literature improves the validity as

the themes and the questions are planned with regard to what has been intended to research

(Hirsjärvi & Hurme 2010). In addition, I proceeded with two pilot interviews in order to test

whether the interview themes and questions were actually examining the phenomenon in

question. I had these pilot interviews with the HR manager of Matrix Inc. and the consultant

holding training courses on multicultural effectiveness for both the managers and employees

of the case company. After the pilot interviews, I modified the interview guide based on the

answers and improvement suggestions of the pilot interviewees. Furthermore, with the aid of

the pilot interviews I was able to reflect on what the actual interviewees would possibly tell

about their organization, work, and multicultural team leadership related aspects, and how

they would understand the questions. Thus, I was able to prepare for possible

misunderstandings deriving from the interview questions.

The selection of the interviewees is also a factor to be considered when measuring construct

validity (Koskinen et al. 2005). It is important to find interviewees that fit the target group of

the research (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009). I selected the interviewees in cooperation with the HR

manager of Matrix Inc. as an intention to find middle managers from different parts of the

company with as broad an experience in multicultural team leadership as possible. By doing

this, it was possible to find interviewees in whose stories I was able to gain a complete and

versatile picture of the multicultural team leadership phenomenon in the case company. As
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this was the purpose of the research, the preselection of the interviewees improves the validity

of this research. Furthermore, in order to avoid misunderstandings which may have a

deteriorating effect on validity, I conducted all the interviews face-to-face instead of video

conference, phone, or e-mail, as they are more prone to cause misunderstandings related to

nonverbal behavior.

Secondly, the internal validity refers to whether the findings or results of the research relate to

and are caused by the phenomenon under examination and not by some other conditions.

Internal validity thus seeks causal relationships, and is applied in causal studies, not in

descriptive or exploratory studies. (Yin 2009.) For this study, the dimension of internal

validity is not relevant because I focus on understanding and describing the experiences of

middle managers.

Finally, external validity relates to the generalizability of the research findings, for instance

the degree to which the research results are applicable to other settings. As mentioned, it is

particularly the generalizability of which qualitative research has been criticized. (Yin 2009.)

However, the external validity of this study is augmented by an analysis of the organizational

context of the case company. Thus, in order to gain a thorough understanding of the case

company, I had several discussions with the representatives of Matrix Inc. and acquired as

much relevant internal and external material of the company as possible. In this way, it was

possible to analyze the organizational context of a company as deeply as possible, however,

within the limits of anonymity. This makes it possible to compare this study to other cases,

however, at the same time bearing in mind that the results cannot be assumed to be readily

applicable to other cases, no matter how similar they are. A rich description on the case

nonetheless gives the reader an opportunity to transfer the description to other contexts

(Koskinen et al. 2005).

Reliability, in turn, describes the extent to which the study would produce the same results if

it was conducted again. In other words, it means the systematicity of analysis and the

credibility of interpretations. (Hirsjärvi & Hurme 2010; Ruusuvuori et al. 2011.) According to

Koskinen et al. (2005), the primary goal of assessing the reliability is to minimize subjectivity

and bias. Thus, all the choices, limitations, and principles guiding the analysis should be

explained (Ruusuvuori et al. 2011).

The issue of reliability in this Thesis was taken into consideration by explaining the content

analysis and using semi-structured interviews with predetermined interview themes and
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questions based on previous research. Thus, the risk of asking each interviewee different

questions regarding different themes was minimized. Using preselected themes that base on

previous theory in every interview indeed improves the reliability of the research as another

researcher would, most likely, ask the same questions, and thus, achieve the same research

results. However, also SGD QDRD@QBGDQ_R HLO@BS NM SGD HMSDQUHDV RHST@SHNM' and the way of

asking questions and interpreting answers must be taken into consideration in assessing the

reliability of a research, no matter how carefully the interview themes and questions are

prepared. Another researcher might find different answers even by asking the same questions.

Therefore, when analyzing my impact as the interviewer on the interview situations, I tried to

ease up the atmosphere by asking the interviewees neutral background questions at the

beginning of each interview. Moreover, I had made acquaintance with all the interviewees in

person beforehand. Thus, the trust between the interviewer and the interviewees was built

prior to interviews. Due to this, the interviewees can be assumed to have felt liberated to share

their experiences, even sensitive ones. The fact that I had assured the interviewees of the

anonymity in presenting their views may also have had an impact on this. I committed to

anonymity when writing the empirical part, for example, by leaving tags away from the

citations. I also changed the parts from which the interviewees could have been identified

with the following entry; [changed or added text], and referring to all the interviewees and

their team members by he and not she.

Furthermore, reliability can be improved by recording and transcribing the interviews. This is

also true for this Thesis. Recording and transcribing the interviews reduces the subjectivity as

the gathered data is available for re-checking and analyzing when needed. Thus, it was

possible to make sure that no relevant issues were left without attention in the content analysis

phase.

Language aspects also need to be considered when assessing the validity and reliability of this

Thesis. Three out of ten interviews were conducted in English. Only one of these three

interviewees was a native English speaker. Thus, it is possible that the non-native

interviewees did not fully understand all the interview questions. If the interviewee does not

understand the questions, the answers might not reflect what the Thesis intend to research.

Hence, the language may have a deteriorating influence on validity. However, as I used semi-

structured interviews as a research method, I had the possibility to repeat a question if it

seemed that the interviewee started to talk about something else than what I had asked. Thus,

I was able to correct misunderstandings instantly in the interview situations and clarify the
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wording of a question if needed. At the beginning of the interviews, I also encouraged the

interviewees to tell if they do not understand something. However, only minor

misunderstandings occurred during the interviews and I managed to correct the situations so

that the interviewees understood my questions in the right way.

It should also be pointed out that the mother tongue of the interviewer was not English.

Therefore, if the interviewer interprets misleadingly what the interviewee has said, the

reliability of the study deteriorates. If I did not understand something during the interview

situations, I asked the interviewee to clarify what s/he meant. This kind of discussion with an

interviewee reduces the risk of the interviewer interpreting the statements of the interviewee

misleadingly. Furthermore, recording and transcribing the interview data allowed me to listen

to and check the gathered data later on, which also reduced the risk of misunderstandings and

improved reliability.

In addition, the remaining seven interviews were held in Finnish but they were translated into

English after transcription and analysis. This may impair reliability of this study as some of

the meanings of the original language might have been lost along the way. However, I paid

particular attention to the translation of the citations from Finnish to English in order to

preserve the original meanings of the messages. Thus, all the citations are not translated word

for word as it would have prevented the translation of their original meanings.

All in all, the ultimate idea of qualitative research is that the researcher is the creator and the

interpreter of the research design even though there is a strong attempt is to understand and

listen to the individuals (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009). Therefore, conducting a research always

involves the use of power. This also holds true in this study as I as the researcher am the one

who has determined the research design and the interview themes and questions, and

thematized and analyzed the empirical data. This must also be taken into consideration when

assessing the validity and reliability of this research.
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In this chapter I will present the empirical findings from the interviews conducted. First,

TMCDQ SGD GD@CHMF ^3WODQHDMBHMF 8D@CDQRGHO NE 9TKSHBTKSTQ@K >D@LR in MNCs_ 7 VHKK

introduce the main conclusions from how the interviewees experience multiculturalism and its

leadership in their role as middle managers in the context of a multinational corporation in

Matrix Inc. Second, I will discuss the main areas of multicultural team leadership challenges.

These four areas will be reflected in relation to the theoretical framework presented in chapter

two. Finally, I will outline some organizational challenges affecting multicultural team

leadership in Matrix Inc. In other words, I will provide ideas for the case company on how to

support their middle managers in leading their teams.

($% 0ZSITMIQGMQK 6IEHITULMS RJ 7WOVMGWOVWTEO ?IEPU MQ 78.U

In this chapter, I will briefly describe how the interviewees understood the concepts of a

multinational corporation, culture and multiculturalism, and leadership and their role as

middle managers in Matrix Inc. All the interviewees were asked to define these terms based

on their own views. Hence, it is possible to gain a more profound understanding on

multicultural team leadership in the context of the case company.

($%$% ?LI .RQVIZV RJ E 7WOVMQEVMRQEO .RTSRTEVMRQ

In order to understand how the context of a multinational corporation influences multicultural

team leadership and the role of middle managers, I first asked the interviewees to define the

term multinational corporation. They understood it as a company that has operations in

multiple countries in different parts of the world. In fact, based on /I@LH_R DS @K( %+))-&

definition criteria, all the interviewees defined the term with regard to the organizational

structure. Most of them also mentioned multiculturalism as one of the main characteristics of

multinational corporations.

Multinational corporation is a company that is operating in many countries, in
many ?KJPEJAJPOW It often has some kind of a matrix structure. It has a global
headquarters but also other headquarters, which are controlling continents or
countries. All in all, in practice, it is a corporation that operates in many
continents.
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I understand it very literally as corporations employing people of several
nationalities. There are a lot of nuances in thinking patterns, regardless of what
the corporate culture is like and how long one has been working for the
corporation. There are different kinds of viewpoints and rich global views, and
at the same time even conflicts resulting from them.

Bartlett and Ghoshal (2002) include a strategic approach and an organizational capability

through which multinational corporations can be responsive to differences in different

locations, to their definition. This was evident also in the ways the interviewees described

multinational corporations and the approaches according to which they should be led.

If you have activities in whichever country, you have to be present in that
country, locally. However, being part of the global corporation, you have to
have a body somewhere controlling all these local activities. There should be a
balance between the headquarters trusting that different host locations have the
best local expertise and the supranational goal or model of the corporation to
operate.

In my opinion, top-down approach is difficult in leading an MNC. Bottom-up
approach and taking opinions of host locations into account in leadership is a
better way. X X Of course, broader strategic guidelines should be decided in one
location, as it is impossible to adopt one-hundred-and-ninety similar or different
strategies. However, host locations should have power to make decisions on
their tactical things.

/P[O EILKOOE>HA PK OEP KJ PDA PKL =J@ HKKG @KSJ and have control over everything.

Thus, the interviewees stated that multinational corporations cannot be led from the top. Local

differences have to be taken into account, which is possible through adopting a strategy that is

not too centralized and having a structure that gives host locations power to make decisions

on their regions( >GTR' A@RDC NM 0@QSKDSS @MC 5GNRG@K_R %+))+& SGQDD CHLDMRHNMR NE SGD BNQD

strategies of multinational corporations, most of the interviewees would recommend

multinational corporations adopting hybrid strategy as it takes local differences of host

locations into account, while still striving for achieving economies of scale (Luo & Shenkar

2006).

However, most of the interviewees perceived that the ultimate parent company of Matrix Inc.

adopts global strategy. Some of them mentioned that it is trying to move to the direction of

hybrid strategy. Few thought that the strategy of the ultimate parent company is hybrid.

I would say that the strategy of our company is global. When thinking about our
business as a whole, we have these broad strategic plans which all countries
share and manufacturing of our products is indeed in line with this strategy.
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I think that in an ideal world [the case company] would be hybrid, or that was
probably the original purpose as can be seen in the regional business unit
structure. However, I think that we are unfortunately adopting global strategy in
which everything has been decided on the top.

We have this global, one size fits all, strategy. X X Cost pressure is at its extreme
aJ@ DKOP HK?=PEKJO @KJ[P NA=HHU D=RA the power to make their own decisions.

Of course, the whole corporation has global strategy, it stems from [the
worldwide strategy of the corporation]. It has been tried to deploy it in every
?KQJPNU% .KSARAN$ EP[s partly hybrid. X X They try to standardize everything but
of course all the markets and cultures are different so sometimes it has to be
partly hybrid and exceptions have to be accepted.

In my opinion hybrid is closest to our strategy in the sense that we are aiming at
global strategy in a certain way but still allow the regions to give their own
input.

Thus, most of the interviewees perceive the strategy as global but, as one of them mentioned,

the ultimate parent company has probably originally aimed at adopting hybrid strategy

because of the organizational structure being mix of geographical and matrix structures.

However, the strategy appears to most of the interviewees as global due to the centralized

decision-making, hierarchy, and cost pressure (Luo & Shenkar 2006). Therefore, the strategy

of the ultimate parent company of Matrix Inc. could be viewed as global strategy striving for

hybrid. After all, the interviewees seemed to hope having more hybrid strategy as the tone of

their speech was quite negative when describing the current strategy of the corporation.

The challenge is that tDAU PNU PK BKN?A = OMQ=NA EJOE@A = PNE=JCHA OK PD=P[O MQEPA
difficult. If they are not willing to understand that the sMQ=NA @KAOJ[P BEP EJPK PDA
triangle, it makes everything challenging. If they want to keep this kind of global
approach, they need to understand that it still needs to be modified in order to
get it to work. Sometimes, at my level, I notice that things are not really thought
through.

Thus, the interviewees seemed to be facing challenges regarding their own specialization

areas stemming from the global strategy of the corporation.

According to Bartlett and Ghoshal (2002), the search for a suitable strategy is also a question

of the right organizational structure, as the structure defines relationships in a corporation. As

mentioned above, all the interviewees defined the term multinational corporation in terms of

its structure. The relationship between the strategy and the structure was described in the

interviews, for example, as follows:

WithiJ ;PDA ?=OA ?KIL=JU< PDANA[O =J incredibly strong cost drive, because we
SKNG EJ =J EJ@QOPNU SDE?D D=O HKS I=NCEJO =J@ DQCA EJRAOPIAJPO% 9KQ ?=J[P
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lose control of your cost side or your investment side; the numbers are just too
big. Because of that [the case company] has had to invest significantly in the
organization structure, which tries to find efficiencies across markets, and that
has been managed centrally. It has to be because we need to generate
efficiencies across the whole business so there is quite a lot of central
involvement.

As mentioned in chapter three, the organizational structure of the ultimate parent company of

Matrix Inc. is a two-fold matrix structure as it is a mix of matrix and geographical structures.

Even though the matrix structures are more decentralized than, for example, departmental

structures (Luo & Shenkar 2006), it seems that in the case corporation there is quite a large

amount of central involvement as the citation above shows. Several interviewees described

that the complexity of the matrix structure is apparent to them in everyday working life, for

example, in the sense that their team members have another superior.

The complexity is the most difficult thing in a matrix structure. I can tell that the
structure of this corporation is very complex as it is a matrix in many levels. It
causes challenges on who is responsible for what. X X And when you have
BQJ?PEKJ=H OQ>KN@EJ=PAO$ EP[O ARAJ IKNe difficult because the managers at the
same level can also lead them and give them tasks.

Therefore, the context of a multinational corporation is present to the interviewees in

everyday working life through, for example, strategy and structure of the corporation. It

results in their work becoming more complex due to an extremely complicated environment

in which a considerable amount of decisions are cascaded from top to down, a power to

HMEKTDMBD NMD_R NVM @QD@ G@R ADDM minimized, and several stakeholders exist in multiple

different directions. The challenge of multiple embeddedness is evident in their everyday

working life as they meet with requests coming from the internal hierarchy of the corporation

and stakeholders of their own host location (Meyer et al. 2011). Furthermore, the

multinational corporation context also seems to have a strong influence on the organizational

culture of Matrix Inc. as several interviewees described it as competitive and hierarchical.

In our department the oNC=JEV=PEKJ=H ?QHPQNA EO RANU IQ?D HEGAW 7AHH$ EP D=O
changed a lot. It used to be very French; people had long days not because
there was much to do but in order to give such an image to their manager.
Things were done by the book. However, the former director left and there has
been some other turnover too. The cQHPQNA D=O PDQO ?D=JCA@ =J@ EP[s somehow
very competitive and aggressive nowadays. /B UKQ @KJ[P OQ??AA@ EJ UKQN SKNG$
you easily start to fall aside.

Our company culture fits global strategy nowad=UO$ EP[O RANU IQ?D PKL-down.
/P[O JKP RANU SAHH LAN?AERA@ >U Iy team, they have a hard time in understanding
SDU PDA P=NCAPO =NA OAP OK QJNA=HEOPE?$ >A?=QOA PD=P[O usually the way it is at
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[Matrix Inc.]. Targets are very, very difficult and they change all the time. This
company culture is not very much liked, I would say, by a lot of people in the
company.

Thus, it seems that global strategy of the corporation has an effect on the organizational

culture of Matrix Inc. through, for example, challenging and rapidly changing goals which

make working more competitive. This hierarchical and competitive organizational culture

may also HMEKTDMBD HMSDQUHDVDDR_ DWODQHDMBDR in multicultural team leadership in the case

company context.

($%$& .WOVWTIU EQH 7WOVMGWOVWTEOMUP MQ M7EVTMZ 4QG$N

Supporting the arguments of, for example, Brannen et al. (2004), Handin and Steinwedel

(2006), and Tirmizi (2008a), culture was a complex and difficult concept to define for the

interviewees. Most of them defined it by referring to factors they associate with cultures, for

example, customs, values, traditions, histories, religions, climate, nationalities, education,

occupation, food, and music. Most of them also argued that cultures are shared by members of

certain groups. Even though all the definitions shared similar elements and were comparable

to the definitions provided by, for example, Schein (2004) and Claes et al. (2012), the

difficulty of defining the term and the diversity of the definitions was clearly noticeable.

In my opinion, culture refers to customs of a society. It has been learned from
KJA[O OQNNKQJ@EJCO' R=HQAO$ NAHECEKJ% Perhaps even climate. The amount of light.
Your entire habitat determines what you will become, and tD=P[O UKQN ?QHPQNA%

Culture is everything. X X It refers very much to nationalities; in which country
one has grown up, what languages one speaks, religion may have something to
do with it, although less here in Nordic countries, but I mean all the habits and
ways to communicate.

/P[O LAKLHA[O DEOPKNEAO$ PN=@EPEKJO, =J@W ,verybody has slightly different, I
mean, there are some standardized, very typical things you might say that are
cultures but actually every individual has a different background, they have
different experiences, and they have different standards and norms that they live
by, or they have a moral code that they live by. X X You need to have a look at
many different things; gender bases, some religious bases. Nationality has a lot
to play in terms of different nations do things very differently.

/P[O PDEO GEJ@ KB = wider course of action, which is characteristic of a group of
people, even a country or any other common denominator that forms a group of
people. X X 4BPAJ EP[O HA=NJA@ >AD=REKN OK I=JU PDEJCO D=RA =J ABBA?P KJ EP% All in
all$ EP[s just a very different way of doing things and a way to react to anything.
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Culture, EP[O PDA sum of habits of people in a specific place. That defines their
personality or the w=U PDAU >AD=RA KJ @=EHU >=OEOW /P ?KIAO @KSJ PK ?enturies
of a history and climate, or very macro level things. So history and geography
usually define cultures but, at the end of the day, SA =NA =HH DQI=J >AEJCO OK EP[O
just a way to adapt to a situation and which is usually common to people in the
same area.

As can be seen, cultures were thought to determine what a person considers important and

how a person lives. Common to all the definitions was that cultures are relatively stable and

static; they are learned as child and they rarely change, or if they change, it happens slowly.

This is similar to =BGDHM_R %+)),& @MC 6NERSDCD_R DS @K( %+)*)& views as they argue that

ODNOKD_R BTKSTQ@K ADG@UHNQ remains rather consistent over time and changes only gradually.

Hence, cultures are learned as child AX NARDQUHMF NSGDQ ODNOKD_R ADG@UHNQR( However, it was

HMCHB@SDC HM SGD HMSDQUHDVDDR_ experiences and stories that people are able to adapt quickly to

new cultures, such as organizational cultures, which will become their subcultures. Differing

from the theoretical framework (Schein 2004), none of the interviewees mentioned that they

considered cultures as partly unconscious.

Based NM SGD HMSDQUHDVDDR_ DWODQHDMBDR, different cultures and multiculturalism can be

observed and sensed in several ways in Matrix Inc. in everyday working life. They can be

seen, for example, in many different nationalities, languages, communication habits, customs,

formality or informality, and humor.

Multiculturalism is present in everyday SKNG =J@ ?=J >A OAAJ EJ KJA[O KSJ S=UO
to communicate with different people. For example, how you target, when you
know that you are talking to or sending an e-mail to a specific person, for
example, if this person prefers more informal style to communicate. But then
there are certain people who have a more formal culture so you have to be more
formal.

In multiple different nationalities. X X It can be seen in many different ways; in
languages, customs, lunch times, a number of e-I=EHOW In my opinion it
appears in everything, in the air we breathe. X X In the daily work it can be seen
in the fact that there are very different ways of communication.

+KIIQJE?=PEKJ EJ ,JCHEOD$ PD=P[O Phe first thing where it can be seen. No one,
neither Finnish nor other nationalities, can work iJ KJA[O KSJ H=JCQ=CA% 6D=P[O
the first thing where it can be seen, and of course, in the ways work is done.

In my opinion iP ?=J >A OAAJW Easy-going atmosphere is probably one thing. If
you come from a southern-european culture in which people tend not to be that
work oriented, humor is important. In many Finnish companies people are
perhaps more serious and gray. X X It brings some noise and more feeling.
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In contrast, few interviewees thought that multiculturalism cannot really be observed or

sensed in Matrix Inc. due to the strong organizational culture.

The global culture of the corporation influences us very much due to shared
procedures so, in my opinion, cultures do not stand out here. People adapt to
our strong corporation culture instead of bringing out their own cultures.

Thus, the strong organizational culture seems to somehow mitigate cultural differences in

Matrix Inc. However, overall multiculturalism seemed to be experienced in a positive way

which was reflected in the positive manner the interviewees shared their experiences in

multiculturalism. None of them mentioned longing for a more homogeneous working

environment. Instead, they considered that the cultural diversity had enriched their working

environment, as the following citation summarizes:

In my opinion, multiculturalism is present in a positive way. People who have
been working here for some time have the ability to view things from different
viewpoints and not only from their own. X X I think that multiculturalism makes
people more flexible and cooperative. /P[s a positive thing as it gives fresh views
and new opportunities.

To conclude, culture is a complex concept to define but all the interviewees had quite

traditional perceptions of its meaning. Most of them defined it as values, behaviors, and habits

that are learned and shared among a group of people. These definitions could also be seen in

the ways the interviewees described how the existence of various cultures can be observed in

the case company, for example, in differing communication styles. However, it was also

argued that multiculturalism cannot be observed in Matrix Inc. due to the strong

organizational culture deriving from the global headquarters of the corporation.

($%$' 6IEHITULMS MQ M7EVTMZ 4QG$N

Similar to culture, also leadership was a difficult concept to define in the interviews (Prewitt

et al. 2011). The process theory of leadership (Antonakis et al. 2004; Williams 2008) came up

in the descriptions of activities in which leaders engage in order to influence their

subordinates, and the trait theory (Northouse 2013) appeared in the ways the interviewees

described characteristics of leaders, such as extroversion, credibility, and charisma.

/ PDEJG = HA=@AN EO = LANOKJ SDK[O HA=@EJC >U AT=ILHAO$ ODKSEJC PDA S=UW
Traditionally, would alsK >A PDA KJA SDK[O really extrovert.
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A leader is present, credible, knows a lot of things, listens to people and is able
to make them to believe in what he says.

Some people have the natural leadership ability when you listen to them, you[NA
distinctively compelled by what they say, they are committed to certain things,
and if you listen to them you feel motivated. They have that charisma to make
people look in their direction.

According to Antonakis et al. (2004), leadership is often defined in two ways: 1) as certain

kind of activities at different organizational levels, or 2) separating it from the concept of

management. Regarding the latter way to define leadership, many interviewees, indeed,

defined leadership by separating it from the concept of management.

Leadership is, if thinking about people leadership, about getting people to do
the right things, in the right way and at the right time. Management, in turn, is
that you look after certain things and ensure that your team stays on the right
course or track.

Thus, supporting and motivating team members were considered as an essential part of

leadership, while management was thought as more of a coordination of practicalities and

controlling. Compared to management, leadership was seen more as taking care of the

humane side in everyday working life.

[Leadership is about] motivating and ensuring that people know their place and
understand their value. /P[O PDA DQI=JA PDEJCO% X X An individual is not
motivated to keep on going year after year if he cannot see his worth; if his
contribution is not appreciated or if gratitude is not showed to him.

The other way to define leadership as certain kind of activities at different organizational

levels was also present in the stories of the interviewees (Antonakis et al. 2004). In fact, it

seemed that supporting, guiding, sharing information, and enabling team members to carry

out their tasks were important activities of a leader. Thus, leadership seemed to be about

giving responsibilities and acting as a role model for team members. Some interviewees

considered it to be similar to coaching as they explained it important not to directly give

answers to team members but instead allow them find solutions by themselves. Indeed, in all

the interviews, the interpersonal skills of a leader were considered to be a highly important

factor in order to succeed in leadership.

In my point of view, leadership is about enabling your team to work in the best
possible way. You are more of a facilitator or enabler instead of telling what
should be done and how. Or you possibly tell what should be done but not
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JA?AOO=NEHU DKS% / =HOK PDEJG PD=P EP[O IQ?D =>KQP =?PEJC =O = NKHA IK@AH% Being
present and such things.

A leader gives people responsibilities and tasks but also enough power for them
PK ?KILHAPA PDAEN P=OGO$ OK EP[O JKP =>KQP only telling what to do. It is about
leading by example and giving each person frames within which they need to be
able to do their work. Thus, iP[O HEGA ?K=?DEJC% You just have to give some room
for a person to complete his tasks, and in fact, the best results usually come
when people can solve problems by themselves so that they are not provided
with ready-made solutions.

I think that leadership requires some kind of social skills and knowledge of
human nature in order to be able to read people and work with different kinds of
people.

When defining leadership as certain kind of activities at different organizational levels,

Antonakis et al. (2004) provide two levels for the analysis: superior and strategic. Based on

them, top managers are the ones engaging in leadership at the strategic level. Thus, leadership

at this level includes activities, such as defining vision, and strategy planning and cascading

(Yukl 1989, 2010; Ayoko & Härtel 2006). Only a few interviewees thought that only the top

managers are the ones engaging in leadership. These interviewees indeed defined leadership

to be something more of a strategic nature instead of mere daily activities with teams.

/P[O PDA ?KIL=JU[O +EO whose task leadership is. Of course, the higher you go
in a big, global company, the more important it is.

In my opinion, of course CEO of a company should be the first one engaging in
leadership but also other top managers. Then again, middle managers should be
responsible for management.

>GTR' KD@CDQRGHO V@R RDDM @R SNO L@M@FDQR_ @BSHUHSX @MC L@M@FDLDMS @R LHCCKD L@M@FDQR_

activity. Nevertheless, most of the interviewees thought that also middle managers have a

leadership role within their own teams. This refers to the superior level of leadership. It means

that every superior engages in leadership, for example, by motivating and supporting

subordinates. (Antonakis et al. 2004.)

All the manager levels, that is people who have subordinates, should in my
opinion engage in leadership. Thus, not only the top management. Everyone
who has subordinates and a team.

As can be seen, leadership is viewed as a top-down activity and a specialized role at both of

these levels (Antonakis et al. 2004). However, according to organic leadership paradigm,

leadership is not tied to certain positions but leaders may instead emerge in teams (Avery

2004). In fact, a couple of the interviewees thought that anyone can be a leader regardless of
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their position in the organizational hierarchy. This supports the arguments of Pearce and

Manz (2005) on self-leadership.

There may be someone in a team who is automatically taking some kind of
responsibility. I think that anyone can engage in leadership if willing to. Of
course, in certain positions you have to take responsibility for leadership so it
belongs to certain positions. And then there is leadership that anyone can
engage in by their own presence.

Everyone has to take responsibility for leadership.

Therefore, it can be seen that leadership is a challenging concept to define. This is reflected in

the fact that it was easily defined by separating it from the term management which has

commonly been more straightforward to define. To the interviewees leadership meant

different things, such as different activities, positions, and roles.

The challenge of definition was also shown in a way the interviewees tried to describe how

they lead their teams in everyday working life. The descriptions were diverse. It certainly

seemed that leadership was easier to define than to explain how it can be applied to practice.

It all starts from communication. A leader has to communicate the right
direction and the purpose of tasks for his subordinates. Of course, one has to
give feedback, both positive and negative, tell when things are not going well,
and if something is not going as expected, tell how it could be done better. And
one tries to inspire subordinates to take EJEPE=PERAW 6K Endependently complete
tasks and participate.

/P[O EILKNP=JP PD=P UKQ CERA responsibility. That means that you have to
understand that people are different and they need different kind of support. X X
/ PDEJG EP[O EILKNP=JP PD=P UKQ ODKS EJPANAOP =J@ PD=P UKQ ODKS NAOLA?P PK LAKLHA.
You always have to support them [team members], if they have a problem or if
they raise an issue, then you have to show that you want to solve that.

Thus, in everyday working life leadership seems to be about communicating, giving feedback,

motivating, building personal relationships, and supporting. In terms of these influential

activities based on which several interviewees described leadership, it indeed seems to be a

social influence process. This supports the view of Antonakis et al. (2004) on the process

theory of leadership.

All in all, the viewpoints of the interviewees support most of the definitions presented in the

theoretical framework on leadership. However, they still seem to have quite traditional,

hierarchical views on leadership as a top-down process tied to certain positions. One reason

for this could be the rather hierarchical organizational culture of Matrix Inc. due to which the
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interviewees may have learned to understand leadership in this way. This may be changing in

the future as a couple of the interviewees did not perceive leadership as a top-down process.

($%$( 7MHHOI 7EQEKITU EU 6IEHITU RJ 7WOVMGWOVWTEO ?IEPU

The role of middle managers was a theme that raised a lot of discussion in the interviews. All

the interviewees had rather similar perceptions on the definition of middle management. They

understood middle managers as employees in superior roles between a strategic management

and operational staff. This supports =SNJDQ_R %+))-& CDEHMHSHNM. However, the definition varied

depending on the context, for example, which part of a multinational corporation was under

examination. Thus, when thinking about a multinational corporation as a whole, middle

managers were considerd to be different employees than when thinking about part of a

multinational corporation, such as its regional business unit.

Definition of middle management is context-dependent. For example, in [Matrix
Inc.] they are sectioJ I=J=CANO =J@ I=J=CANO SDK =NAJ[t responsible for
departments but have teams and some kind of managerial responsibility. Of
course, in a larger context, when thinking about [the case corporation] globally,
middle managers would be those one step higher in the hierarchy. In this case,
they would be general managers and managers a step higher than that, given
the global scale. But anyway, here I think that everyone who has some kind of a
manager role is a middle manager.

Most of the interviewees argued that middle managers have to have subordinates and

managerial responsibility in order to be defined as middle managers.

Middle management is in between, if there are top managers above and people
without managerial responbility below, in between them.

Middle managers have to have a team in which there are more than one
subordinate.

However, in contrast to these perceptions, some interviewees mentioned that in Matrix Inc.

there are also managers who do not have subordinates but are classified as middle managers.

Here you can be a middle manager even if you doJ[P D=RA OQ>KN@EJ=Pes.

There are many different roles, you actually have managers like me; section
managers, =J@ UKQ =HOK D=RA I=J=CANO SDK @KJ[P D=RA =JU OQ>KN@EJ=PAO% 6DAU
have maybe more OLA?E=HEVA@ NKHAOW *QP IKOP KB ?KQNOA have some
subordinates.
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According to Hales (2006) and Stoker (2006), middle managers are only employees who both

give and receive direction. Therefore, the definition of middle managers in Matrix Inc. differs

from the theoretical framework even though most of the interviewees concluded than in their

viewpoints middle managers ought to have subordinates. After all, it can be inferred that

middle managers have quite operative tasks in Matrix Inc. due to the fact that some of them

do not have subordinates, and thus, there is quite a few middle managers in Matrix Inc.

6DANA[s quite a large number of various types of managers in [Matrix /J?%<W /P
may be a bit difficult at times PK BEJ@ KQP KN QJ@ANOP=J@ SD=P[s the role of middle
I=J=CAIAJP =J@ SD=P[s the role of, for example, someone a more junior
employee. They may be quite similar to each other.

Based on the citation above, it seems that the only difference between the middle managers

and the operational staff in Matrix Inc. is indeed the managerial responsibility of middle

managers.

Based on SGD HMSDQUHDVDDR_ rich and diverse stories and experiences, I was able to come up

with a number of roles of middle management in Matrix Inc., which I will present next. These

were very similar to the roles suggested by Keys and Bell (1982) in the theoretical

framework. According to them, middle managers are \ENKKNVers, the backbone of the

organization, interpolators of top management objectives, buffers of top and lower levels,

funnels through which the intentions of top management flow down and information flows

up, integrators, boundary spanners, and playing coachDR] (Keys & Bell 1982: 59).

First, middle managers could be described as translators of top management plans and

objectives, and experts who with their teams assess the feasibility of these plans. In this role,

they convey messages of the top management to their teams, implement plans of the top

management, and share information coming from their subordinates to the top management.

This finding gives support to the research of Den Hartog (2004) and Lassen et al. (2009), as

they argue that middle managers are the ones translating the strategy of a company into

action. The interviewees experienced that even though objectives of the top management may

be simple, the organizational complexity makes their implementation difficult.

/ PDEJG EP[O KBPAJ = PN=JOH=PEKJ LNK?AOO% If you analyze the language being used at
the very bottom of the organization and at the very top of the organization,
message is very short. But if you move to middle, they get longer, they get more
technical, there are more words used. Simply, I think the middle management is
a level of management which has to be able to interface with the executives or
with directors in the organization, take a simple direction, and then do the
interpretation. X X We have to put into practice the steps necessary to achieve
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that relatively simple objective but then we have to look in the organizational
complexity, and decide how we do it. So we are taking a direction of bringing it
to practice. /P[O = PN=JOH=PEKJ LNK?AOO$ KBPAJ SA[NA I=GEJC PDA PN=JOH=PEKJ
between what might not be a pleasant thing to do$ LAKLHA @KJ[P JA?AOO=NEHU S=JP
to do it, but we have to find the way, so we have to reinterpret the direction,
share it with the team in a way that they understand how they can contribute,
what does it mean for them and also to make the environment, or change the
environment for them, so it makes it more appealing. Make it achievable.

In my opinion, middle managers are expected to delegate tasks coming from the
top management. But often the details are missing in the guidelines of the top
management. Then, lower level of hierarchy comes to ask us YUA=D CKK@$ >QP
what about this, this, =J@ PDEO(Z 6DAJ$ EP[O PDA IE@@HA I=J=CANO[ P=Ok to dig into
the details and clarify how to proceed with things.

According to the interviewees, turning strategies into practice therefore requires middle

managers to think about tactics and short-term objectives that are needed in order to achieve

long-term goals. These objectives and tasks are then delegated to their teams. Delegating is

often challenging as it may require middle managers to delegate their team members to do

something that is unpleasant.

I personally feel that it is very challenging if my superior wants us to do
OKIAPDEJC' DA D=O @A?E@A@ OK =J@ / ?=J[P KB ?KQNOA O=U =JUPDEJC =>KQP EP% /[RA
already said that I disagree with him but still I have to cascade that to my team.
6DAU I=U OAA BNKI IU LNAOAJ?A PD=P /[I JKP D=LLU PK =OG PDAI Po do it. And they
may often agree with me. So the fact that I have to ask them to do something that
/ GJKS PD=P PDAU @KJ[P S=JP PK @K =J@ / @KJ[P S=JP PDAI PK @K EO RANU
challenging. /P[O RANU ?D=HHAJCEJC PK ATLH=EJ PDAI PD=P Et just has to be done.

Of course, it is a bit like balancing. X X Perhaps the most difficult thing is to
explain things, if there are, for example, certain limits within which things must
>A @KJA$ EP[s my responsibility to explain to my team members that something
cannot be done because of the reason X which is out of our hands. Although it
would be, in our opinion, wiser to do in a certain way, it may not be possible
because somebody somewhere else has decided that it has to be done in another
way. My team members might not see the whole situation, and thus, not
understand it, which is why it is my job to translate the message to them.

Furthermore, sometimes the requests that middle managers receive from, for example, the

global headquarters or the European headquarters, are not realistic, which makes it even more

challenging for them to explain these requirements to their team members and to motivate

them to meet the demands. Middle managers must thus be able to challenge the top

management on their decisions.

We may receive tasks from Europe that we have to sell [our product] to a
certain country and the top management [of Matrix Inc.] comes to tell us that
Y4G=U$ JKS we have to sell$ HAP[O O=U ;8-=IKQJP< KB PDEO ;LNK@Q?P< PK -EJH=J@Z%
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6DAJ$ EP[O PDA IE@@HA I=J=CANO[ job to tAHH PK PDAEN PA=IO PD=P YMy friends, now
we have to sell [X-=IKQJP< KB PDEO LNK@Q?P EJ -EJH=J@Z% However, team
members will very quickly ask some counter-questions, such as Y/f the whole
market of the product is [six times less], to whom should this [X-amount] be
sold(Z 6DAJ$ BENOP KB =HH$ IE@@HA I=J=CANO D=RA PK ?D=HHAJCA PDA @A?EOEKJ KB PDA
top management and ask them how the task is possible to complete if there are
no markets to which the product could be sold. If they answer that the product
just have to be OKH@ OKIASDANA$ PDAJ EP[O PDA IE@@HA I=J=CANO[ FK> PK PNU PK
argue it to their teams and tell that this is just a task that has to be done. Thus,
middle managers often find themselves in situations where they have to solve
quite challenging problems.

Therefore, it is ordinary in the context of a multinational corporation for requests to come

from another office of the corporation in which corporation-wide strategies and targets have

been centrally planned (Luo & Shenkar 2006). Middle managers are responsible for turning

these strategies into action in the host locations.

As having global strategy, they at [the global headquarters of Matrix Inc.]
decide, for example, that tons of [certain products] must be sold. Then someone
just writes down how many of them must be sold in which locations. Thus, they
@KJ[P JA?AOO=NEHU PDEJG EB PDANA[O AJKQCD @AI=J@ En each location, =J@ EP[O FQOP
given as a task. AJ@ PD=P[s a typical challenge, as before the task is given, they
should listen to host locations and take their ways of doing things into account.
Host locations may have points that make sense, for example, in Finland we
@KJ[P D=RA I=NGAPO BKN ;PDAOA ?ANP=EJ LNK@Q?PO< =O PDANA =NAJ[P incentives to sell
or buy these products. Thus, host locations may have logical reasons on why
some tasks are impossible to complete.

To reflect the findings on the strategy of the case corporation presented in chapter 4.1.1,

several interviewees thought that the strategy of the ultimate parent company of Matrix Inc. is

FKNA@K A@RDC NM 0@QSKDSS @MC 5GNRG@K_R %+))+& SGQDD CHLDMRHNMR NE SGD BNQD RSQ@SDFHDR NE

multinational corporations. In fact, it seems that a strategy of a multinational corporation is

closely intertwined with the role of middle management in multinational corporations as it is

visible for them in the everyday working life, for example, in the form of requests coming

from their superiors and other corporate locations. Furthermore, even though the middle

managers would be expected to share information on challenges with the top managers of the

ultimate parent company or the regional headquarters (Lassen et al. 2009), it seems to be

difficult for the middle managers to justify the much needed changes to the top managers.

Several interviewees pointed out this being challenging in the real organizational life due to

the reluctance of the top management to change their plans.

7DAJARAN PDANA[s something challenging, it[s important to try to convey the
message back to where it ?=IA BNKI$ OK PAHH PDA PKL I=J=CANO SD=P @KAOJ[P SKNG
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and what should be changed. X X Justification, of course, may be difficult to the
top managers as they have with their great wisdom decided that this is our
strategy and it must be implemented as planne@$ =J@ PD=P[O EP% Thus, getting the
change may be sometimes challenging.

In addition to acting as the \BNMUDXNQR] NE SGDHQ RTANQCHM@SDR_ LDRR@FDR SN SGD SNO

management, the interviewees felt that their subordinates expect them to be very experts in

their areas.

Surely my team expects many things of me. Often they expect me to have the
right answer to everything. *QP LAND=LO EP[O IU NKHA EJ PDANA =C=EJ% /[I EJ
between there so first of all, I have discussions on different kinds of cooperation
projects with my own manager, departments inside the company, and other
stakeholders in order to decide how to proceed with things. 6D=P[O I=U>A IU
biggest role to discuss with different people on many projects on behalf of my
team members.

Thus, the role of middle managers indeed seems to be about balancing between the

expectations of top managers and team members.

Second, middle managers could be described as driving forces of change and executors of

operative tasks. The interviewees had some experiences in trying to drive change and develop

the company by identifying weaknesses in their specialization areas and brainstorming areas

for development.

In my opinion, middle management EO EJ B=?P ATPNAIAHUW /P[O LAND=LO PDA IKOP
like a driving force. You, for example, generate ideas. X X / PDEJG PD=P EP[O =J
EILKNP=JP L=NP KB IE@@HA I=J=CANO[ NKHA PK DECDHECDP PDKOA =NA=O PD=P JAA@
@ARAHKLIAJP KN SA=GJAOOAO KB UKQN KSJ =NA= EJ OQ?D = S=U PD=P UKQ[HH @N=S top
I=J=CAIAJP[O attention. You have to get the top management committed in
order to receive their support; whether it is a change in strategy, budget matter,
or whatever. But you have to actively work in your own area and to present
development ideas and challenging areas to the top management. Whether it is
by reporting or by walking into his rKKIW )J@ PDAJ =?PEvely drive change of
that weakness.

This supports the arguments of Den Hartog (2004) and Lassen et al. (2009) on middle

managers acting as change agents in their organizations. Nevertheless, as mentioned above,

bringing changes through may be difficult in Matrix Inc. In order to draw top managers_

attention, middle managers need to be active and justify their viewpoints. However, even if

middle managers would have the opportunities to influence their own specialization areas, it

seems that their role is mainly about execution in Matrix Inc.

Middle management; in my oLEJEKJ EP[O LNAPPU IQ?D PDA ATA?QPEJC >K@U EJ KQN
organization. 6D=P[O actually quite comprehensively said.
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This is also a challenge for middle managers because, as argued by Todd (2002), they have

several other initiatives to deal with on top of their operative tasks.

2=U>A EP[O FQOP PDA Bact that SA @KJ[P anymore have this kind of old-world
OPNQ?PQNA IA=JEJC PD=P PDANA[O IE@@HA I=J=CAIAJP =J@ PDAU D=RA =OOistants,
=OOEOP=JPO[ =OOEOP=JPO$ and such. Nowadays everyone does pretty much
everything. And in my opinion, this is quite challenging as you not only have to
be an expert in your own field but at the same time you also have to be able to
do, for example, finance related tasks or purchase orders and IT related tasks.
2=U>A PD=P[O EJ B=?P PDA ?D=HHAJCA% 6DANA =NA PKK I=JU KLAN=PERA P=OGO SDE?D
impedes us to use the time to do more significant things. Sometimes we just have
too much of these nonsense tasks to do$ >QP EP[O FQOP part of our role as SA @KJ[P
have people who would do these operational tasks on behalf of others. Thus,
everybody does pretty much everything, and PD=P[O PDA PDEJC KB PK@=U[O SKNGEJC
life.

Therefore, going back to more specialized roles would make the role of middle managers

more straightforward as they could concentrate on their expertise areas. On the other hand, it

would probably also result in organizations having more hierarchical structures and cultures.

Third, A@RDC NM SGD HMSDQUHDVDDR_ DWODQHDMBDR' middle managers seemed to act as buffers,

\shock absorbers], and motivators in the direction of their team members in order to protect

them from harmful information that could decrease their motivation.

From my point of view, middle management is like a buffer, such as the oil in
the engine. X X We soften and filter and wonder and try to find out what it means
when someone has got an idea somewhere. And then we filter it before it goes to
our teams who implement these ideas. This is how I see the middle management;
as a buffer, filter, and shock absorber there in between.

Thus, middle managers have an important role in providing their team members an

atmosphere where they are able to implement these ideas and excel. Based on the interviews,

it seemed to be vital to create a positive atmosphere in order to motivate subordinates.

However, this was considered quite challenging by the interviewees, especially, if messages

of top management were negative.

The challenge is that how you prevent the bad news from reaching your team.
/P[O RANU$ RANU ?D=HHAJCEJC% X X If you get a message that everything is going
badly, these and these things are going badly, then how do you explain to your
PA=I IAI>ANO PD=P ARANUPDEJC EO FQOP BEJA% /P[O NA=HHU @EBBE?QHP% 5KIA LAKLHA know
how to do it very well; I mean that some people are able to act very well as
BEHPANO PDANA% -KN IA EP[O RANU D=N@%
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Nonetheless, motivating their team members is one of the most important tasks of middle

managers in order to bring out the best in them and deliver satisfactory results (Jackson &

Humble 1994; Den Hartog 2004). This was also evident in the interviews.

We have to motivate. X X Maybe change the story a little bit. X X To motivate the
individuals to move in the company direction by reshaping the context or
explaining it in a slightly different way, making it relevant for them or what that
means and how they should start to think about it without instantly having issues
KN LNK>HAIO =>KQP SD=P PDAU[RA >AAJ =OGA@ PK @K% X X Getting people to come to
that direction is maybe easier said than done, actually.

As stated in the citation above, motivating is not always easy in practice. In addition, due to

the fact that the middle managers do not have enough time for the actual leadership work,

motivating is even more difficult.

Middle managers do not have enough time; middle managers have way too
many normal operational tasks to do. X X Teams are also way too small which is
SDU UKQ @KJ[P D=RA AJKQCD PEIA PK NA=HHU BK?QO KJ UKQN PA=I IAI>ANO%

Furthermore, the context of a multinational corporation seemed to make motivating even

more challenging as the role of a leader is more difficult to perceive due to a matrix structure.

It is more complex to lead a team in a multinational matrix organization as each employee has

two superiors (Luo & Shenkar 2006).

This matrix structure makes it challenging to perceive what the role of a
functional manager is if an employee already has a direct manager. 5K PD=P[O
=HOK @EBBE?QHP% /P D=OJ[P >AAJ @APANIEJA@ EJ any way how the communication
should take place as, in any case, the direct and the functional manager should
somehow be EJ HEJA SEPD A=?D KPDAN OK PD=P PDA AILHKUAA SKQH@J[P >A =HH IAOOA@
up when something comes from one direction and something else from another.

Therefore, subordinates having more than one superior can find themselves in situations

where the interests of the leaders are not aligned. This may affect their motivation in a

negative way. It also influences how leaders experience leading their teams. Thus, it can be

concluded that also a structure of a company has an effect on how leadership of multicultural

teams is experienced in multinational corporations.

All in all, the role of middle managers in between the top managers and subordinates is aptly

described in the following citation:

/P[O EJ@AA@ PDA IKOP ?D=HHAJCEJC Phing, being a middle manager, that you are
there in the middle. You have to be able to react quickly to things coming from
your own team, or you can keep them by yourself, =J@ OKKJ UKQ[HH JK HKJCAN
survive. Then, at the same time, you will face pressures coming from the top
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relating to things that you have to do in a given schedule. X X In fact, the
challenge is the pressure coming from the top management and the
subordinates, as they also expect various things from their manager. And if
PDEJCO =??QIQH=PA =J@ @KJ[P LNKCNAOO$ PDA LNAOOQNA FQOP EJ?NA=OAO% Thus, you
have to be able to cope with that stress coming from the top, so you are a bit like
squeezed there in between.

Therefore, supporting the theoretical framework, it can be concluded that the position of a

middle manager in the middle of an organization is challenging. High expectations and

pressures from both the upper and lower levels of the hierarchy and lack of time aptly

describe the nature of their everyday work. In Matrix Inc., the manifold role of middle

managers includes, for example, acting as translators of top management plans, experts who

with their teams assess the feasibility of these plans, being driving forces of change, executors

of operative tasks, buffers and shock absorbers who prevent their team members from

receiving harmful information from the top of the organization, and motivators of their team

members. The context of a multinational corporation brings additional challenges on their role

regarding, for example, strategy, structure, and multiculturalism. Global strategy of the

ultimate parent company of Matrix Inc. seems to strengthen the operational role of the middle

managers and weaken their role as change agents. Furthermore, strategy seems to reinforce

their role of acting as buffers and shock absorbers, as plans and objectives come from the top

of the organization and they may not always be positively perceived. Still, middle managers

have to be able to create a positive atmosphere to their team members in order to motivate

them successfully. Matrix structure, in turn, seems to make their role more complex as their

team members have another superior in addition to them. Different cultural backgrounds of

team members further complicate the role of middle managers, even though the strong

organizational culture of Matrix Inc. may mitigate these differences.

Next, I will take the cultural factor of leadership into consideration as I am going to discuss

how the interviewees experience leading their multicultural teams in their challenging role as

middle managers.

($& 6IEHITULMS RJ 7WOVMGWOVWTEO ?IEPU

Having presented the HMSDQUHDVDDR_ perceptions on the context of a multinational corporation,

culture and multiculturalism, leadership and their role as middle managers in Matrix Inc., I

will now move on to discuss the everyday leadership challenges that the interviewees have

faced when leading their multicultural teams. In the theoretical framework I presented six
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areas which, in previous research, are considered challenging in multicultural team leadership.

By analyzing the experiences of the interviewees and thematizing them in relation to these six

areas, I argue SG@S SGD HMSDQUHDVDDR_ DWODQHDMBDR RTOONQS SGD SGDNQDSHB@K EQ@LDVNrk in relation

to at least four areas considered challenging in multicultural team leadership. These areas are:

1) cultural sensitivity, 2) cross-cultural communication, 3) team cohesion and trust, and 4)

motivation. Figure 5 illustrates these four areas whose prevalence and importance in the

interviews rose above others, meaning that they were mentioned in the majority of the

interviews. However, this is not to disclaim that the other areas, such as power and hierarchy,

would not have been addressed in the interviews, but rather it indicates the four most

prevalent ones according to the 10 interviewees.

3DBNK@ * , 5@<?@KLCDJ IA 6NFMD>NFMNK<F 9@<GL /<L@? IH MC@ 9C@IK@MD><F 3K<G@PIKE

In the following chapters I will take a closer look at these four areas and illustrate by

examples how the interviewees experienced leading their multicultural teams in everyday

working life and what challenges they had faced when leading their teams. The areas are

presented in order of appearance starting from cultural sensitivity.

($&$% .WOVWTEO >IQUMVMXMV[

7MSDQUHDVDDR_ DWODQHDMBDR RDDLDC SN QDEKDBS EHQRS @MC ENQDLNRS SGD challenge of cultural

sensitivity in their teams. According to Miller et al. (2000), Hajro and Pudelko (2010), and

Zander et al. (2012), knowledge in NSGDQR_ BTKSTQ@K A@BJFQNTMCR is key for being culturally

sensitive and leading multicultural teams successfully. Indeed, the importance of recognizing

and accepting other alternative ways of CNHMF SGHMFR SG@M NMD_R NVM was acknowledged by

the interviewees. This communicates that achieving cultural sensitivity should not be a major

challenge for at least the interviewees themselves.

The leadership should start from a HA=@AN[O QJ@ANOP=J@EJC KB where this person
[team member] comes from and what his values are like, and you also have to
understand what he knows about your culture and your background. X X When
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/[I HA=@EJC$ / @KJ[P PNU PK BKN?A IU PA=I IAI>ANO PK @K PDEJCO EJ = OEIEH=N$
certain way. Instead, I think that the actions can vary as long as they lead to the
desired result. Thus, the most important thing is to know what you want to
achieve.

Of course, if you are an intolerant manager in general, if yKQ @KJ[P PKHAN=PA
people who have different, HAP[O O=U @EBBANAJP NAHECEKJO Kr beliefs or colors or
whatever then of course it would be a problem. X X / PDEJG EP[O IQ?D IKNA
important that you actually understand that people are just different. And you
also have to make the team aware.

Thus, based on the HMSDQUHDVDDR_ experiences, it is important to have knowledge in cultural

backgrounds of team members and to allow team members to have their own approaches to

complete their tasks. In fact, Matveev and Nelson (2004) and Hajro and Pudelko (2010)

conclude that a culturally sensitive person is able to view different cultural approaches as not

inferior but simply as different. One of the interviewees pointed out that if a team leader is not

familiar with different cultural backgrounds of team members and does not take them into

account when leading a team it may cause conflicts.

/B UKQ @KJ[P HA=@ people with different cultural backgrounds in different ways,
UKQ[HH B=?A ?KJBHE?P =J@ AJ@ QL EJ = OEPQ=PEKJ EJ SDE?D PA=I IAI>ANO
IEOQJ@ANOP=J@ A=?D KPDAN =J@ ?=JJKP NA=?D ?KJOAJOQO =O PDAU @KJ[P OLA=G PDA
same language, so to say. /[RA OAAJ I=JU PEIAO DANA PD=P LAKLHe try to force
their decisions thrKQCD =J@ EP D=O OPEHH >AAJ @KJA DANA >QP /[RA JKPE?A@ PD=P EP
@KAOJ[P NA=HHU SKNG%

Furthermore, some interviewees also mentioned it being important not to highlight their own

cultures when leading their teams. Instead, they felt that they need to adjust their own

ADG@UHNQ SN SGDHQ SD@L LDLADQR_ BTKSTQDR HM NQCDQ SN KD@C SGDL RTBBDRRETKKX(

9KQ ?=J[t really bring out certain REASO KB UKQN KSJ ?QHPQNA% /[ve never seen any
sense in a situation in which someone brings his own culture out very strongly.

However, understanding NSGDQR_ cultural backgrounds is not always straightforward. As Miller

et al. (2000) state, it is easier to deal with BTKSTQDR SG@S @QD BKNRD SN NMD_R NVM( However, being

a leader of a multicultural team seems to require one to familiarize oneself with working

approaches of team members and to lead each person in a different way:

Surely I[RA noticed that there are certain cultures which are easier for me to
?KILNADAJ@% )J@ PDAJ EP[O I=U>A A=OEAN PK QJ@ANOP=J@ PD=P EP EOJ[P =HS=UO PD=P
unambiguous, meaning that maybe some country or culture is just more
challenging to understand.
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When leading a multicultural team, you have to work in somewhat different
ways with different people. When you both find common ground, then there
wKJ[P >A =JU LNK>HAIO =JUIKNA% /P SKJ[P =HS=UO SKNG >QP EJ IKOP ?=OAO,
however, the common ground can be found.

If thinking about a multicultural team, its leadership certainly requires some
kind of empathy to understand others, to understand different situations,
different backgrounds, and strong problem-solving skills in a certain way so
that you are able to throw yourself in different kinds of situations and
understand. It requires some kind of flexibility.

Even though most of the interviewees experienced that cultural sensitivity is important in

leadership of multicultural teams, they still, to some extent, seemed to resort to using

stereotypes.

Surely they [citizens of different countries] are very easily stereotyped, that the
Swedish are like this and Danes are like that. X X Yeah, it really quickly goes
into it.

Based on the theoretical framework (Choy et al. 2009), the idea of universal cultural values of

societies should be de-constructed in order to be genuinely sensitive. Most of the interviewees

recognized the importance of avoiding generalization.

/P[O = >EP PNE?GU; if you start to reflect KJ = LANOKJ[O ?QHPQNA PKK IQ?D$ PDAJ UKQ
=HIKOP =HS=UO OP=NP PK NABHA?P KJ OPANAKPULAO$ =J@ EP @KAOJ[P JA?AOO=NEHU =HS=UO
work.

Indeed, cultural stereotypes are a real challenge in multicultural team leadership if they are

TRDC HM FDMDQ@KHYHMF NQ QDF@QCHMF NMD_R BTKSTQ@K V@X NE CNHMF SGHMFR @R LNQD RTODQHNQ SN

NSGDQR_(

If we talk about stereotypes meaning that citizens of a particular country are
HEGA PDEO$ EP ODKQH@ >A = PKKH PD=P ?=J >A QOA@ EJ =@FQOPEJC KJA[O KSJ >AD=REKN EJ
order to achieve a desired result. *QP$ QJBKNPQJ=PAHU$ EP[s often used as bashing
or as a JAC=PERA PDEJCW 6D=P PDAU @KJ[t un@ANOP=J@ =JUPDEJC >A?=QOAW /JOPA=@
of really adjusting ;KJA[O own behavior]. X X Some people naturally know how
to do it, that they are able to adjust their behavior but many would definitely
need more training on it, and more advice on how to act within a multicultural
team; something more practical.

This citation provides a good basis on which to reflect the findings of Northouse (2013) on

ethnocentrism. He pointed out that ethnocentrism can hinder effective leadership of

multicultural teams because it prevents a leader and team members from being fully culturally

sensitive. Instead, it places NMD_R own cultural group at the center resulting in a person

perceiving different approaches of others in a negative way (Northouse 2013).
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A couple of the interviewees mentioned being a superior for an employee whose cultural

background was completely different to their own. These experiences were not always

positive.

Chinese subordinates are interesting, iB / @KJ[P D=RA PK P=GA +DEJAOA
OQ>KN@EJ=PAO$ / SKQH@J[P, given that I[@ have the possibility to choose. But that
was an interesting experience too. X X I had two Chinese subordinates for about
a year and when I told them about a task that had to be done and ensured if they
had underOPKK@ EP$ >KPD O=E@ Y9A=D$ yeahZ% Then, the next day, when I asked
them a>KQP PD=P P=OG =J@ SDAPDAN PDAU CKP EP @KJA$ >KPD SANA HEGA Y7D=P( 3K%Z
They D=@J[P ARAJ OP=NPA@ SEPD EP >A?=QOA they hadJ[P QJ@ANOPKK@ EP% Thus, I had
to check every hour that they had understood correctly what they had been
asked to do. All because they have a culture in which you always say yes. X X
6DAJ / NA=HEVA@ PD=P PDAU D=@J[P CKP QOA@ PK a leadership style in which they are
not closely guided. That people are different which is partly due to the cultural
background and partly due to something else, of course.

In this example, the leader could not lead his subordinates as they would have preferred due

to having completely different cultural background. In fact, in order to be culturally sensitive,

the interviewees highlighted the importance of familiarizing themselves with cultures of their

team members. First, some of them mentioned this being possible by learning about some

general, widely-known cultural traits. However, at the same time they were aware of the

disadvantages of generalizing and stereotyping, and warned about resorting to them, as

exceptions always exist.

/P[s quite important, of course, to have some kind of knowledge, for example, on
stereotypes of different nationalities or working cultures or so, in order to have
a hunch how things are done in different countries. Although it might often be a
bit too generalizing bQP PDANA[s usually some kind of a grain of truth in
stereotypes.

/P[O =HOK @EBBE?QHP PK LQP LAKLHA EJ Phe box or in the square because, lAP[O O=U,
stereotypical Finnish person is very quiet, sitting and hiding in the back but you
also have Finnish people who are extremely extrovert and screaming and
yelling and so forth. You just have to say that, okay, as a general rule, people
are so and so, but there are always exceptions.

Second, some interviewees mentioned that familiarizing themselves with the cultures of their

team members is possible by spending time with them. Some also pointed out the role of

international experience in helping to understand how things are done in different parts of the

world. All in all, most of them argued that cultural sensitivity increases by gaining experience

in and working together with different kinds of people.
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Of course, my experience has given me skills that after watching some time how
LAKLHA SKNG$ /[HH BEJ@ KQP DKS / ODKQH@ >A SKNGEJC SEPD A=?D KJA KB PDAI% X X
6DQO$ PDNKQCD ATLANEAJ?A EP[O LKOOE>HA PK BEJ@ KQP A=?D PA=I IAI>AN[O QJEMQA
style as you have been working with different kinds of people.

7DAJ UKQ[re daily interacting with someone face-to-B=?A$ EP[O HEGA ?QHPQN=H
differences somehow disappear.

Just more contact and more activities together so that you learn to know the
situations.

To summarize, cultural sensitivity is a challenging area of multicultural team leadership. It

requires a leader to be able to recognize and approve alternative ways of doing things than

NMD_R NVM( >GHR HR ONRRHAKD AX, for example, @BBTLTK@SHMF JMNVKDCFD HM SD@L LDLADQR_

cultural backgrounds, avoiding ethnocentrism, exposing oneself in a variety of situations, and

avoiding generalizing and stereotyping. Regarding the HMSDQUHDVDDR_ NVM BTKSTQ@K RDMRHSHUHSX'

biases seemed to exist to some extent. They occurred, for example, in the example in which

SGD 4HMMHRG HMSDQUHDVDD CDRBQHADC NMD_R 1GHMDRD RTANQCHM@SDR @R always saying yes to

everything, or when non-Finnish interviewees described their Finnish subordinates or

colleagues as quiet or introvert. However, biases are quite likely to exist at least to some

extent in any multinational corporation, such as the case company. In addition to the above

mentioned comments, any notable examples of prejudices or racism deriving from cultural

backgrounds of others were not discovered. Furthermore, even though the interviewees found

that it is challenging to be culturally sensitive, it was positive to note that a majority of them

were genuinely interested in learning more about SGDHQ SD@L LDLADQR_ cultures and ways to

prepare themselves to leading their teams.

($&$& .TRUU#GWOVWTEO .RPPWQMGEVMRQ

While cultural sensitivity was reflected as the foundation of successful leadership of

multicultural teams, cross-cultural communication was the second most prevailing area

discussed in the interviews. All the interviewees recognized the importance of efficient

communication in order to lead their teams successfully. At the same time, they agreed that

communication cross-culturally makes multicultural team leadership difficult, which supports

the arguments of, for example, Matveev and Nelson (2004) and Von Glinow et al. (2004).
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According to Adler and Graham (1989), cross-cultural communication challenges can relate

to, for example, languages and nonverbal behavior. The interviewees had faced only minor

language related challenges when leading their teams.

5KIAPEIAO PDA H=JCQ=CA IECDP JKP >A PDA >AOP$ / IA=J ,JCHEOD$ >QP JKNI=HHU EP[O
QJ@ANOP=J@=>HA% 5K / PDEJG SA @KJ[P D=RA ;H=JCQ=CA NAH=PA@ @EBBE?QHPEAO< >A?=QOA
we all use English so much. Sometimes it might be so that you say sentences that
are like mumbo-jumbo but otherwise normally quite okay.

More specifically, only a couple of the interviewees shared their experiences in language

challenges. Based on the stories of the interviewees, Matrix Inc. seems to employ people with

highly fluent English skills. This might be due to the fact that the company requires

interviews with all job applicants to be conducted in English. International experience is also

appreciated in order for a person to be hired to Matrix Inc. Nevertheless, minor language

related challenges that some of the interviewees had faced regarded usually the lack of

fluency and parlance of non-native team members of English (Brett et al. 2006).

The language itself [is a challenge] but perhaps also the parlance, I mean word
choices and such PDEJCO$ ARAJ PDKQCD UKQ SKQH@J[P really think about them. /[RA
noticed that sometimes someone may react strongly, if I express myself in some
particular way. Or if you command, or these kinds of basic rules of behavior,
SDE?D I=U >A KG=U EJ KJA[O KSJ ?KQJPry and culture, =J@ UKQ @KJ[P ?KJOE@AN
them in any way threatening but someone else may misunderstand them, which
is a challenge. Thus, language itself [is a challenge] but also such behavior
rules. It may sound a bit silly but sometimes I find myself in a situation, even
PDKQCD / D=RAJ[P OPNERA@ for it, that I have said something in a wrong way
somehow, or behaved in the wrong way, or flailed my hands in the wrong way.

Even though the interviewees had only faced minor language related challenges, they

recognized the importance of having a common language with their team members. Similar to

6@IQN @MC <TCDKJN_R %+)*)& UHDV' SGDX @QFTDC SG@S @ RG@QDC K@MFT@FD HR SGD BNQD NE RTBBDRRETK

communication as it enables trust, a common team identity, and an efficient information

sharing. Therefore, some interviewees argued that being fluent in many languages is

beneficial when leading a multicultural, and thus perhaps a multilingual, team.

By speaking many languageO$ EP[O A=OEAN PK >A on the same wavelength with
more team members, as the shared language is mportant. So if you speak many
languages, it helps. Bonding is then easier.

One example of a situation in which the language barrier became problematic relates to a

situation where most of the team members were Finnish speaking. Similar to Hajro and
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<TCDKJN_R %+)*)& EHMCHMF' Kanguage is a big part of group identity and the lack of a shared

language can thus lead to an in-group and out-group formation.

If you have a team with five Finnish persons and one person of another
nationality, the Finnish language is easily the used language. Like in every
situation. )J@ PDA KJA LANOKJ SDK @KAOJ[P OLA=G -EJJEOD I=U >e forgotten. But
if you have a team with many different nationalities, everyone understands
subconsciously that there is some common language to be used. X X Thus, the
manager should be a role model and behave in a way that nobody feels oneself
KQPOE@AN% 6DA I=J=CAN ODKQH@J[P$ EJ =JU ?=OA$ EB DA[O$ BKN AT=ILHA$ -EJJEsh
himself, speak Finnish if there are people speaking other languages in a room.

Thus, a common language has a strong influence on team cohesion, which is why it is

extremely important for leaders to bridge the language gap in order to avoid discrimination

(Ogbonna & Harris 2006; Hajro & Pudelko 2010). Another example was described by the

interviewee who had discovered that a common language is very important especially in

conflict situations.

Communication of emotions and sQ?D$ EP[O =HS=UO A=OEAN EJ KJA[O KSJ H=JCQ=CA
instead of trying to communicate them in English. 1AP[O O=U PD=P PDANA[O OKIA
kind of a conflict situation. It is much more important in these situations what
you say in order to be understood, >QP EP[O =HS=UO ?D=HHAJCEJC% It[s obvious for
everyone that the importance of clear communication is emphasized in a conflict
situation, OK PD=P UKQ @KJ[P O=U OKIAPDEJC EJ = SNKJC S=U ARAJ PDKQCD UKQ
would mean it the other way around.

Regarding other than language related communication challenges, the evidence from the

interviews supports the findings of Zander et al. (2012) who argue that nonverbal and indirect

communication are major challenges for multicultural team leadership. Leaders of

multicultural teams may thus encounter difficulties in interpreting the underlying behavior of

their team members (Zander et al. 2012). One interviewee felicitously remarked this core

challenge of cross-cultural communication as follows:

One should be somehow sensitive to NA=@ SD=P[O >APSAAJ PDA HEJAO% 6D=P[O PDA
difficulty. For others it may be easier but not always for me. Thus, I have to tune
my ear in order to hear these kinds of cracked voices, so to say.

The interviewees had also faced conflicts related to nonverbal communication. For instance, a

couple of the interviewees had encountered situations in which their team members found

themselves in a conflict with one another due to having misinterpreted their nonverbal

behavior. In these events, the leader was needed to calm the situation and resolve the conflict.
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People talk and behave in different ways. A representative of some country or
culture may be very plain-spoken and say things directly and maybe even in a
bit offensive manner, which may lead to a situation where the other person gets
hurt or, well not maybe scared, but takes it personally. I have been in situations
in which I[ve had to soothe or calm the situation. Even if the plain-spoken
person h=OJ[P IA=JP EP En an offensive way, his behavior can be interpreted in so
many ways. X X In some parts of the world people increase volume of their voice
ARAJ PDKQCD PDAU SKQH@J[P >A I=@ KN =JCNU$ EP[O FQOP = D=>EP% 6DAJ =C=EJ$ EP ?=J
be interpreted in a different way somewhere else.

One challenging situation was when two of them [team members] had a dispute
and another got hurt on what the other sai@$ =J@ DA ?=IA PK =OG IA EB DA[s a bad
employee as the other had told him so. Then I was like, Y7ell, what am I about
tK O=U PK PD=PZ$ =O PDA KPDAN KJA S=O = >EP NECDP% *QP PDAJ UKQ ?=J[P PAHH PD=P ZPDA
other one iO NECDP$ UKQ ODKQH@ @K = HEPPHA >EP >APPANZ$ OK UKQ ?=J[P O=U PD=P
AEPDANW 5K EP S=O = >EPW )J@ / @E@J[P ATLA?P PD=P$ =J@ PDAJ UKQ =NA HEGA Y4G=U$
I waOJ[P LNAL=NA@ for PDEOZ% Thus, I just told him PD=P PDA KPDAN KJA S=OJ[P
eJPENAHU NECDP =J@ DA ODKQH@J[P D=RA QOA@ OQ?D = PKJAW X X And you are not
hopeless.

Furthermore, one interviewee had learned the hard way that the lack of clear guidance to her

team members may lead to unexpected consequences. He gave an example of a situation in

which he had given money to his team members and assumed that they would split the money

evenly without expressing his expectation. Team members did not act as expected but instead

some of them took the money quickly.

I assumed that they [team members] talk a little with each other and agree on
things but it went a bit differently. X X Some of those people are just somehow
more competitive and see an opportunity. And as it S=OJ[t written down literally
that try to share this [money] with each other, the others just were left behind. X
X 6DAJ UKQ ?=J[t do anything about it anymore. You can just think that I have to
write down the rules more accurately next time. 6DQO$ EP[O =HH =>KQP
communication.

This example provides a basis on which to reflect the findings of Thomas and Osland (2004).

As Thomas and Osland (2004) pointed out, sharing a common ground with team members

helps a leader to interpret and understand their nonverbal behavior. This can be achieved by

gathering knowledge of team members_ BTKSTQ@K A@BJFQNTMCR. Based on these backgrounds

communication habits which team members use to guide their behavior in different settings

are formed. Thus, knowledge of these communication practices of other team members helps

SN OQDCHBS @MC FQ@RO NSGDQR_ ADG@UHNQ LNQD D@RHKX( %>GNL@R $ ;RK@MC +)),(& Therefore, the

interviewees noted that in order to communicate successfully they have to acknowledge

differences in the communicative styles of team members, work in a flexible manner, and
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even change their own behavior on the basis of with whom they are working. However, they

had found this quite challenging at times.

It requires game sense in the sense that you are able to behave in different ways
with people from different cultures. It comes through experience.

Some interviewees felt that they had insufficient knowledge on cultural communication

preferences of their team members, and thus, were not succeeding in cross-cultural

communication situations as well as they would have desired. However, the majority was

interested in learning more about communication with their team members having different

cultural backgrounds.

6DA B=?P PD=P /[@ be better at communication would make leadership easier. X X
)BPAN =HH$ ?KIIQJE?=PEKJ EO OK EILKNP=JP >QP EP[O NA=HHU JKP IU OPNAJCPD% If I was
better, then everything would be better.

To conclude, the interviewees had various experiences related to cross-cultural

communication. Only a couple of them had faced challenges regarding languages and

language behavior. As mentioned, this might be due to the fact Matrix Inc. requires interviews

with new employee candidates in English in order to ensure fluent language skills. Instead,

nonverbal and indirect communication challenges occurred more HM SGD HMSDQUHDVDDR_

everyday working life. Based on their stories, it is challenging to interpret their team

LDLADQR_ behavior and resolve communication related conflicts between team members,

especially as the situations are usually unexpected. However, sharing a common ground with

team members helps, which is why it is important to build personal relationships with team

members and spend time with them.

($&$' ?IEP .RLIUMRQ EQH ?TWUV

The third most prevailing area in the interviews was team cohesion and trust. Based on the

research findings of Miller et al. (2000), time and energy dedicated for creating cohesion and

building trust within multicultural teams is of high importance for leaders. It is especially

through cohesion and trust that multicultural teams are able to overcome stereotypes and

prejudices towards team members with different cultural backgrounds. Furthermore, cohesion

and trust help to avoid misunderstandings and conflicts. The experiences of the interviewees

reflected these arguments consistently. Creating a cohesive team was, however, regarded as
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challenging. Despite that, it was mentioned that acting in such a way as if differences were

not a problem, is helpful.

/P[O MQEPA ?D=HHAJCEJC PK ?reate a cohesive team. X X /P[O IKNA =>KQP chemistry; I
mean how you get along with others. If a leader himself behaves in a way that
differences are not a problem, then, in my opinion, the team understands it too,
given that no one has weird prejudices.

Furthermore, personal relationships with each team member seemed to play a crucial part in

establishing mutual trust in a team. Thus, several interviewees mentioned that it is important

for a leader to create personal relationships with team members and provide an atmosphere in

which team members feel that can freely contact their superior. Moreover, they pointed out

the importance of learning about SGDHQ SD@L LDLADQR_ cultures. According to the interviewees,

this is possible simply by showing interest towards SD@L LDLADQR_ backgrounds and cultures.

In fact, knowing something about personal lives of team members seemed to help in building

relationships.

7D=P[s very important in multicultural teams is that you create such
relationships with your team members that they can contact you any time. X X
;.=REJC< = LANOKJ=H NAH=PEKJODEL SEPD A=?D KB UKQN PA=I IAI>ANO$ PDAJ EP[O
easier to proceed with things. I also talk about other than work related issues
with all of them so I know about their hobbies and interests. Sometimes they
=HOK =OG IA DKS /[I @KEJC in my domestic life.

I greet and ask them if everything is alright, and always keep the door open so
that they can come to me and ask things.

I give them feedback and I try to be positive, and if they have any issues I try to
support them as much as possible, so / PDEJG PD=P[O NA=HHU PDA >AOP / ?=J @K, that
if they at least BAAH PD=P /[I KJ PDAEN OE@A =J@ EB PDANA =NA OKIA LNK>HAIO / PNU PK
solve them. X X /[RA Pold them several times that EP[O IU FK> PK OQLLKNP PDAI =J@
EP[O IU FK> PK I=GA EP easier for them to do their job, so I always tell them that if
you have any kinds of issues, then let me know.

However, according to Miller et al. (2000), achieving team cohesion can be rather

problematic in multicultural teams as team members differ from their cultural backgrounds,

and thus, are more prone to culture-based misunderstandings and conflicts. People prefer to

associate with those who share the same beliefs, values and language because it creates a

sense of comfortability (Miller et al. 2000; Wright & Drewery 2002). Some interviewees had

experiences in this with their own teams, for example, in situations where a team member had

problems adapting to a team due to his/her different cultural background. In fact, one

interviewee had a team in which one ODQRNM_R Bulture was significantly different than others:
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/P[O ?HA=NHU PDA ?D=HHAJCA that the dynamics of my team are certain kind, and
PDANA[O KJA ;LANOKJ SEPD = ?KILHAPAHU @EBBANAJP ?QHPQNA<$ =J@ DA[O RANU NAOEOP=JP
to change. It appears daily. X X He retorts and sulks and is always on a bad
mood, earbuds on, and is a bit nervous... And always when we are having a new
member in our team, his behavior changes. /P[O RANU OPN=JCA >QP PDEO LANOKJ
performs much wKNOA =J@ DEO OD=NA KB PDA PA=I NA@Q?AO% )HS=UO SDAJ SA[NA
having a new team member. X X I must say that as he has been working here
HKJCAN PD=J /$ / D=RAJ[P PNEA@ PK ?D=JCA DEI% X X Rather I expect the [other] ones
PK QJ@ANOP=J@ DEI PD=J /[@ PNU PK ?D=JCA DEI%

Thus, one person in a team with a different cultural background compared to others can

significantly deteriorate team cohesion and make leadership more challenging. As suggested

by Behfar et al. (2006), creating common ground could be beneficial in these kinds of

situations as it decreases in-group and out-group differentiation.

Most of the interviewees considered it important to spend time together with their teams in

order to create team spirit and be acquainted with each other, and thus, create cohesion and

build trust. This supports the findings of Wright and Drewery (2002), Levi (2007), and Hajro

and Pudelko (2010), as they state that team cohesion can be improved by engaging the team

in social activities. This helps team members to become more emotionally attached to each

other. Emotional attachment, in turn, creates opportunities to deepen common ground and

develop mutual interests. (Wright & Drewery 2002; Levi 2007; Hajro & Pudelko 2010.)

However, only one interviewee mentioned having organized a weekend together with his

team in order for them to know each other better.

One weekend we drove to my summer cottage on Thursday evening and first
held a short meeting there, and did some barbeque, and watched fish by the
lake. So if we could arrange something like this more often. There are, of
course, small budgets for these kinds of activities here, but still.

Furthermore, humor was considered to be an important factor in creating cohesion and

building trust. According to the interviewees, humor binds a team together and helps to

overcome difficult situations and conflicts.

Actually I made a little stage last time we had a team meeting. When we had our
Christmas party we had this Bollywood theme. When we had our latest team
meeting a month ago, I wanted to trick them [team members], just you know, to
ease up the atmosphere. So I asked them all to stand up and make a few of those
[Bollywood dance] moves and they thought that I was crazy but it was quite
funny. So it was just to get them to relax a little bit. X X It gives a spirit of like we
are a team or something like that.

Humor is a surprisingly driving force. X X We really face some kind of
?D=HHAJCAO ARANU @=U$ OK EB UKQ ?=J[P P=GA OKIAPDEJC =O DQIKN$ PDA >QN@AJ SEHH
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just keep growing. You just have to be able to laugh at things, and if something
is going badly, it just goes badly, so we are trying to maintain that [humor] a
lot.

To conclude, the interviewees considered it quite challenging to create cohesive teams and

build trust in their teams. However, it was positive to note that only some of them had faced

conflicts regarding these areas. They mentioned that acting in a way that differences are not a

OQNAKDL' ATHKCHMF ODQRNM@K QDK@SHNMRGHOR VHSG SD@L LDLADQR' KD@QMHMF @ANTS SD@L LDLADQR_

cultures, spending time together with their teams, and using humor as a driving force are

helpful in creating cohesion and building trust. Nevertheless, it seems that the more different

and unkown the cultural background of a team member is compared SN NMD_R NVM' SGD LNQD

important it is to build a personal relationship with one another in order not to risk anyone

feeling like an outsider, as an in-group and out-group differentiation may be fateful to a team.

($&$( 7RVMXEVMRQ

Fourth and finally, the research evidence from the interviews gives support to motivation

being one of the main challenges faced by leaders of multicultural teams. Based on the

findings of Thomas (2008), motivating team members with different cultural backgrounds is

one of the most difficult tasks that leaders of multicultural teams face. Thomas (2008) argues

that leaders need to motivate their team members in different ways because of their differing

cultural orientations. Most of the experiences of the interviewees were in line with these

arguments.

9KQ @KJ[P CAP = LANOKJ PK @K PDEJCO EB UKQ =NAJ[P =>HA PK OAHH = P=OG EJ PDA NECDP
way, and you aNAJ[P =>HA PK OAHH PDA P=OG EJ PDA NECDP S=U EB UKQ @KJ[P QJ@ANOP=J@
that person or his background.

/B UKQ HA=@ LAKLHA SNKJC PDAU @KJ[P CAP IKPER=PA@% 6DA I=EJ BK?QO EO PK CAP PDAI
IKPER=PA@% )J@ KB ?KQNOA @EBBANAJP PDEJCO IKPER=PA @EBBANAJP LAKLHA% 6D=P[O also
very cultural. X X Some people get motivated by having very clear goals, and
some people; PDAU @KJ[P CAP IKPEvated because clear goals stress them.

As the citation above shows, cultural motivational factors may vary, for example, according

to whether a person prefers to have clear goals or processes according to which the work is

done. Furthermore, supporting the argument of Binsiddiq and Alzahmi (2013), the

interviewees mentioned that some team members may be motivated by direction and support,

while others may be motivated by empowerment based on their cultural backgrounds.
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You have to think about cultures when leading different people; some are used
to much more direct leadership style or guiding, while some must be given much
more freedom to think about the solutions by themselves. It requires a leader to
be able to work with people from different cultures in different ways. So you
?=J[P SKNG SEPD ARANU>K@U EJ AT=?PHU PDA same way.

Basically, in some particular cQHPQNAO KN ?KQJPNEAO EP[s assumed that a manager
O=UO AT=?PHU SD=P[s going to be done. 6DAJ =C=EJ$ EJ KQN PA=I$ EP[O 40 BKN IA Po
O=U PD=P Y;6A=I IAI>AN<$ SA JAA@ PK achieve this goal$ EP @KAOJ[P I=PPAN BKN IA
how you reach it, as long as you tell me a bit what you are doingZ%

Thus, it seemed to be important for leaders of multicultural teams to familiarize themselves

with team memADQR_ BTKSTQDR HM NQCDQ SN @CITRS their own motivating approaches to these

cultures.

In addition, motivating multicultural team members seems to be successful by giving them

responsibilities and engaging them in decision-making. This supports the findings of Levi

(2007) on universal motivational factors, as he argues that motivation arises from meaningful

tasks and increased responsibilities. In fact, it is a company policy in Matrix Inc. that all

managers arrange one-to-one discussions with their subordinates preferably once a month,

motivating as one of the main purposes.

I do different things, for instance, in terms of broadening their scope and getting
them interested. I have regular one-to-one meetings with them. X X / PDEJG EP[O
important because it gets people engaged and it gets a lot of discussion, and
discussion is good to improve.

Furthermore, some interviewees acknowledged that motivating their team members with

different cultural backgrounds succeeds by giving them tasks that align with their strengths

and interests.

I try to give people tasks specifically on the basis of their strengths and also
interests in order not to force them to dK OKIAPDEJC PDAU @KJ[P HEGA. If a person,
for example, enjoys working with nQI>ANO$ / SKJ[P CERA DEI RANU ?NA=PERA P=OGO%
If the other person, in turn, hates all sorts of coding and working with numbers
>QP PDA KPDAN KJA AJFKUO PDAI PDA IKOP$ PDAJ KB ?KQNOA /[HH LNABAN=>HU CERA PDKOA
tasks to the one who likes them and can do them. 5K EP[O LNA?EOAHU =>KQP QOEJC
their strengths and interests.

However, motivating does not always succeed as desired. One of the interviewees mentioned

it as the most difficult aspect of multicultural team leadership:

The most difficult thing is when you have a person in a team SDK[O ?NA=PEJC
some issues and you still have to be positive and supportive. If you feel that EP[O
not going at all how UKQ S=JP =J@ UKQ =NA CEREJC = HKP KB EJLQP =J@ PDANA[O JK
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chanCA$ PD=P[O PDA IKOP @EBBE?QHP thing. And EB UKQ @KJ[P BAAH PD=P PDA IKPER=PEKJ
you are giving helps or they [team members] @KJ[P NA=HHU OAA EP =O EP S=O
supposed to be$ EP[O @EBBE?QHP.

In fact, it seemed that leaders cannot be fully responsible for SGDHQ SD@L LDLADQR_ LNSHU@SHNM(

They can help to improve their team members_ LNSHU@SHNM but at the end it is the

responsibility of an individual to work in the field that one finds interesting and motivating.

After all, it has a huge influence on your motivation if you really like your job.
5K EB UKQ @KJ[P BEJ@ UKQN FK> EJPANAOPEJC$ EP[O Rery difficult for a manager to
IKPER=PA UKQ$ EB UKQ[NA JKP EJPANAOPA@ EJ UKQN FK> =P =HH% )J EJ@ERE@Q=H ODKQH@
have courage to either decide that this is what I do now for my living, I can
choose. X X But then, if you are not satisfied with your job and caJ[P P=GA = OP=J@
PD=P UKQ[RA PDA KJA SDK D=RA ?DKOAJ UKQN FK>$ PDAJ @K OKIAPDEJC AHOA%

To summarize, motivating team members with different cultural backgrounds is challenging

as each team member is motivated in different ways. Some may prefer to have clear goals,

while others become stressed by them. Some may be motivated by direction and support,

while others by empowerment. In general, motivating multicultural team members, however,

seems to succeed by giving them responsibilities and engaging them in decision-making.

Giving them tasks which align with their strengths and interests also seems to improve their

LNSHU@SHNM( >GDQDENQD' KD@CDQR MDDC SN E@LHKH@QHYD SGDLRDKUDR VHSG SD@L LDLADQR_ BTKSTQDR HM

order to adjust their motivating approaches to these cultures.

All in all, now that I have discussed the four areas of leadership challenges that the

interviewees have faced when leading their teams, it can be summarized that the interviewees

had both positive and negative experiences on each area and all the areas seemed to be

somewhat interrelated. For instance, without @ KD@CDQ_R pursuit to be culturally sensitive and

promote it VHSGHM NMD_R SD@L or to improve cross-cultural communication, it is difficult to

create a cohesive team and build trust within one. Motivating, in turn, seems to be challenging

without a cohesive team in which team members trust each other and their leader.

($' >WSSRTVMQK 7WOVMGWOVWTEO ?IEP 6IEHITULMS MQ M7EVTMZ 4QG$N

When gathering the experiences of the interviewees, I was exposed to the organizational

challenges affecting leadership of multicultural teams in Matrix Inc. Answering the

RTANQCHM@SD QDRD@QBG PTDRSHNM \What could the case company do to support the leadership of

its multicultural teams?] HR ONRRHAKD by discussing these organizational challenges. I believe
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these issues make an important contribution to the understanding of why the previously

addressed challenges on multicultural team leadership were prevailing in the interviews. I am

thus dedicating this chapter to present major organizational challenges affecting the leadership

of multicultural teams in Matrix Inc., namely lack of time and power for leadership, limited

resources for rewarding, and insufficiently targeted cultural trainings.

($'$% 6EGN RJ ?MPI EQH ;RYIT JRT 6IEHITULMS

As discussed in the empirical part, the majority of the interviewees considered that middle

managers in Matrix Inc. have a highly operational role meaning that they are busy with their

operative tasks and they do not have enough power to make decisions. The interviewees

constantly experienced receiving requests on a variety of issues from multiple stakeholders,

such as top managers and subordinates, resulting in a situation in which they did not have

enough time to lead their teams. In fact, most of the interviewees regarded this lack of time

for the actual leadership work stemming from their position in between the top management

and their own teams as there were pressures constantly coming from both directions.

Now we are just simply having too much work. Everything is done like putting
BENAO KQP EJ DQCA L=JE? OK$ EJ IU KLEJEKJ$ UKQ[NA JKP =>HA PK CAP PDA >AOP KQP KB
your team, if everyone is just doing something at full speed.

We are constantly working in a fire fighting environment, whANA PDANA[O JKP
enough of stability. We are always putting fires out, always running from one
priority problem to another priority problem.

They send us to all kinds of managerial trainings and try to teach that to us, but
the practice doesn[P ?KNNAOLKJ@ SEPD PDA PN=EJEJCO, as you still have the other
things to do. And no one to whom to delegate. 5K / @KJ[P GJKS SDAJ UKQ CAP PK
show your leadership skills. At midnight?

The lack of time and power for leadership were speculated to be a result of a BNLO@MX_R

global strategy and matrix structure. Adopting a strategy in which, at its extreme, decisions

are made at the global headquarters and then spread to other locations was thought to result

into decision-making opportunities becoming fewer in the other locations than the

headquarters. Moreover, even though a matrix structure is not as centralized as, for example,

departmental structure, some interviewees felt that their subordinates having also another

superior resulted in a situation where the power for decision-making decreased as it had to be

shared.
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Overall, the HMSDQUHDVDDR_ DWODQHDMBDR HMCHB@SD SG@t lack of time and power for leadership has

certainly not enhanced leadership of their multicultural teams, but rather impeded it,

especially in relation to creation of cohesive teams and motivating their team members.

However, cohesive teams and motivation were considered to be major issues in multicultural

team leadership as presented in chapter 4.2. Poor cohesion and poor motivation were thought

to affect KD@CDQR_ personal relationships with their team members, formation of out-groups,

and poor job satisfaction. Moreover, especially poor cohesion was thought to have a great

potential to cause emotional clicks and erode an open atmosphere within teams.

Given the rather negatively turned comments and experiences related to the lack of time and

power for leadership, the interviewees were asked how the case company could support them

in leading their teams. As suggested by Wright and Drewery (2002), Levi (2007), and Hajro

and Pudelko (2010), team cohesion can be improved by spending more time with team

members. Furthermore, motivating becomes more challenging if one does not have time to

find out what motivates each team member, for example, by having regular discussions with

them. In fact, the company policy of one-to-one meetings between a leader and a subordinate

was found useful among the interviewees. Moreover, they hoped that they could hire new

members to their teams in order to distribute work more efficiently to subordinates in order to

have more time to carry out their tasks, therefore also leaving more time for leaders to focus

on the actual leadership work. When asking what the interviewees would do if they had more

time for leadership, many of them answered they would use the time to support and motivate

their team members more and organize some kind of joint activities in order to create better

team spirit.

In addition, the interviewees hoped that the top management would trust them more in the

sense that they would have more power to make decisions regarding their own teams and

specialization areas. Currently, the interviewees felt that the top managers are overly focused

on tactical things which would in fact belong to their territories and responsibilities.

It makes it challenging in this firm that the top management is so strongly
focusing on tactical matters, which would, in my opinion, belong to the middle
management. The middle management should take care of those tactical matters
and give their recommendation on how to proceed to the top management. But
in this firm the top management, the middle management, and the specialists are
all involved.

In my opinion, most of PDAOA PDEJCO SKQH@J[P NAMQENA PDA PKL I=J=CAIAJP PK >A
involved; in fact, the middle management should be able to do certain things
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without involving the top management in everything. In this way, the middle
managers should then ask their own team members what are their opinions on
different matters.

7A @KJ[PW 7D=P ?=J Uou do in the IE@@HA I=J=CAIAJP% *AOE@AO UKQN SKNGW
We have hardly any space for leadership. Instead, in my opinion, the middle
managers are more like the specialists of their own fields, so there is too much
of normal work leaving you about 5% of your time to the leadership role, really.

The problem often is that the middle management has too much work and I also
have too much of more detailed tasks to do. X X Thus, it is often difficult to work
=O = I=J=CAN$ =J@ PD=P[O PDA ?D=HHAJCA% Well, not maybe in theory, but in
practice we are not given enough space for those manager tasks.

4QN PKL I=J=CAIAJP @KAOJ[P Cive the middle management the authority to make
decisions. X X Many middle managers would be ready to make decisions and
would be ready to assume responsibility. But that opportunity is not given here.

In fact, many interviewees experienced that at the moment there is a certain kind of micro

management culture in Matrix Inc. due to which they are not given power to make decisions.

Therefore, most of the interviewees seemed to long for a greater sense of trust from the top

management, which could be demonstrated as a greater power to make decisions regarding

their own teams and territories. This would require the top managers to find out if creating

this kind of a more empowered leadership approach would be possible in the organizational

context of Matrix Inc. A coaching approach of leadership would indeed seem to meet the

desperate need of the middle management.

($'$& 6MPMVIH =IURWTGIU JRT =IYETHMQK

Related to the lack of power for leadership, several interviewees pointed out not having

enough resources to reward their team members. This was thought to stem from the high cost

reduction targets of the case company. Therefore, the global strategy of the ultimate parent

company seemed to have an influence also on rewarding, as the global headquarters is

striving for global efficiency thus spreading this objective also to its other locations. When

adopting a strategy that focuses on cost reduction and finding economies of scale, it is natural

that the company tries to save in everything possible.

Nevertheless, the interviewees experienced that saving from rewarding hampers their

possibilities to motivate their team members. Even though intrinsic motivation is commonly

considered to be the most optimal way to be motivated and motivating is not alone the

managers_ QDRONMRHAHKHSX' SGD HMSDQUHDVDDR ONHMSDC NTS that even small gestures to reward their
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team members for the good work done would support their leadership work. After all, as also

SGDHQ SD@L LDLADQR_ S@RJR @QD highly operative in their nature, the interviewees thought that

thanking and giving feedback are not enough. After all, motivation was considered as one of

the major issues in multicultural team leadership as presented in chapter 4.2.4. Poor

LNSHU@SHNM V@R SGNTFGS SN HMBQD@RHMFKX @EEDBS SD@L LDLADQR_ ONNQ INA R@SHRE@BSHNM @MC

reduced performance. In addition, some interviewees mentioned a fairly high turnover of

Matrix Inc. to derive partly from reduced motivation of employees.

Overall, the interviewees hoped that Matrix Inc. could support them in their leadership work

by giving more possibilities to reward their team members in order to improve their

motivation. They suggested that this could be done, for example, by giving them chances to

negotiate the wages of their team members higher. However, they considered it more likely

that the case company would give them opportunities to reward and motivate their team

members by some kinds of small gestures, which would show their gratefulness towards team

members for their contribution.

If I had more power to take care of my team and managerial aspects, more
LKSAN =J@ IKNA PEIA =J@ NAOKQN?AO PK IKPER=PA PDAI SEPD @EBBANAJP PDEJCOW /B /
OAA PD=P OKIAKJA EJ IU PA=I >AD=RAO KN OKIAKJA[O EJLQP EO OECJEBE?=JPHU IKNA
PD=J /[RA ATLA?PA@ KN SD=P PDA KNC=JEV=PEKJ ATLA?PO$ PDA KJHU PDEJC / ?=J do is to
thank him, so there are no other ways PK NAS=N@% 6D=P[O OKIAPDEJC / HKJC BKN$
that we would be given more ways to reward our team members.

When asking, what kind small gestures could there be, the interviewees suggested similar

ways to reward as SGD BNLO@MX_R DMC-of-trial breakfast policy. According to this policy, each

MDV DLOKNXDD HR OQNUHCDC @ EQDD AQD@JE@RS VGDM NMD_R SQH@K ODQHNC DMCR @MC SGD DLOKNXLDMS

relationship with Matrix Inc. continues. Moreover, one interviewee mentioned that Matrix

Inc., in fact, has a recognition program through which middle managers can reward their team

members for extraordinary performance. However, HM SGD HMSDQUHDVDD_R NOHMHNM, the program

does not meet its purpose as only few recognitions are accepted.

We have a program where we can put persons into if they have done something
HEGA ATPN=KN@EJ=NU >QP / @KJ[P PDEJG EP SKNGO >A?=QOA JKS /[RA PNEA@ for one year
to give it [recognition] to one of my team members and it got stuck in the
system.

Thus, the case company could consider if the program could be run in a more effective way so

that it would not require an extraordinary performance like today. Also, it has to be kept in

mind that there is always a flipside in rewarding. Employees who are not rewarded may feel
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themselves punished even if they had received positive feedback. Thus, it is possible that their

motivation deteriorates if they feel that they are not treated fairly compared to their peers.

Hence, another way to reward the entire teams could be, for example, by giving middle

managers possibilities to organize joint activities with their teams when they have achieved

their goals. Furthermore, the case company could also develop its performance management

by setting more realistic and long-term targets to employees. As one interviewee stated in

BG@OSDQ ,(*(*' DLOKNXDDR_ S@QFDSR @QD TMQD@KHRSHB' CHEEHBTKS' @MC SGDX BG@MFD @KK SGD SHLD( >GHR

V@R RODBTK@SDC SN AD @ QDRTKS NE SGD SNO L@M@FDLDMS_R HM@AHKHSX SN L@JD CDBHRHNMR( 7E SGD

decisions are changed also the targets must be changed so that the employees would be able to

work for the right things. By changing the goals continuously seemed to result in everyday

work becoming challenging as one does not inevitably take the effort to strive for targets if

they are to change once again.

($'$' 4QUWJJMGMIQVO[ ?ETKIVIH .WOVWTEO ?TEMQMQKU

Regarding the area of cultural sensitivity, cultural trainings raised a lot of discussion in the

interviews. Most of the interviewees were pleased to have so many possibilities to train their

team members and themselves. Some of them even hoped to have more cultural trainings.

However, they also pointed out that trainings have not always been targeted in the best

possible way to cover the cultures of the employees of Matrix Inc.

7A[ve had those cQHPQN=H PN=EJEJCO >QP PDAU[RA >AAJ HEGA$ PDAU D=RAJ[P
necessarily always been applied to these people.

Instead, they thought the nature of the trainings to be somewhat general thus not

concentrating on how to work with people with different cultural backgrounds in practice.

Some of them also hoped that the trainings would de-construct the universal cultural

stereotypes even more. Again, they also felt that the lack of time makes it challenging to

apply learned theory into practice.

The trainer is an external consultant who has a long experience in cross-cultural consulting

and in the multinational corporation of which part Matrix Inc. is. She has been conducting

trainings on multicultural effectiveness for both the operational staff and the managers of

Matrix Inc. as well as other locations of the multinational corporation in question for years.

Thus, she has a profound understanding of the corporation. Still, external consulting is

external, which might be the reason why the interviewees feel that the trainings have not been
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specifically targeted to the context of Matrix Inc. However, given the busy position of the

middle management, it may also be that the interviewees have not had time to prepare

themselves to the trainings beforehand. After all, there are usually assignments to be

completed prior to trainings which aim at assisting participants in comprehending the topics

more profoundly, and thus, making the best out of the trainings. However, if participants have

no time to complete pre-tasks, it is possible that the training ends up only being a one-day

course that will be forgotten very soon. In these cases, trainings do not meet their purpose and

only take more of the ATRX LHCCKD L@M@FDQR_ SHLD(

Therefore, more time for middle managers to focus on the culture related trainings before,

during, and after them would support middle managers in learning the topic. In order not to

risk trainings ending up being only one-time courses, there could be some kind of continuum

meaning more than one training on the same topic. Moreover, the case company could guide

the trainer to conduct the trainings more practically if possible.

Furthermore, some interviewees longed for more cultural trainings for specifically newly

appointed middle managers.

In my opinion, it [multiculturalism] could be brought out more, especially as we
have quite many young managers. There are pretty tough challenges already in
leading a team but PDA B=?P PD=P PDANA[s also these kinds of challenges
[multicultural team leadership], which may not be that familiar from before. So
in my opinion, it should be in a company strategy to take these matters into
consideration, and to train managers, to train everybody to understand, that
there are differences.

Thus, cultural trainings targeted to newly appointed middle managers would help them to lead

their multicultural teams in a better way straight from the beginning. In fact, Matrix Inc. has

now arranged training related the topic new manager coaching to their newly appointed

managers. Therefore, perhaps the area of multiculturalism and its leadership could be

included as one of the topics of this training series.

In addition, one suggestion regarding the area of cultural sensitivity and its promotion was

that Matrix Inc. could instruct all the new employees in cultural diversity regardless of their

status in the organization at the beginning of their employment. This would orientate all the

employees to consider and deal with the cultural diversity in everyday working life.

It would be good to have some kind of an instruction that people could see that
Yokay, we are all differentZ. And you have to accept that different people act in
@EBBANAJP S=UO$ =J@ EB UKQ @KJ[P PAHH PDAI$ PDAJ PDAU @KJ[P GJKS% X X You cannot
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expect that he knows and he cannot expect that you know. So / PDEJG EP[O
important that you make this clear because many people FQOP @KJ[P PDEJG =>KQP
that [cultural diversity].

This instruction could be, for example, implemented as a cultural awareness guide, similar to

the new employee handbooks that Matrix Inc. is already distributing to all the new employees.

/P ODKQH@ >A MQEPA K>REKQO PK ARANU>K@U >QP / PDEJG EP[O =?PQ=HHU OPEHH CKK@ PK D=RA
some kind of a guide that shows like some basics about cultural awareness, and
something like that. Many peopHA @KJ[P think about these differences. So maybe
PDAU @KJ[P Fust think, or they just think that EB UKQ[NA /J@E=J$ PDAJ KB ?KQNOA UKQ
are like that.

The guide could thus include basic advice on how to work with people from different cultures

and how to avoid generalizing and stereotyping. This cultural guide could be a good way to

inspire employees to work with people having different cultural backgrounds and to promote

BTKSTQ@K RDMRHSHUHSX QHFGS EQNL SGD ADFHMMHMF NE D@BG DLOKNXDD_R DLOKNXLDnt.

All in all, leadership of multicultural teams from the perspective of middle managers seems to

be a complex entirety affected by various things. First, the context of a multinational

corporation creates pressures for middle management in the form of less power to make

decisions and difficult goals that are not always corresponding with local markets. These, in

turn, make it more challenging for middle managers to influence their teams and motivate

their team members. Second, multiculturalism creates challenges for team leadership as

different cultures of team members make it more difficult to create cohesive teams and build

trust, as both the leader and the followers may not always be culturally sensitive. Cross-

cultural communication may also create misunderstandings, and taking all these things into

consideration, motivating becomes challenging. Furthermore, their role as middle managers is

extremely challenging due to: 1) being in between the upper and lower levels of the hierarchy,

2) the context of a multinational corporation and the global strategy of the ultimate parent

company, and 3) the matrix structure as their subordinates have two superiors. The main

empirical findings of the study can be seen in Table 4.
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This final chapter summarizes the main findings of the study. In the first chapter I will briefly

outline the structure of the study and the interdependence between the theoretical and the

empirical parts, and the main empirical findings. In the second chapter I will discuss final

thoughts and managerial implications, and finally, I will present my suggestions for further

research.

)$% 7EMQ 1MQHMQKU

The purpose of this 9@RSDQ_R Thesis has been to examine how middle managers experience

leadership of their multicultural teams in everyday working life in the context of a

multinational corporation. In other words, what kind of experiences middle managers of the

case company Matrix Inc. have in leading their multicultural teams and what kind of

challenges they have faced. Furthermore, my aim has been to provide some suggestions for

the case company on how it could support the leadership of its multicultural teams. The

structure of the study has therefore been divided into the theoretical part, which outlines

previous research on multicultural team leadership in multinational corporations, and into the

empirical part, which discusses experiences and challenges that middle managers in the

organizational context of Matrix Inc. have faced.

The theoretical framework first presented research on multinational corporations, especially

challenges, such as strategy, structure, and multiculturalism, which affect their operations.

After introducing the context of multinational corporations, the rest of the theoretical

framework focused on multicultural team leadership in this specific context. The chapter 2.2

presented the main focus of my study and outlined six major areas that illustrate the

challenging nature of leadership of multicultural teams in everyday working life. In addition

to the multinational corporation context and the leadership role of middle managers, these six

areas of challenges gathered from previous literature served as the main theoretical

framework on which to reflect the empirical findings.

The empirical part started with discussing the definitions provided by the interviewees on the

main concepts of this Thesis, the context of a multinational corporation, and the middle

L@M@FDQR_ QNKD @R KD@CDQR NE SGDHQ LTKSHBTKSTQ@K SD@LR. Further it focused on the examination

of multicultural team leadership in Matrix Inc., and more precisely, on how the six areas
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presented in the theoretical framework were experienced by the interviewees in the

organizational context of Matrix Inc. By conducting the semi-structured interviews I gathered

an extensive data on experiences of the middle managers. The analysis on the empirical data

therefore showed that the empirical findings are in line with the theoretical framework and

support the existence of particularly four of the main areas presented in theoretical

framework. Hence, I argue that the interviewees had most experiences in the following four

areas: 1) cultural sensitivity, 2) cross-cultural communication, 3) team cohesion and trust, and

4) motivation. It was surprising to discover that the rest two areas, namely power and

hierarchy and decision-making, did not raise as much discussion in the interviews as the other

areas. They were, after all, widely present in previous literature.

Regarding the most prevailing area in the interviews, namely cultural sensitivity, both the

positive as well as the negative experiences of the interviewees showed SG@S VHSGNTS @ KD@CDQ_R

cultural sensitivity and capability to promote cultural sensitivity within a team, it is difficult to

foster successful teamwork in multicultural teams. This finding supports the theoretical

framework, as cultural sensitivity was presented as one of the main elements of successful

multicultural team leadership, for example, in the scientific articles of Hajro and Pudelko

(2010) and Zander et al. (2012). >GD HMSDQUHDVDDR_ DWODQHDMBDR suggested that cultural

sensitivity is about recognizing and accepting other alternative ways of doing things not in a

negative way but simply as different. Some interviewees seemed to avoid the use of

stereotypes very deliberately. However, most of the experiences related to the use of

stereotypes hindering SGD HMSDQUHDVDDR_ cultural sensitivity in leadership of their teams. They

also related to the challenge of promoting cTKSTQ@K RDMRHSHUHSX VHSGHM SGD HMSDQUHDVDDR_ teams.

Even though the interviewees recognized that stereotypes are often incorrect and it is

important to familiarize oneself with real cultures of subordinates, they seemed to quite easily

resort to using stereotypes in everyday working life. This may stem from the difficulty in

understanding SGDHQ SD@L LDLADQR_ BTKSTQDR( Stereotypes indeed seemed to make it more

straightforward for them to lead their teams, especiaKKX @R SGDHQ ONRHSHNM \HM SGD LHCCKD]

requires them to meet with various expectations coming from multiple directions leading

them to be extremely busy. Therefore, stereotypes were viewed as a \tool] to adjust NMD_R

ADG@UHNQ SN SD@L LDLADQR_ BTKSTQDR VHSGNTS RODMCHMF SNN LTBG SHLD NM E@LHKH@QHYHMF NMDRDKE

with them.

Cross-cultural communication was the second most prevailing area in the interviews out of

the six areas. A common language was recognized as the core of successful communication. It
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was positive to note that the interviewees had faced only some challenges regarding

languages. These challenges related to, for example, lack of fluency and parlance of non-

native speakers of English, language as a divider of in-groups and out-groups, and the

importance of a shared language in conflict situations. However, as expected, most of the

HMSDQUHDVDDR_ experiences and the biggest challenges related to nonverbal and indirect

communication. This supports the theoretical framework, as Zander et al. (2012) recognized

nonverbal and indirect communication as the greatest challenges in multicultural team

leadership. In the interviewees_ DWODQHDMBDR these challenges were reflected in the difficulty of

interpreting the underlying behavior of their team members in the right way. In fact, some

interviewees EDKS SG@S SGDX G@C HMRTEEHBHDMS JMNVKDCFD NM SGDHQ SD@L LDLADQR_ BTKSTQ@K

communication preferences leading them to being incapable of adjusting their own behavior

to these communication styles. As common ground seemed to be of high importance in

successful communication, it may be that the middle managers have not had enough time to

build personal relationships with their team members, which is why they may not share

enough common ground. Sharing a common ground, after all, makes it easier to interpret

NSGDQR_ ADG@UHNQ(

Team cohesion and trust appeared as the third most prevailing area in the interviews. The

research findings support the arguments of Miller et al. (2000) who state that achieving

cohesion can be considerably BG@KKDMFHMF HM LTKSHBTKSTQ@K SD@LR @R' CTD SN SD@L LDLADQR_

differing cultural backgrounds, they are more prone to culture-based misunderstandings and

conflicts, which reduce cohesion and trust. In fact, the interviewees recognized the importance

of building personal bonds and relationships with their multicultural team members in order

to enhance cohesion and trust within their teams. Creating an open atmosphere was also

considered important. However, the fact that people prefer to associate with those who have

similar cultures (Miller et al. 2000; Wright & Drewery 2002) was also evident in the

HMSDQUHDVDDR_ DWODQHDMBDR( >he most challenging experiences related to preventing the

emergence of in-group and out-group differentiation due to the minority of team members

having entirely different cultural backgrounds to others. Again, spending time together in

order to make the better acquaintance of one another and humor were found to bind and attach

team members emotionally to each other thus improving cohesion and trust.

Finally, the fourth area of motivation came up in the majority of the interviews. Supporting

the findings of Thomas (2008), the interviewees argued that their team members need to be

motivated in different ways at least partly based on their cultural backgrounds. For example,
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the interviewees recognized that some of their team members were motivated by direction and

support, while others were motivated by empowerment. In fact, it seemed to take some time

from the leaders to learn how their team members can be motivated. However, it was

surprising to note that motivating did not seem to cause any bigger challenges to the

interviewees as in the previous research it was considered very challenging. After all, it was

also evident in the interviews that leaders cannot take the entire liability of their team

LDLADQR_ LNSHU@SHon; instead it is also SD@L LDLADQR_ own responsibility.

Therefore, to answer my research question, the empirical findings on multicultural team

leadership experiences and challenges in Matrix Inc. were quite traditional indicating that

leadership of multicultural teams was not perceived as challenging by the middle managers as

assumed prior to conducting the study. As expected, the interviewees had a variety of

experiences regarding multicultural team leadership in the context of a multinational

corporation. However, the challenges faced by the middle managers regarding the

aforementioned four areas did not seem to be so remarkable that they would have risked, for

example, the continuity of teamwork. Spending time together and making acquaintance with

team members and their cultural backgrounds seemed to help in overcoming challenges in all

the most prevailing areas. Therefore, it is important for the middle managers to learn as much

as possible about the cultures of their team members. Furthermore, the middle managers had

faced only some minor conflicts regarding these areas, which could be resolved by discussion.

>GTR' HM BNMSQ@RS SN ?QHFGS @MC 2QDVDQX_R %+))+& @QFTLDMS NM SGD BG@KKDMFD NE DMF@FHMF

employees with multicultural backgrounds in the activities of multinational corporations

being often underestimated, based on this study, it seems not to be. Instead, surprisingly, the

biggest challenges seemed to relate to the multinational corporation context of Matrix Inc. and

the middle manager role itself.

In fact, the empirical findings showed that the organizational context of Matrix Inc. as part of

a multinational corporation has a strong influence on SGD LHCCKD L@M@FDQR_ leadership role,

for example, through the strategy and the structure of the corporation. Most of the

interviewees experienced that the global strategy of the ultimate parent company of Matrix

Inc., A@RDC NM 0@QSKDSS @MC 5GNRG@K_R %2002) four dimensions, resulted in their decision-

making power and time for leadership being extremely limited. This may be a reason why

greater challenges or conflicts were not faced by the interviewees regarding multicultural

team leadership if they experienced not having time for leadership. In fact, comparable to Luo

@MC =GDMJ@Q_R %+))-& description on global strategy, the interviewees experienced that the
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parent company of Matrix Inc. aims at integrating its subunits and holds the power to

decision-making by itself. Furthermore, the interviewees pointed out that the BNQONQ@SHNM_R

strong focus on cost reduction can be sensed in their role as middle managers of Matrix Inc.

Therefore, due to global strategy of the corporation, the interviewees experienced that they do

not have enough power and time to lead their teams as everything comes quite readily from

the global headquarters. This results in their tasks becoming more operative in their nature, at

the same time weakening their leadership role. This may also indicate that their team

LDLADQR_ S@RJ @QD GHFGKX NODQ@SHUD, which is why their completion may not require as close

collaboration as it would cause disagreements and conflicts. Moreover, they were confronted

with situations in which the parent company had not taken regional differences sufficiently

into account in its decision-making, which ended up the middle managers receiving almost

impossible requests from the top. Some interviewees also talked about the impact of the

BNQONQ@SHNM_R structure on leadership of their teams. Of the four structures presented by Luo

and Shenkar (2006) in the theoretical framework, the structure of the case company is matrix.

The interviewees regarded the matrix structure influencing their leadership work to become

more challenging as each of their team members had other superiors in other functions or

countries in addition to them. This made it more challenging for the interviewees to

comprehend what their own contribution to leadership of their teams should be.

In fact, most of the interviewees had quite traditional, hierarchical views on leadership. On

the one hand, some of them considered leadership to be strategic in its nature in which only

the top managers engage, while some others thought that everyone should be engaged in

leadership regardless of their position in the organization. All in all, the majority of them

perceived leadership being in between these views thus involving all the employees in

managerial roles and including different kinds of activities, such as motivating, supporting,

and helping their team members. Thus, most of their perceptions on leadership differed from

the view of organic leadership OQDU@HKHMF HM SNC@X_R KD@CDQRGHO KHSDQ@STQD meaning that

leadership is not tied to certain positions but instead meaning mutual sense-making in a group

(Avery 2004). These rather traditional and hierarchical views on leadership of the

interviewees may derive from the quite hierarchical organizational culture of Matrix Inc. and

the rest of its multinational corporation network. In other words, the middle managers may

not be able to view leadership in any other ways than in the way it appears in the case

company.
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Furthermore, due to the rather hierarchical organizational culture of the case company, the

interviewees experienced that the top managers have a huge influence on how they are able to

lead their teams. In fact, it seemed that a certain kind of micro management culture is

prevalent in Matrix Inc. The middle managers found that it hinders their opportunities to lead

their teams. Due to this kind of micro management approach of the top managers, the

interviewees felt that they do not have power to make even the smallest decisions regarding

their teams and territories. This may explain the quite surprising finding that the area of

decision-making presented in the theoretical framework did not become apparent through the

interviews. In other words, if the middle managers do not have power to make decisions even

on the smallest things, then they cannot really either face any major challenges regarding

decision-making within their teams in more extreme cases. Thus, the top management and its

leadership approach seem to have a strong influence on how middle managers experience

leading their own teams. Naturally, one cannot perhaps blame the top management alone for

the micro management approach since it may derive from the global strategy of the

multinational corporation, as the top managers also have their own superiors from whom they

receive requests.

Moreover, some interviewees thought that this strong organizational culture of Matrix Inc.

stemming from its multinational corporation network results in the situation that different

cultures cannot indeed be brought out in the organization. Therefore, even though some

employees would have entirely different cultural backgrounds than others, they do not stand

out. Instead, employees adapt to the organizational culture, which could explain why the

middle managers had not faced major challenges or conflicts regarding multiculturalism in

their teams. Especially, this may be the reason why the area of power and hierarchy presented

in the theoretical framework was not apparent in the interviews; after all, the employees may

quickly adapt to the rather hierarchical organizational culture of Matrix Inc. thus not showing

their cultural orientations towards power and hierarchy. >GHR HR RTOONQSDC AX 8DTMF_R DS @K(

(2005) argument on dynamic cultures concluding that the human mind is adaptive thus

making it possible for people to quickly adapt their cultures to their environment. Indeed, as

one interviewee stated, perhaps cultural differences disappear in daily interaction when team

members make acquaintance with each other. Consequently, cultural differences should not

cause as great challenges to multinational corporations as has been previously assumed

(Leung et al. 2005). Based on this study, this seems to be somewhat true in the organizational

context of Matrix Inc. Of course, there may also be other reasons for why multiculturalism
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did not seem to be as big of a challenge in Matrix Inc. as assumed prior to conducting this

research. These reasons are discussed next.

It seems that the middle managers are not facing any major challenges or conflicts regarding

multicultural team leadership in Matrix Inc., which is surprising, though positive, to note. As

presented, this may be due to the rather hierarchical organizational culture of the case

company stemming from the global strategy of the ultimate parent company and the micro

management approach of the top management. However, this may also be due to the fact that

most of the employees may indeed have quite similar cultural backgrounds. If we define

culture as being at least partly shaped by nationalities and other demographic factors, then

most of the employees of Matrix Inc. may have rather similar cultural backgrounds as they

come from the Nordic, Baltic, and other European countries, and the majority of them being

highly educated, in their 30s and 40s, and quite equally both male and female. Thus, it may be

that their cultural backgrounds indeed are not different enough to cause considerable

challenges and conflicts. Of course, it is only positive to note that any bigger challenges or

conflicts regarding multiculturalism were not encountered by the middle managers, although

it surely HR @KV@XR ONRRHAKD SN KD@QM SN KD@C NMD_R SD@L HM @ ADSSDQ V@X. Minor challenges and

conflicts faced by the middle managers could also communicate that Matrix Inc. indeed

benefits from having multicultural teams.

However, a few interviewees argued that the strong, hierarchical organizational culture of

Matrix Inc. does not allow cultural differences to stand out. If they would be allowed to stand

out more, even greater benefits could be achieved (Cox & Blake 1991; Wright & Drewery

2002). Thus, the top management should give middle managers and their teams more power

to make decisions on their own territories so that they would be more able to bring out their

different culture-bound viewpoints resulting in more creative solutions. Hierarchical

organizational culture and making even the smallest decisions on behalf of the middle

managers and their teams does not inevitably give them opportunities to bring out their

different viewpoints. Moreover, it can also be questioned if the challenge of multiculturalism

in fact is as significant as has been commonly thought. On the other hand, it may also be that

Matrix Inc. was not the most suitable case context for this research subject even if it seemed

to be prior to conducting this study.
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Having now presented the main findings of my Thesis and answers to my main research

question Y.KS @K IE@@HA I=J=CANO ATLANEAJ?A HA=@ANODEL KB PDAEN IQHPE?QHPQN=H PA=IO in

everyday working life in the context of a multinational corporation(Z it is time to finalize this

study by analyzing what kind of managerial implications it has for the case company, Matrix

Inc. Drawing upon the previously discussed topics and findings, I am thus summarizing

points which may serve as a basis for supporting LHCCKD L@M@FDQR_ QNKD HM LTKSHBTKSTQ@K SD@L

leadership.

First, even though the middle managers did not seem to face any serious challenges regarding

multicultural team leadership, the case company could consider supporting them especially in

the area of cultural sensitivity as it was the most prevailing area in the interviews. As the

interviewees suggested, this could be done by compiling a cultural awareness guide to be

distributed to all the new employees and developing multicultural effectiveness trainings

further. Even though the case company has been striving for supporting the practice in the

trainings, the interviewees experienced that the trainings often remain on a theoretical level

resulting in the topics being difficult to apply in practice. In order to enable training

participants to gain a more profound understanding of the topic, I would suggest Matrix Inc.

to consider arranging trainings more than once and at regular intervals. Thus, the trainings

would focus more profoundly on practicalities without ending up being ineffectual one-day

courses. Therefore, it would be beneficial to plan the contents of the trainings in cooperation

with the consultant holding the courses.

Second, similarly to the interviewees, I suggest the case company to consider giving some

kind of additional opportunities for leaders to reward their team members. These

opportunities would make it easier for the middle managers to motivate their team members

and thus reach better results. Performance management could also be developed by setting

more realistic and long-term targets to employees so that the goals would not change

constantly. This would probably result in the employees becoming more motivated to strive

for the goals, and it would also be more straightforward for the managers to engage their team

members in reaching their targets. In addition, I would suggest Matrix Inc. to also consider

rewarding the middle managers for successful leadership work done. Thus, goals regarding

leadership work itself could be set for the middle managers. In this way they could also

receive the company approval for spending their time on leadership, as at the moment this
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tacit consent seems to be missing. After all, successful leadership improves DLOKNXDDR_

motivation and job satisfaction thus resulting in better performance and results.

Nevertheless, the biggest issue seemed to be that the middle managers do not have enough

time and power for leadership. In fact, my most important development suggestion relates to

this issue. Even though it may have been noted in Matrix Inc. that there is a need for a

coaching and empowering type of leadership culture, this study really shows the desperate

need for it( 9HCCKD L@M@FDQR_ EQTRSQ@SHNM NM MNS having enough power and time for leadership

was highly apparent in the interviews. Most of them seemed not to be satisfied with the micro

management approach of the top management that seemed to strongly prevail in the

organization. The top managers should have trust in the middle managers and their team

members having the expertise in their own fields, and not to be afraid of giving them power to

make decisions on their territories. This would most likely create a situation where the middle

managers and their team members would be more willing to support and implement the

decisions of the top management. Therefore, I would highly recommend Matrix Inc. to

develop its prevailing leadership culture to be more coaching and empowering; namely to the

direction of shared leadership (Pearce & Manz 2005). As Stoker (2006) states, the role of the

middle managers should be developed to be more people-oriented reducing the amount of

their operational tasks. Consequently, the middle managers would feel themselves more

appreciated and motivated if the top management would trust them more. Perhaps even the

different cultures of employees could be brought out more resulting in a less hierarchical

organization enabling the company to benefit from these differences even more. However,

achieving a lasting change requires changing the whole organizational culture and prevailing

leadership attitudes, as leadership seems to be currently understood as a top-down process in

Matrix Inc. at least from the perspective of the interviewees.

Furthermore, in a rather hierarchical organization, such as the case company, a change

requires commitment from especially the top management but also from all the other

employees. The top managers should pay special attention to their behavior and the language

they use as these influence the atmosphere and the culture of the organization. Everyone

should be involved in change, for example, by inquiring employees whether the change

indeed is needed, motivating them to the change, for instance, by trainings and shared

planning sessions in which the employees have the possibility, for example, to contribute to

the choice of values of the organization, and rewarding employees for behavior that is in

accordance with the pursued culture. Organizational culture change requires not only
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changing the artifacts, such as processes, values, visions, strategies, and targets, of the culture

but also the basic assumptions. The basic assumptions of the culture have to be made visible

in order to implement change as this makes it possible to de-construct them and make room

for new assumptions. Moreover, change cannot be implemented without the acceptance of the

rest of the multinational corporation network. Therefore, the change process will require time

and patience and perhaps even external expertise since leadership cultures have been

authoritarian for decades thus seeing leadership as a top-down process. However, if

successful, it may contribute to an enriched, thriving, and motivating working atmosphere.

)$' >WKKIUVMRQU JRT 1WTVLIT =IUIETGL

>GD ENBTR NE SGHR 9@RSDQ_R >GDRHR G@R ADDM NM KD@QMHMF about experiences of middle managers

in leading their multicultural teams in the context of a multinational corporation. One further

alternative could be to conduct the research in different kind of the case context, for example,

in a multinational corporation adopting multidomestic strategy. After all, multinational

corporations adopting multidomestic strategies seem to be less hierarchical thus allowing

different cultures to be brought out more and giving middle managers more power for

leadership. Thus, the results could be significantly different compared to the results of this

study.

Moreover, this study could be broadened to the perspective of team members of multicultural

teams. Therefore, it could be examined if team members in fact face more challenges and

conflicts with each other than middle managers face with their teams. After all, these

challenges and conflicts may not always be apparent to the middle managers. Furthermore,

even if conflicts and conflict-solving are the topics that have been widely researched in the

context of multicultural teams, it would be interesting to research the subject more in practice

from the perspective of middle managers. More specifically, how the middle managers

resolve unexpected conflicts in practice.

Finally, my final suggestion for further research would be to research increasingly important

topics of remote management and virtual team leadership in the context of multicultural

teams. When conducting the interviews, I could not avoid the fact that several interviewees

had also subordinates in other locations than Matrix Inc. and they mentioned facing several

challenges in leading their distant, multicultural team members. In fact, I would highly

suggest the case company to conduct a study on this topic in the future if possible.
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1) Background Information about the Interviewee, and His / Her Working History

Could you start by telling a little bit about your background? In what kind of positions have
you worked? What is your current position? How many years of managerial experience you
have? How long have you been leading your current team? What kind of people your current
team consists of?

2) Multinational Corporations and the Case Company

# How do you understand the term multinational corporation?
# How are multinational corporations / Matrix Inc. led?
# What kind of challenges do multinational corporations / Matrix Inc. face?

3) Leadership and Middle Management

Concept of leadership:
# How do you understand the term leadership?
# Who should be involved in everyday leadership?
# How do you lead your team?

% Which activities do you include in leadership?

The role of middle managers:
# How do you understand the term middle manager?
# Could you describe the role of middle managers?
# What kind of a role do middle managers have in Matrix Inc.?
# What makes it challenging to be \HM SGD LHCCKD]?

4) Culture and Multiculturalism

Concept of culture:
# How do you understand the term culture?

Cultures and multiculturalism in the case company:
# How is multiculturalism present at the case company?
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5) Multicultural Team Leadership and Experiences in It

Leading multicultural teams in everyday working life:
# How can multicultural teams be led?
# How do you lead your own multicultural team in everyday working life?
# How do you think that leading a multicultural team differs from leading a more

monocultural team?

Successful / rewarding experiences in leading a multicultural team:
# Could you please describe some situations where you felt the leadership of your

multicultural team had gone well?
% What made the situation work well?

Challenging / difficult experiences in leading a multicultural team:
# What kind of problems / challenges do multicultural team leaders encounter when

leading their teams?
# Could you please describe me some situations where the leadership of your

multicultural team had really gone wrong?
% What was wrong with the situation? / What made it so challenging?
% Why did not the leadership succeed? / What could you have done

otherwise?
# How do you overcome these challenges with your team?

6) Supporting Multicultural Team Leadership

# What things would make you and your team to work even better?
# What are you ready to do in order to make your team to work even more

successfully together?
# What could Matrix Inc. do to support the leadership of multicultural teams?

7) Additional Comments

# Is there something else that you would like me to ask that has not been asked?
# Other questions / comments?


